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ABSTRACT
Across the globe, millions of people require medical attention as tissues and organs of the
body fail due to disease or trauma. Strategies from tissue engineering and regenerative medicine
seek to blend stem cells with biomaterial scaffolds to generate solutions to a myriad of medical
problems; a recent trend in these disciplines is to apply a bottom-up approach, seeking to
understand the fundamentals of cell behavior, differentiation, and interaction with the
extracellular environment to intelligently design therapeutic interventions. One key facet of cell
behavior to consider in regenerative medicine is cell migration. Implicated in other phenomenon
such as cancer metastasis and wound healing, controlling cell migration could allow for a precise
distribution of cell types in a material construct or recruit specific cells onto scaffolds from the
surrounding healthy tissue. Understanding how cell migration and the related focal adhesion
dynamics change on scaffolds will be a key insight into how materials can be designed to control
cell behavior. The current work seeks to develop methods to assess cell migration and focal
adhesion dynamics on nanofiber scaffolds and how they are altered relative to control surfaces.
A focal adhesion identification and tracking software (FAITS) package has been compiled using
Matlab and validated to quantify and describe adhesion dynamics. Time-lapse protocols were
developed to assess focal adhesion dynamics, and obstacles in etching nanofibers to control the
final diameter were identified. Preliminary data suggests that nanofibers lead to large elongated
focal adhesions and regulates cell velocity differently than planar surfaces.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
It is estimated that organ failure takes the lives of over 210 people across the world every
hour (Rothblatt, 2004). Millions of people require medical action to solve the myriad of
physiological ailments caused by organ and tissue failure. Current solutions to these diseases
require the donation of the necessary tissue or organ, prosthetic replacement, or a graft from the
individual’s own body. While these treatments are life saving, they also have critical limitations.
Organ and tissue donation, allotransplantation, requires a consenting donor, leading to a shortage
of organs and tissues; furthermore, those who undergo allotransplantation will require long-term
immunosuppressing drugs. Prosthetic replacements can also require long-term medication to
avoid rejection and complications; in addition, they often do not have the longevity of natural
organs and tissues to perform their functions and often require revision surgeries to replace or
repair the failed implant. Autografts or tissue reallocation within the patients body, often a gold
standard of care, are limited in the types of tissue that can be transferred, often lead to morbidity
at the donor site, and offer only a finite supply of graft material. With these significant
limitations, the current methods are not sufficient to deal with the needs and constraints to
provide effective treatment for organ and tissue failure (Langer & Vacanti, 1993).
However, the field of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine offers potential
solutions that address the shortcomings of current tissue and organ transplantations through the
manipulation of stem cells and growth of tissues in vitro that could be grafted or implanted into
living subjects. With the potential to grow organs and tissues from an individual’s cells or induce
self-healing, regenerative medicine could remove the need for immunosuppressant drugs and
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eliminate the shortage of donor tissues. Regenerative medicine would only be limited by what
tissues or stem cells could be manipulated (Langer & Vacanti, 1993). There are a multitude of
research endeavors to develop the field of regenerative medicine to yield practical treatment
strategies, ranging from whole organ strategies for bladder engineering (Atala, 2011) and the
recellularization and transplantation of human trachea (Baiguera et al., 2010), to routes focused
on tissue regeneration, such as the restoration of functional lacrimal glands (Hirayama et al.,
2013) and the two-step healing of craniofacial tissue (Kretlow et al., 2010).
These applications in regenerative medicine require precise control of cell phenotype to
direct cell behavior. Utilizing a “bottom-up” approach to regenerative medicine, researchers
could design scaffolds based on how cells interact and respond to growth factors and biomaterials
(Ozdemir, Xu, Siedlecki, & Brown, 2013). By understanding how the cell reacts to stimuli
leading to changes in complex features like morphology, adhesion, migration, proliferation,
differentiation, and apoptosis, new techniques can be developed that manipulate these phenotypes
to stimulate tissue regeneration and growth, both in vivo and in vitro. The current research
focuses on understanding cell migration for regenerative medicine applications. In this
introduction, topics will be covered regarding methods used to guide cell behavior and migration,
the role of nanofibrous scaffolds in this guidance, and important biological pathways that govern
cell migration.

3
Guiding Cell Behavior and Migration
Cell migration is a powerful tool to recruit native cells into a synthetic scaffold to
promote native tissue growth or keep implanted cells within a desired area. Cell migration also
has a critical role in medicine and biology, being a key factor in processes such as wound healing,
embryonic development, and cancer metastasis. As the current work uses synthetic scaffolds to
manipulate cell migration, its application is most relevant to regenerative medicine, but the
biochemical underpinnings of these results can still apply to the development of therapies that
promote fibroblast migration in wound healing or inhibit cancer cell migration in metastasis.
A variety of stimuli have been reported to evoke changes in cell migration. Research has
shown that multiple biochemical and biophysical gradients can orient and provoke migration in
cells. These gradients include: phototaxis, a response to a gradient in intensity of light;
chemotaxis, a reaction to a dissolved chemical difference; haptotaxis, a result of graded surface
chemicals; galvanotaxis, a response to electropotential gradients; geotaxis, a consequence of
gravitational potential gradients; and durotaxis, a reaction to a difference in substrate stiffness,
which has been observed to occur in both 2D and 3D (Lo, Wang, Dembo, & Wang, 2000; Raab et
al., 2012). The sensing of these gradients can be either active tactile “exploration” or reactive
responses to registered stimuli. It has also been noted that aspects of cell migration and
morphology can be influenced by “topographic guidance,” the effect of microscale or nanoscale
features on cellular movement (Lo et al., 2000).
Differences in nanoscale topography have been observed to influence the dynamics of
focal adhesions and ERK/MAPK pathways critical to migration and proliferation. In human
osteoblasts (HOBs), nanopits were observed to disrupt focal adhesion formation and decrease
spreading. In contrast, on microscale ridges, HOBs aligned with the topography, polarizing and
forming focal adhesion at the leading edge of the cell. In STRO-1+ enriched human
osteoprogenitor cells, the nanopits down regulated the signaling pathways, such as Focal
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Adhesion Kinase (FAK), Protein Kinase C (PKC), and certain transcription factors. Small
microscale ridges showed a mixed regulatory capacity, including upregulating FAK and MAPK
phosphatases and downregulating PKC. Larger ridges also provided a different regulatory
capacity, upregulating the ERK/MAPK pathway, PKC, and transcription factors (Manus J P
Biggs et al., 2009). While this study does not quantify the dynamics of the focal adhesions, it
does provide key insights into the pathways regulated by nanoscale features for applications in
regenerative medicine.
A key factor for the development of tissues in current approaches in regenerative
medicine is the design of the scaffolds on which they are to be grown. The variety of chemical
and spatial effectors listed above have to be accounted for - not only in the context of cell
migration, but also to promote proper tissue growth and functioning. It must be noted that these
factors vary depending on the cell type used. However, if one could understand how biomaterials
promote or inhibit cell behaviors to manipulate differentiation, it could replace or reduce the need
for expensive growth factors to promote tissue growth and regeneration (Ozdemir et al., 2013).
This potential benefit highlights the importance of understanding the role of topology and
mechanotransduction for regenerative medicine; it is critical to understand both how cells sense
geometric or mechanics changes in their environment and how their behavior changes as a result
of these stimuli. A key facet of this behavioral change that will be examined in this thesis is the
role of nanofibers in invoking phenotypic changes in migration and adhesion dynamics through
mechanotransduction.

5
Nanofibrous Scaffolds Change Cell Behavior
One method used to form nanofiber scaffolds is through a process termed
electrospinning, the creation of a mesh of polymer fibers on the nanoscale through manipulation
of electrostatic potential (Boys, 1887). This process provides a low-cost method for the design of
scaffolds for regenerative medicine that can be adapted to a variety of tissue types; nanofibers
have been shown to have a myriad of effects on various aspects of cell behavior. When
considering the extracellular matrix, with a variety of proteins such as collagen, fibronectin and
elastin that form cylindrical bundles and fibrils, it appears than nanofibrous scaffolds reasonably
mimic the topology of this in vivo environment (Jaiswal & Brown, 2012; Ozdemir et al., 2013).
With this biomimicry, it is not surprising that nanofibers have been observed to have a
variety of effects on a diverse array of cell types, including reactions from proliferation,
differentiation, morphology, and adhesion. However, there lacks a consistent, overarching theory
governing the response of cells to nanofibers. A variety of effects on proliferation have been
observed, creating labile, stable, or terminally differentiated cells. Using glycoprotein nanofibers
like fibronectin or laminin, proliferation had been observed to increase in different cell lines; for
example, hybrid fibrinogen and P(LLA-CL) showed higher rates of proliferation for mouse
fibroblasts (He et al., 2011; Kai, Jin, Prabhakaran, & Ramakrishna, 2013), though the mechanism
behind this increase was not explored. Conductive polymers have demonstrated an increase in
proliferation for electrical tissue types including nervous tissue, myocardium, and myoblasts;
some of these studies examined the biological markers involved in this response (Jun, Jeong, &
Shin, 2009; Kai et al., 2013; Prabhakaran, Ghasemi-Mobarakeh, Jin, & Ramakrishna, 2011).
Differentiation also varies with material selection and cell type, and can be aided with the
use of other chemical factors; for example, mineral incorporation can lead to osteogenic
differentiation (Kai et al., 2013). However, these chemical factors are not necessary; MC3T3-E1
cells have been observed to exhibit higher ALP activity on PMMA nanofibers as compared to flat
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PMMA (Ozdemir et al., 2013). Interestingly, nanofibers have also been involved in the dedifferentiation of cells. It was observed that microgroove patterns and aligned nanofibers both
cause changes in the methylation and acetylation of histone H3; these chemical actions have been
associated with triggering genes responsible for cellular reprogramming (Downing et al., 2013).
Other aspects of cell behavior have also been altered using nanofibrous substrates; a
multiplicity of cell types have been observed to have increased attachments on nanofibers, which,
by a diversity of attachment cascades, lead to the formation of focal adhesions and hemidesmosomes (Kai et al., 2013). Morphology changes have also been associated with cell culture
on nanofibers. MC3T3-E1 cells demonstrated a significant increase in focal adhesion length on
PMMA nanofibers as compared to flat PMMA; these cells also showed an increase in stiffness as
measured by atomic force microscopy when grown on PMMA fibers (Ozdemir et al., 2013).
When aligned nanofibers were used, it was observed that cells align with the nanofibers and
exhibit an elongated morphology (Downing et al., 2013; Kai et al., 2013).
Looking at cell movement, nanofibers have been shown to manipulate migration in a
morphology dependent manner (Sheets, Wunsch, Ng, & Nain, 2013). These researchers
characterized cells on nanofibers as having three typical morphologies: spindle cells, on a single
nanofiber; parallel cells, tracking along two parallel nanofibers; or polygonal cells, resting at the
intersection of two nanofibers (Figure 1). Using cell migration on a flat surface with a spread
morphology as a control, they compared the migration of these different cell types. Spindle cells
demonstrated the most rapid migration velocity, followed by: parallel cells, the cells on planar
controls, and lastly, polygonal cells. Cytoskeletal inhibitors were used to perturb protein
dynamics to record these effects on cell behavior; these inhibitors changed the rates of migration
for different morphologies, as well as the relative velocities; for example, cytochalasin-D which
inhibits F-actin polymerization reduced all morphologies to minimal cell migration; the use of
blebbistatin reduced cell migration on nanofiber scaffolds, putting parallel and planar migration at
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similar rates. Interestingly, focal adhesions also showed a marked increase in size for all
morphologies on nanofibers compared to planar substrates, both without inhibitors, with
blebbistatin, and with nocodazole (Sheets et al., 2013). Another study has shown the biphasic
relationship between focal adhesion size and migration rate discussed further below (Kim &
Wirtz, 2013, discussed further below); it would be interesting to examine how these changes in
adhesion size corresponded to migration velocities. A key next step for this research will be to
examine the focal adhesion dynamics are regulated in these shape-dependent forms of migration
to begin to identify how cell migration and protein dynamics change on nanofibers.

Figure 1: Shape-dependent Migration on Nanofiber Scaffolds
Cells show different migration rates based on their morphology on suspended polystyrene nanofibers coated with
fibronectin (adapted from Sheets et al., 2013).

Nanofibrous Scaffolds Show Diameter-Dependent Control of Cellular Activity
In addition to these general phenotypic changes in response to nanofibers, several
specific changes have been observed that can be classified as diameter-dependent activity. These
traits have shown significant variations caused nanofibers of the same polymer but different
diameter. In some cell types, different morphologies have been observed with variations in
diameter, such as a decrease in cytoskeletal organization and changes in cell spreading as
nanofiber diameter increases (Kai et al., 2013). On aligned PGA/collagen composites, NIH3T3
fibroblasts showed significant elongation on smaller diameter nanofibers, as well as a significant
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decrease in cell attachment (Tian et al., 2008); mouse C2C12 cells showed an increase in focal
adhesion size on smaller diameter fibronectin-coated polystyrene nanofibers (Sheets et al., 2013).
In neural stem cells (NSCs), decreasing the diameter of laminin-coated polyethersulfone
fibers increased cell proliferation, increased spreading, and decreased cell aggregation.
Interestingly, NSCs preferred different lineages on different diameter fibers; an oligodendrocyte
phenotype was favored on 283 nm fibers, where neuronal differentiation was preferred on 749 nm
fibers, as compared to flat laminin-coated polystyrene dishes (Christopherson, Song, & Mao,
2009). Unfortunately, these authors, like many of the studies mentioned, did not investigate the
mechanotransduction pathways by which the NSCs are able to sense and respond to these
diameter changes. Understanding this foundation will be critical for a coordinated control of cell
signaling.
For musculoskeletal tissue, changes in fiber diameter were shown to change fibroblast
morphology and protein expression for application relating to tendon regeneration. Comparing
PLGA (85:15) fibers of 320, 680, and 1800 nm diameter, smaller fibers had more cells, collagen,
and proteoglycan deposition, whereas larger fibers promoted tendon fibroblast differentiation
(Erisken, Zhang, Moffat, Levine, & Lu, 2013). Cells on larger fibers also showed more
elongation and alignment. The authors hypothesize that it is due to similarity with collagen that
the differences in behavior is observed. Microfibers are more similar in diameter to healthy
collagen and so promote tendon differentiation, whereas nanofibers mimic injured collagen and
promote matrix synthesis. While this is a persuasive hypothesis, the authors do not suggest a
cellular pathway or mechanism by which these geometric differences are transduced.
Another study shows how different diameter PMMA nanofibers activate different
regulatory pathways in MC3T3E1 cells. It was shown that two mitogen-activated protein kinases
(MAPKs), extracellular-signaling regulated kinase (ERK) and p38 were differentially regulated
on different diameter nanofibers. On 0.877 µm nanofibers p38 was upregulated compared to other
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diameters, and at this same diameter ERK was downregulated (Figure 2). ERK is responsible for
regulating proliferation in cells, and p38 is involved in the osteogenic differentiation pathway;
these results suggest that nanofiber diameter can regulate the differentiation of osteoprogenitor
cells. This result indicates that cells can sense and respond to curvature through protein cascades,
mediated through the focal adhesions that link the cell to its external environment (Figure 2)
(Jaiswal & Brown, 2012). This potential to regulate cell differentiation using nanofiber diameter
prompts the current thesis, to examine the effects nanofiber diameter has on cell migration and
focal adhesion dynamics. While numerous studies have investigated the effects of nanofibers on
cell behavior, it will be important to establish the mechanisms behind cell migration and other
key regulation points in the cellular pathways to determine where and how cells sense and
respond to changes in substrate curvature.

Figure 2: Diameter-dependent regulation of cell activity
The left plots show the changes in phosphorylated ERK (A) and phosphorylated p38 (B) as a response to nanofiber
diameter, as determined by etching time. Initial fibers were approximately 2.416 ± .100 µm; at the 25 minute mark,
fibers were 0.877 ± .096 µm; at the end of the etch, fibers were 0.576 ± .045 µm. The immunofluorescent images at the
right depict MC3T3E1s grown on a PMMA material control (A), unetched PMMA fibers (B, D), and etched fibers (C).
Blue indicates dapi, red indicates phalloidin, and green indicates vinculin, used to identify the nucleus, F-actin, and
focal adhesions. Focal adhesions are shown to localize along fibers, indicated by white arrows, seen clearly in image D
(adapted from Jaiswal & Brown, 2012).
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Biological Principles of Cell Migration and Focal Adhesions
Cell migration involves a complex interplay between the extracellular environment,
adhesive contacts, the actin cytoskeleton, motor proteins, and various regulatory pathways within
the cells. Its involvement in wound healing, cancer metastasis, embryonic development, and cell
recruitment make it a key process to understand; for applications in regenerative medicine, being
able to manipulate cell migration will allow for specific recruitment of cell types into scaffolds or
the dispersal of cells into native tissue to promote growth and healing. Aspects of cell movement
including modes of migration, focal adhesions, the actin cytoskeleton, and other potential
regulators will be discussed to develop an understanding of this fundamental process in cell
biology.
While many studies examine cell behavior on two-dimensional surfaces, cells exist in
vivo with three-dimensional extracellular interactions. Research has shown that some aspects of
cell behavior are significantly different on 2D substrates as compared to 3D simulations of in vivo
tissue. Scientists have observed three distinct morphologies of migration: lamellipodia, also
referred to as adhesion driven migration, characterized by fan like spreading leading edges;
filopodia, thin protrusions coming from the fringe of lamellipodia; and lobopodia, or pressure
driven migration, characterized by a cylindrical, nonpolarized cell shape (Petrie, Gavara,
Chadwick, & Yamada, 2012).
With these morphologies, three different forms of migration can be discussed:
lamellipodial migration, characterized by lamellipodia and filopodia; lobopodial migration,
characterized by lobopodia, and ameoboidal migration, which does not rely on adhesions (Petrie
& Yamada, 2012). Lobopodial migration is also associated with lateral budding, called blebs,
and may also use filopodia. It has been observed that while lamellipodia is the predominant
morphology during 2D migration, morphology in 3D migration depends on Ras homolog gene
family, member A (RhoA, small regulatory GTPase); non-muscle myosin II, rho-associated
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protein kinase (ROCK) and the linear elasticity of the substrate. Regardless of the modality,
however, actin polymerization and the contractility provided by myosin II drives migration, and
adhesions connected to the extracellular matrix (ECM) by integrins receptors assist in directional
migration (Petrie et al., 2012).
These focal adhesions are protein rich plaques that connect the extracellular environment
to the cytoskeleton. Heterodimeric integrins bind the extracellular matrix, spanning the cell
membrane to interact with adapter proteins to connect to the actin cytoskeleton. These adaptor
proteins have a variety of functions, serving both structural and active roles. Key components
and associated proteins include vinculin, paxillin, talin, tensin, focal adhesion kinase (FAK), src,
zyxin, VASP, and α-actinin (Kanchanawong et al., 2010; Webb et al., 2004; Zamir et al., 1999).
Figure 3 shows a focal adhesion model of some of these key proteins, determined from spatial
data describing the distance proteins were localized from the cell membrane (Kanchanawong et
al., 2010).
While these proteins are generally associated with focal adhesions, there can be a wide
variance in focal adhesion composition throughout the cell. When attempting to classify focal
adhesions, researchers have identified two distinct types, based on its morphology, migration
behavior, and molecular composition: focal contacts, arrowhead-shaped plaques, that have been
observed to contain relatively low levels of tensin, high levels of phosphotyrosine, paxillin,
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Figure 3: iPALM Model of a Focal Adhesion
This model of a focal adhesion shows the experimentally determined locations of various proteins within the adhesive
plaque (adapted from Kanchanawong et al., 2010).

vinculin, and integrin α β3; or fibrillar adhesions, with an elongated structure with high levels of
ν

tensin and α5β1 integrin dimers with low levels of phosphotyrosine (Katz et al., 2000; Zamir &
Geiger, 2001; Zamir et al., 1999, 2000). It is thought that in the spectrum of focal adhesions,
focal contacts represent nascent and immature adhesions, whereas fibrillar adhesions can be
characterized as older and more mature adhesions. It is worthwhile to note that some papers
discuss a third category, mosaic focal contacts, of similar morphology to “classical” focal
contacts, but varying in protein composition (Zamir et al., 1999). It was observed that for focal
contacts, treatment with a kinase inhibitor H-7 blocks the acto-myosin contractility and ultimately
leads to a loss of phosphotyrosine from these focal contacts. This leads to focal adhesion
disassembly. However, rapid regeneration is observed with removal of inhibitor; this suggests an
important role of acto-myosin contractility in the maintenance of focal contacts (Zamir et al.,
1999).
Considering their association with acto-myosin contractility, it is not surprising that focal
adhesions are involved in the migration and force distribution of cells. It has been shown that the
small, new, and faint adhesions near the leading edge of a cell contribute to the traction stress that
cells generate during migration, rather than the large, bright, and mature focal adhesions
(Beningo, Dembo, Kaverina, Small, & Wang, 2001). Intriguingly, focal adhesion size has also
been shown to uniquely predict cell migration speed, independently of the focal adhesion surface
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density or composition. Through variations like disruptions in the focal adhesion itself,
cytoskeletal inhibition, mitochondrial inhibition, and even including cell cycle inhibition, average
focal adhesion size is consistently correlated to the cellular migration rate for mouse embryonic
fibroblasts (MEFs) and HT-1080 cells. This relationship was determined using a Gaussian fit for
focal adhesion size and cell speed, demonstrating a biphasic relationship, shown in Figure 4 (Kim
& Wirtz, 2013). The current research methods would be able to test this relationship between cell
migration and focal adhesion size for mesenchymal stem cells; prior research did not consider
how changes in the geometry of the extracellular environment would impact this observed
correlation.
While it is clear that focal adhesions are critical to cell migration, it is also important to
discuss the role the cytoskeleton plays in movement and environment sensing. It has been
observed that durotaxis, the tendency of cells to crawl from a soft to stiff matrix (Lo et al., 2000),
was shown to be more sensitive to the activity of myosin IIB than myosin IIA by a graded
knockdown (Raab et al., 2012). Myosin IIA is the more common type of myosin II, and tends to
occur symmetrically throughout the cell, whereas myosin IIB is polarized toward the trailing edge
of the cell as matrix stiffness increases. The addition of blebbistatin inhibited durotaxis, but did
not immediately disrupt myosin IIB polarization; this shows that myosin IIB polarization is not

Figure 4: Cell Migration and Focal Adhesion Size
Cell migration rate and average focal adhesion size follow a functional relationship. The left graph shows the
relationship for MEFs in addition to the results from the perturbations; the right graph shows the relationship for HT1080 cells (adapted from Kim & Wirtz, 2013).
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sufficient for durotaxis and that myosin II motor activity is necessary for it to occur. Manipulating
the concentration of myosin IIB showed that low levels of myosin IIB are required for durotaxis,
and successive experiments indicated that the phosphorylation of myosin IIA is required for
durotaxis, but not for migration (Raab et al., 2012). This detailed look at the role of myosin II in
durotaxis indicates a key response in how the cell reacts to changes in its environment, such as
ECM stiffness, and could provide a possible model for future regenerative medicine applications
using substrate-driven regulators, to inhibit or promote this myosin II pathway to control
durotaxic migration.
In a similar way, the acto-myosin cytoskeleton may be implicated in the curvature
sensing that leads to changes in cell behavior as a response to surface topology. As noted above,
MC3T3-E1 cells have shown an increase in ALP activity on nanofibers compared to flat material
controls. This osteogenic activity is decreased with both the addition of ROCKII and myosin IIA
inhibitors on nanofibers, but only the ROCKII inhibitor decreased activity on the material control,
indicating an involvement of myosin IIA in nanofibers that is not present on flat PMMA
(Ozdemir et al., 2013). These studies show the role of myosin II in mechanotransduction; Raab
et al. showed that myosin II is critical for durotaxis, while Ozdemir et al. suggest that it could be
an important regulator of diameter-dependent cell activity as well. Independent of this
consideration, the cytoskeleton is intricately incorporated in these mechanotransduction
pathways; its manipulation will be important to the success of future efforts in regenerative
medicine.
In addition to this acto-myosin mechanotransduction, other proteins associated with focal
adhesions have an active role in cell signaling and responding to forces in the cell. For example,
the structural protein vinculin is required for force stabilization under tension. Using a FRET
vinculin force sensor modified with flagelliform spider silk, it was shown that vinculin
recruitment is force dependent. While stable focal adhesions were observed to have constant
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tension, areas of high tension lead to adhesion assembly and enlargement. Areas under low force
resulted in disassembly, notably at the trailing edge of cell (Grashoff et al., 2010a). From this
study, it is clear that adhesion dynamics have an important role in the regulation and response to
force sensed from the extracellular environment.
There are a variety of other factors that influence these dynamics of adhesion assembly
and disassembly; a very important protein in these processes is FAK. FAK plays a critical role in
the disassembly of focal adhesions; FAK knockout fibroblasts show an excessive formation of
focal contacts. It can also play important roles in cell migration, and its overexpression is
implicated in malignant human cancers (Mitra, Hanson, & Schlaepfer, 2005). It also is involved
in complex interplay with other proteins in cell signaling. For example, it has been observed that
the proteolysis of talin by the calcium dependent protease calpain 2 is needed for focal adhesion
disassembly; cleavage-resistant talin inhibits the turnover of other focal adhesion proteins such as
vinculin and paxillin (Franco et al., 2004). However, calpain mediated cleavage of FAK also
plays a role in focal adhesion dynamics. As one would expect, FAK-deficient human embryonic
kidney cells (HEK 293) showed impaired talin turnover and impaired rates of assembly and
disassembly of focal adhesions; introducing a calpain-resistant FAK did not restore the talin
dynamics, while introducing the wild type FAK did; thus FAK and its cleavage by calpain
regulate the adhesion dynamics, as well as the cleavage of talin. It is thought that perhaps the
cleavage products could have other downstream effects as well, further complicating the
signaling cascades (Chan, Bennin, & Huttenlocher, 2010; Franco et al., 2004).
Looking further at the protein dynamics behind focal adhesion formation and
downstream signaling, it has been observed that FAK and Src signaling cascades act to regulate
adhesion disassembly and turnover during cell migration, through regulating paxillin, ERK, and
MLCK (Webb et al., 2004). Looking at the dynamics of these proteins at adhesion, it was
observed that the disassembly of zyxin, paxillin, and FAK was concerted. While FAK deficient
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MEFs showed normal focal adhesion formation, the disassembly of paxillin and zyxin was
greatly inhibited in the absence of FAK, and alpha actinin was present in the stable focal
adhesions that did not turn over. In the absence of FAK, Rac and the inhibition of Rho did not
affect adhesion disassembly; however, by activating ERK in FAK deficient cells, adhesion
turnover resumed. Oppositely, a MAPK inhibitor decreased paxillin disassembly. The inhibition
of MLCK also decreased paxillin assembly (Webb et al., 2004). These relationships could
provide an alternative pathway for the regulation of protein dynamics through focal adhesions. It
can be observed that there is also overlap between these regulators of focal adhesion dynamics
and those proteins involved in the cellular response to nanoscale features (Manus J P Biggs et al.,
2009). These complex protein interactions provide a concrete example of the variety of possible
effectors that could instigate cell cascades related to focal adhesions, and they are still not fully
understood. However, it will be important to understand these interactions for the growth and
manipulation of tissue required for applications in regenerative medicine.
Fundamentally, understanding how cell migration changes based on these focal adhesion
dynamics will provide a critical foundation for the development of strategies in regenerative
medicine. The knowledge of how the information about the size and curvature of the
extracellular matrix is communicated to the cell will allow for future developments of scaffolds
that promote specific cell behavior, in order to culture cells and tissue that could be used for
regenerative medicine. Understanding how surface geometry affects cell differentiation,
migration, and other functions will provide the necessary foundation for the development of
intelligently designed scaffolds for mesenchymal stem cells that could be applied via translational
research to multiple tissue types (Jaiswal & Brown, 2012). The current study seeks to quantify
how cell migration and adhesion dynamics change as a response to different diameter nanofibers.
This research has potential to generate a new understanding of how adhesion dynamics, cell
migration, and scaffold curvature interact to change cell behavior.
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Chapter 2
Methods
Cell Culture
Mouse mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) were obtained from GIBCO. For general cell
culture, MSCs were maintained using alpha-modified minimum essential medium (α-MEM) from
GIBCO, with 10 % (vol/vol) fetal bovine serum (FBS) from Atlanta Biologicals and 1% (vol/vol)
penicillin/streptomycin (Pen/Strep) from Lonza. Dishes used for regular cell culture were
Greiner Bio-one Cellstar 6-well, 5 cm, 10 cm, and 15 cm dishes. The cells were cultured in a
humidified incubator (Nuaire Autoflow IR Direct Heat CO2 incubator) at 37 °C with 5% CO2.
10X Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) was prepared to using distilled and deionized water, with
concentrations of 1.35 M NaCl (VWR), 27 mM KCl (Sigma-Aldrich), 16 mM Na2HPO4•7H2O
(VWR), and 18 mM KH2PO4 (VWR). The pH was adjusted to 7.4 using NaOH (VWR) and HCl
(EMD), and the resulting solution was filtered using a bottle top filtration funnel (VWR).
Cell passage was performed when cells reached 70 – 90 % confluency. The media was
aspirated, and PBS was added to the dish (equivalent to half of the regular media volume). After
one minute the PBS was aspirated, and Trypsin-EDTA (Mediatech, Inc.) was added to the dish
(typically a quarter of the regular media volume). Cells were incubated for up to 15 minutes, or
until cells were detached. Sometimes, gentle tapping or washes were necessary to detach all
cells. A fraction of this Trypsin-cell suspension was then added to a new dish with warm αMEM with 10 % FBS and 1% Pen/Strep based on the desired confluency. If the trypsin fraction
would be more than 10 % of the amount of α-MEM added, the trypsin-cell suspension was
centrifuged at 300g (Thermo Scientific Heraeus Multifuge X1). The pellet was resuspended in
media and added to a new dish. When necessary, a hemocytometer was used to determine cell
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concentration and density. All cell culture maintenance was performed in a tissue culture hood
(NUAIRE LABGARD ES Class II Tape A2 Biological Safety Cabinet). For cells transfected with
GFP-vinculin, Puromycin (2.5 µg/mL) was added to cell media; more details on transfection are
provided below.
To freeze cells, cells on two culture plates of the same passage and type of cell were first
passed from the plate using trypsin as detailed above. After centrifuging, cells were resuspended
in 9 mL of media (48 % FBS, 52 % α-MEM with 10% FBS and 1 % Pen/strep). An additional 9
mL of a 20 % DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich) / 80% α-MEM with 10% FBS and 1 % Pen/Strep was
added to the suspension in a drop-wise manner. The cell suspension was aliquoted into 18 cyrovials, placed in a specialized tray with isopropyl alcohol, and stored at - 80 °C for 24 hours.
Afterward, cells were moved to a liquid nitrogen tank for permanent storage. To thaw cells after
freezing, vials were warmed in a water bath until contents were liquid, then added to a centrifuge
tube with media to increase the volume to 5 mL. This suspension was centrifuged for 5 minutes
at 300g. Cells were resuspended and plated in a 15 cm dish. For one vial with 1 mL of media,
this equated to approximately 5 % confluency.
Transfection
Transfection of MSCs with a GFP-Vinculin vector was performed using previously
prepared lentiviral vectors (from Lenti-Pac HIV Expression Packaging Kit, Invitrogen). No
work was done to create the DNA plasmids or viral vectors in this project. To achieve a stable
cell line, the following protocol was used. When cells reached 80 % confluency, Opti-MEM
(Gibco), 8µg/mL Polybrene (10 mg.mL, prepared from hexadimethrine bromide, Sigma, and
distilled and deionized water), and 20% (vol/media vol) lentiviral-media suspension were added
to cells. Cells were incubated for 1 hour at 4 °C, then transferred to a 37 °C incubator. After 24
hours, the transfection media was replaced with α-MEM with 10% FBS and 1 % Pen/Strep, and
Puromycin was added at two days later at a concentration of 2.5 µg/mL as a selection agent. Cell
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culture was maintained to establish a stable transfection, passing cells as necessary. After two
weeks, cells were passed into a 96-well plate at a density of one cell per well to establish a cell
line of stable subclones. It was necessary to image cells using a Leica DM 5500B microscope
with 40x water immersion objective to observe GFP-vinculin after stable transfection had been
established.
To transiently transfect the cells, 50% of the transfection media was the viral suspension;
the other half was Opti-MEM. 5 µg/mL of Polybrene was also used. Instead of adding the
selection agent after 24 hours, cells were observed using an Olympus inverted microscope (IX51)
to observe expression, and plated at 15% confluency for imaging. Transient cells were used up to
fourteen days after transfection.
Coverslip Preparation and Spincoating
Spincoating was performed using a Laurell Technologies spin coater (Model Ws-400BZ6NPP/Lite). Poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA, MWavg ca. 300 kDa, Sigma Aldrich)
thin films were prepared from a 3% wt/vol pHEMA solution in 95% vol/vol ethanol/water using
450 µL at 3500 rpm for 10 s. Poly-methyl methacrylate (PMMA, MWavg ca. 120 kDa, Sigma
Aldrich) thin films were prepared from a 2% (wt/vol) solution of PMMA in nitromethane (Sigma
Aldrich) using 600 µL the same conditions as pHEMA. PMMA films were heated to 100 °C for 1
minute. Polycaprolactone (PCL, Sigma-Aldrich) films were prepared from 7% PCL (wt/vol) in
95:5 Acetic Acid (Fisher Scientific): Acetone (VWR). The spincoating conditions for PCL were
2000 rpm for 15s with 160 µL for a 22x22 mm coverslip. The PCL solution was dispensed at a
low speed, and allowed to dry for 3 minutes after spinning. PCL films were heated at 60°C for 30
seconds.
Electrospinning
Electrospun PMMA nanofibers were created using a custom electrospinning box,
comprised of acrylic insulating walls, a syringe pump (New Era Pump Systems, Inc. Model No.
NE-300), stand, high voltage source, and copper target covered with parafilm, with a 4.5 cm x 4.5
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cm copper square exposed (Fig. 5). The electrospinning solution was loaded into a 1 mL syringe
(Hamilton Gastight), with a 4.5 cm diameter, .5 mm thick copper guide at the tip of an 18 GA
needle (Weller). Solutions of 30 % PMMA in nitromethane and 30% DMF: THF were used to
generate fibers used in this paper, with 10 kV applied at a distance of 15 cm from tip to target at a
rate of 0.7 mL/hr for 1 minute, spinning onto pHEMA coated coverslips. Environmental
conditions ranged with temperature from 20 – 25 °C, humidity from 30-60%, and atmospheric
pressure between 746 – 754 mm Hg. For PCL fibers, 20 % PCL (wt/vol) in 80:20 Acetic Acid:
Acetone was used, with 16 kV applied at a distance of 16.5 cm from tip to target at a rate of 1
mL/hr for 15 seconds, spinning onto pHEMA coated coverslips. For curly PCL fibers, these same
electrospinning conditions were used; prior to spinning, the pHEMA coverslips were dipped in
TBST (1X). After electrospinning, coverslips were heated at 110 °C for 1 min on a VWR
hotplate, to exceed the glass transition states of the polymers to allow for better adhesion of the
fibers to pHEMA coating on the coverslip.

Figure 5: Electrospinning Setup
A schematic of the electrospinning setup, showing syringe pump (red), syringe with copper electrode and field guide,
electrospinning target, fibers, and voltage source.
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Figure 6: Polymer Isotropic Wet Etching
A schematic showing the concept of the wet isotropic etch, involving a uniform reduction of nanofiber diameter
without changing other scaffold properties such as quantity or alignment of nanofibers.

Wet Isotropic Etching
Wet isotropic etching was used to provide different diameter nanofibers for
analysis without modifying electrospinning parameters (Fig. 6). Nanofiber-covered coverslips
produced from electrospinning were placed in 10 mL of a varied solution of dichloromethane
(DCM, EDM chemicals) or propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA, Sigma) to
orange terpenes (Opti-clear, National Diagnostics), and removed at ten-minute intervals. After
etching, coverslips were washed for 5 minutes in 10 mL of orange terpenes. All etches and
washes were performed in glass Petri dishes (VWR); in order to prevent the evaporation of DCM,
parafilm (VWR) was used to seal the top of the glass dishes. Coverslips were air dried, and
characterized using a Leica DM 5500B microscope with Leica air objective (20x/0.35, 506248) at
intervals of 120 seconds between images. The camera used in imaging was a Leica DFC360 FX.
Diameter measurement was performed using ImageJ (NIH).
Sputtercoating and Scanning Electron Microscopy
Select nanofiber samples were imaged using an environmental scanning electron
microscope (FEI Quanta 200 D7638). Low vacuum mode was used to obtain images of the
nanofibers. Gold sputtercoating was performed to increase the quality of the images. Briefly, a
custom sputtercoating system was used to coat samples for 30 seconds under high voltage.
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Time Lapse Microscopy
To enable imaging using DIC microscopy, Greiner Bio-one Cellstar 5 cm dishes were cut
using lasers, smoothed manually, and rinsed in DI water. Coverslips were adhered to these
modified dishes using Norland Optical adhesive 68 (Ultraviolet curing, Norland Products, Inc.)
after exposure to UV light for 90 s. Dishes were washed in 70% Ethanol/Water, and incubated
under long wave UV for at least 30 minutes in the tissue culture hood to sterilize. MSCs and
GFP-vinculin MSC subclones (P20-25) were seeded 12-36 hrs prior to imaging in these modified
cell culture dishes. Before performing the time lapse, imaging media was added to the cell culture
for time labs, composed of Fluoro-bright DMEM (Gibco), 15 % FBS (Atlanta Biologicals), 1%
GlutaMax (Gibco), and 25 µL/mL HEPES (Amresco).
The dish was placed on a preheated microscope stage (Airstream stage incubator, Nevter
Model No. ASI 400, relative set point 7300). When cells were in focus, and if antioxidants were
to be used, 100 µg/mL Ascorbic Acid in water and 5 µg/mL (+/-)-6-Hydoxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylchromane-2-carboxylic acid in ethanol (Sigma Aldrich) were added. Preheated white light
mineral oil (Mallinckrodt Chemicals) was used to cover the imaging media.
Fluorescent imaging was performed using a Leica DM 5500B microscope with Leica
water immersion objectives 10x/.30 (506142) and 40x/.80 (506155) using and L5 filter channel,
at intervals of 120 seconds between images. Stage setup shown in Figure 7. Exposure time for
each image varied, but ideally ranged from 500-700 ms, using 50% light intensity and 1x1
binning. When z-stacks were used, the exposure time increased from 3-4.5 seconds. The camera
used in imaging was a Leica DFC360 FX; Leica LAS and µManager software was used as the
computer-microscope control interfaces (Edelstein, Amodaj, Hoover, Vale, & Stuurman, 2010).
When z-stacks were taken, images could condensed to a singe representative “3-D” image using a
complex-wavelet extended depth of field (EDF) algorithm (Forster, Van De Ville, Berent, Sage,
& Unser, 2004). In easy mode of this EDF algorithm, medium was selected for both speed/quality
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and height-map regulation. Stacks of seven images took 18 seconds to generate 1 new EDF
image. An alternative method for z-stack progression involved the creation of an ImageJ Macro
and the Average Z Projection tool in ImageJ. Focal adhesion analysis was performed using
FAITS (outlined under “Image Processing”). Cell tracking was performed manually using
ImageJ. The cursor was placed at the estimated centroid of the cell, and displacement was
measured in sequential images.

Condition
Exposure Time
Capture Frequency
Light Intensity
Binning
Fluoro-Bright DMEM
FBS
Glutamax
HEPES
Mineral Oil

Value
500-700 ms
2 minutes
50%
1x1 or 2x2
6 mL
750 µL
60 µL
150 µL
4-6 mL

Figure 7: Time-Lapse Microscope Setup
This figure shows the stage setup for time lapse imaging. The arrow shows the modified lid and parafilm wrap used to
cover the dish to prevent the stage incubator from perturbing the media. The table lists key parameters for the cell
culture media and imaging conditions

Immunofluorescence
Immunofluorescence was used to image actin, vinculin, and the nucleus to provide
qualitative and quantitative descriptions of cell adhesion and morphology. Cytoskeleton
stabilization buffer (CSB) was prepared to concentrations of 50 mM NaCl, 0.5 % Triton X-100
(Sigma-Aldrich), 10 mM PIPES (Sigma-Aldrich), 2.5 mM MgCl2 (Sigma-Aldrich), 1 mM EGTA
(Sigma-Aldrich), protease and phosphatase inhibitors (100 µL per 10 mL for each, Thermo
Scientific), adjusted to a pH of 6.8 using NaOH and HCl. The 3.7% formaldehyde solution
fixation buffer (FB) was prepared from 37% formaldehyde (AMRESCO) in 1x PBS.
Permeabilization buffer (PB) was prepared using 1x PBS to create a solution of 2% Bovine
Serum Albumin (Calbiochem) and 0.1 % Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich).
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Samples were first washed for 5 minutes with 1X PBS. Ice-cold CSB was added and
incubated for 1 minute. CSB was aspirated, and FB was added and incubated for 15 minutes. FB
was aspirated, and coverslips were washed three times with PBS for a total of 15 minutes. PB
was added and incubated for 45 minutes, and then aspirated. The primary antibody, a mouse
monoclonal antibody to Vinculin (Sigma-Aldrich), was added at a 1:400 dilution in PB and
incubated for 1 hr at room temperature. The antibody solution was aspirated and the coverslips
were washed three times with PBS for 15 minutes. The secondary antibody, a 488 goat antimouse antibody (Rockland), was added at a 1:200 dilution, and incubated for 45 minutes in the
dark. The solution was aspirated, and coverslips were again washed three times in PBS for 15
minutes. Phalloidin (Biotium) was added at a 1:1000 dilution and incubated for 30 minutes in the
dark, followed by three 5-minute washes in PBS. DAPI (VWR) was then added at a 1:5000
dilution and incubated for 15 minutes. This solution was then aspirated and the coverslips were
washed a final three times with PBS for 15 minutes.
Coverslips were mounted to VWR microscope slides with 30 µL of Prolong Gold
antifade reagent (Life Technologies). Coverslips were sealed with generic clear nail polished.
Imaging was performed using a Leica DM 5500B microscope with the following objectives: air
20x/0.35 (506248), water immersion 10x/.30 (506142) and water immersion 40x/.80 (506155).
The camera used to capture images was a Leica DFC360 FX, and the Leica LAS was the software
used for microscope control. If z-stacks were taken, images were either condensed into a single
“3D” image using an extended depth of field (EDF) algorithm (Forster et al., 2004), or turned into
a z-projection based on average pixel intensities. For FAITS analysis, the z-projection method
created better images for focal adhesion analysis. Image analysis was performed using FAITS for
focal adhesions (outlined under “Image Processing”) and ImageJ for cell tracking.
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Western Blot
Samples were lysed using RIPA sample buffer with 10X-Triton and 1% (vol/vol)
concentration of Holt protease inhibitors. The lysate was frozen for 48 hours before beginning
the Western Blot. Samples were added in a 6:1 ratio with laemelli and boiled for 10 minutes to
denature the proteins. A Hoefer dual gel caster, electrophoresis unit, and transfer unit were used
to perform the western blots. An 8 % SDS acrylamide gel was cast, using deionized water, 40%
Acryl-bisacrylamide, 1.5 M Tris (pH 8.8), 10% SDS, 10% Ammonium persulfate, and TEMED.
Samples were loaded in the gel and ran at 125 V for 4.5 hours. A molecular ladder was used to
monitor the progress of protein through the gel. The gel was then transferred onto methanolactivated polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes (Licor) at 80V for 80 minutes. Following
this transfer, the membranes were blocked in a 5% solution of bovine serum albumin in TBST.
Membranes were cut with a clean razor following blocking to allow for the detection of different
proteins with the same secondary antibodies. For the detection of the specific proteins the PVDF
membrane containing the same sample was simultaneously incubated with appropriate primary
antibodies (Vinculin (Mouse Monoclonal, Sigma); Actin (Sigma); GFP (Epitomics) overnight at
4 °C, diluted in TBST. They were then washed three times with TBST washing buffer for 15
minutes each wash. Following this, the membrane was incubated at room temperature with IR
dye 800CW IgG (donkey anti-mouse, Licor) and IR dye 680 IgG (goat anti-rabbit, Licor) at a
dilution of 1:10,000 and washed again with TBST. The membrane was imaged and analyzed
using a Licor Odyssey.
Image Processing
Captured images were enhanced, segmented, and analyzed using the Focal Adhesion
Identification and Tracking Software (FAITS), designed for this project. Images were enhanced
using a high pass filter. This filter is implemented using 2-D discrete convolution, as
implemented by the Matlab function filter2(), with the general equation:
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Eqn. 1
For pixels within b pixels from the edge, the filter zero pads the signal. These edge
pixels are removed during analysis. The kernel, H, used for convolution is a square matrix with
dimensions (2b + 1). The equation for the center element is:

Eqn. 2
All other elements in kernel H have a value of

Eqn. 3
With these substitutions, the filter equation can be simplified as shown below and
observed in Zamir et al. (1999). P is the original image, Pf is the filtered image, 2b + 1 is the
length of the filter kernel, and i, j, m, and n are indices.

Eqn. 4
Segmentation was performed on these filtered images using the water algorithm, as
described in depth by Zamir et al. (1999); the equations shown below are taken from their work.
In brief, the water algorithm can be thought of like a valley with hills and mountains that has been
filled with water, covering even the tallest mountain. As the water level is lowered, the highest
peaks are detected first and grow in size as the water level continues to withdraw. As new peaks
emerge, it must be decided if these peaks are distinct or can be merged with existing ones. This
process continues until the water level reaches a minimum value. In terms of images and pixels,
this algorithm sorts all of the pixels in the image from most to least intensity, and classifies them
into distinct patches. A patch is distinct if it is greater than the threshold minimum size, less than
the threshold maximum size, and if in contact with a neighboring patch, is greater than a
threshold merge size. These threshold values are determined by observing how different values
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decrease noise while maximizing the number of patches (Zamir et al., 1999). The resulting mask
displays all identified pixels that meet these criteria.
From this mask, geometric and image properties were determined for each focal
adhesion(Zamir et al., 1999). Patch area was summed within the water algorithm, and could be
calculated as
Eqn. 5
where m is the number of a given patch. The total patch intensity for patch m is given
by:
Eqn. 6
The centroid of each patch (i*m , j*m) is given by equations 7 and 8:

Eqn. 7

Eqn. 8
Each patch can be described by a patch axial ratio (Eqn. 9), a ratio of the axes of an
optimized ellipse using the normalized second image moment, calculated in this suite using code
from Matlab’s regionprops function.

Eqn. 9
The patch intensity for each focal adhesion is determined by subtracting the background
intensity from total intensity divided by the patch area (Eqn. 10). Background intensity was
determined by the intensity of pixels within a set boundary of the patch that are not a part of any
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other patch, divided by the number of pixels that meet this criteria. For patch intensity without
this adjustment, one could use Eqn. 10 without the Bm term.

Eqn. 10

Eqn. 11

The tracking portion of the algorithm was adapted from the process described by
Berginski et al (2011); key differences are the use of the patch centroid in tracking adhesions and
that the software package is implemented entirely in Matlab (Mathworks). Sequential focal
adhesion masks were compared, and those focal adhesions that had the closest centroids were
determined to be the same; this is an acceptable simplification due to the small change in
movement of the focal adhesions. In general, the distance between patches was determined by
equation 12, and the speed was determined using this displacement and the time delay between
images.
Eqn. 12
Eqn. 13

These patch properties were exported to excel for analysis. Data can then be sorted based
on continuity of patches and the trend in data. Patches with a total increase (or decrease) in size or
intensity between more than three images was labeled as increasing (or decreasing); patches
without this change was labeled as static. Additionally, the program uses linear regression to
establish rates of assembly and disassembly for patch intensity and area, following the equation:
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ln(y) = m * t + b

Eqn. 14

where y is area or intensity, t is time, m is slope, and b is the intercept. The value of m was used

€ as the rate of assembly of each patch when the most points were included in the analysis and the
regression r-value matched the user-defined threshold.
The threshold pixel intensity for filtering patches was determined by the mean and
standard deviation (S.D.) of the image, adjusted by some correction factor k following the
equation

Pmin = mean +k * S.D.

Eqn. 15

This correction factor was determined using parametric sweeps to be appropriate for the

€ image set. Similarly, other properties could be varied to be most appropriate for a given image
set. Common values were 30 for the minimum area, 1000 for the maximum area, and 300 for the
merge threshold area. Minimum regression coefficients were send to 0.8 for intensity regressions
and 0.7 for area regressions, including at least 3 distinct time points to establish trends. 10 pixels
was the maximum distance searched during particle tracking, and the box size for filtering was 41
pixels.
To validate these algorithms, test images (Fig. 8) were generated with known patch
properties. 5 sets were generated to test different aspects of the code: a single image for general
analysis, a motion data set, an intensity data set, an area data set, and an assembly rate set. After
use in code debugging, these images were manipulated by adding Gaussian and uniform noise to
determine the effectiveness of the code program. The threshold pixel value was set to a constant
value; other parameters are detailed in Appendix A. The outcome of these validation studies will
be discussed in results.
For a 1040x1392 8-bit image, FAITS requires approximately 5-15 minutes to analyze on
a 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo MacBook Pro with 4 GB of memory and 1067 MHz DDR3. When
Matlab memory or time was a concern, the Penn State Hammer Cluster was used for image
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processing. The code used to implement FAITS is provided in Appendix B; a user manual is
provided in Appendix C.

Figure 8: Validation Test Images
Test images used in validation studies, from the static data set (from left to right, the normal image, the image with
Gaussian noise, the image with background noise).

Statistical Analysis
Apart from the linear regression performed by FAITS, Minitab Student (version16) was
used for most statistical analyses. Power analysis was performed to determine appropriate sample
size. Student’s t-test, ANOVA, and the Tukey post-hoc test were used to determine statistical
significance of differences in the data sets. Linear regression analysis of tracking data was
performed in Excel. A difference between data sets was considered significant if the determined
p-value was less than 0.05.
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Chapter 3
Results
Wet isotropic etching can create a series of nanofiber scaffolds with different diameters.
Wet isotropic etching has been used to control nanofiber diameter without other manipulating
other electrospinning parameters (Jaiswal & Brown, 2012). Jaiswal and Brown used an etch solution of
60% propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA)/orange oil (also referred to by its primary
component, limonene) to control the diameter of PMMA nanofibers. Based on solubility theory, it was
predicted that other polar solvents could serve as an etchant for PMMA. Dichloromethane (DCM) was
selected as it was expected to exhibit similar solubility behavior to PGMEA based on Hildebrand
solubility parameters (Burke, 1984; Almaden Group, 2013). As Jaiswal and Brown used an initially high
ratio of solvent to non-solvent, a 1:1 solution of DCM and orange oil was used here as a starting point,
with a wash solution of 1:3 DCM and orange oil. After etching, no fibers were observed. DCM
concentration was then varied from 0 to 50% in 10 % intervals to determine an appropriate etch solution.
No fibers remained on the coverslips that were washed in 50% and 40% DCM solutions. Fibers in the
30% solution appeared to have flattened and melded together. Coverslips exposed to the 0 %, 10 %, and
20% DCM solutions had visible fibers that did not flatten. However, a 20 % DCM etch with a 10 %
DCM wash flattened the fibers.
Fibers on coverslips were left in a pure orange oil wash, and no appreciable decrease in diameter
was observed. This led to the adoption of a 100 % orange oil wash for etching. An incremental empirical
study was conducted to compared etch solutions, ranging DCM concentration from 15 – 19 %. Fibers
appeared smoother after etching, but did not have an appreciable decrease in diameter. A variety of
alternate etches between 17 and 25 % DCM were attempted; however, an obstacle to optimizing these
etches was changes in the nanofiber diameter.
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Figure 9: Etching of 3 micron PMMA fibers
Etches in 17% and 20% showed appreciable decreases in nanofiber diameter after 20 and 40 minutes.

While etches were being conducted, attempts were made to decrease initial nanofiber diameter to
meet the target initial diameter for this project (around 1.5 micrometers) by manipulating nanofiber
diameter. While necessary, these change obfuscated troubleshooting the isotropic etch, as variations in
the density and diameter of nanofibers changed the amount of PMMA exposed to etchant, thus changing
the effects of the etching. 17 % DCM and 20 % DCM solutions were used to etch PMMA nanofibers
measured to have an average diameter of 3 microns. The 20 % etch was observed to decrease fiber
diameter by 30 % after 40 minutes (Fig. 9). However, when a 20 % etch was applied to 1.9 micron fibers,
there was not a consistent decrease of nanofiber diameter (Fig. 10).
Isotropic Wet Etch in 20% DCM/limonene
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Figure 10: Inconsistency in Isotropic Etching
The 20% DCM/limonene etch did not consistently etch PMMA nanofibers of 1.9 micron diameter, shown in the graph to the
right. On the left, control fibers (top) and fibers after 20 minutes of etching (bottom) are shown.
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Figure 11: PGMEA Etch of PMMA Fibers
Switching to a PGMEA/limonene solvent system showed no changed with 20% PGMEA, and 700 nm decrease with
40% PGMEA, and a complete removal with 60% PGMEA. The upper left image shows fibers before the etch; the image on the
upper right shows the fibers after 10 minutes in 40% PGMEA/limonene.

From this preliminary data, it is hypothesized that these changes negatively affected the
consistency of the results. Further trials were similarly variable, so PGMEA was obtained for the lab to
recreate the studies performed by Jaiswal and Brown (2012). Three different concentrations of etchant
were used: 60% PGMEA/limonene, 40% PGMEA/limonene, and 20% PGMEA/limonene. The fibers
before etching had a diameter of 2.55 µm ± 0.524 µm (mean ± SD; n = 59); results are shown in Figure
12. The 60% PGMEA etchant obliterated the nanofibers, leaving only select areas with nanofibers after 5
minutes and none after 10 minutes. Oppositely, the 20 % etch did not have an appreciable effect on
nanofiber diameter, decreasing only moderately between time points. In the time scale observed, the 40%
etch showed the most useful effect, decreasing fiber diameter by 700 nanometers over ten minutes (a 27
% decrease). This change was statistically significant for each time point, and is recommended for further
study (p < 0.001).
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One concern was the nanofiber diameter was not being reliably determined using the low
resolution of the bright field Leica microscope. SEM images showed PMMA fibers had an average
diameter of 1.86 µm ± a standard deviation of 0.427 µm (n = 88); fibers also exhibited irregular diameter
along their length (Fig. 12). It is thought, based on empirical evidence from other researchers in lab, that
the adoption of a 30 % PMMA in 1:1 dimethylformamide (DMF) to tetrahydrofuran (THF) will give
similar diameter fibers with smoother initial fiber morphology.

Figure 12: Nanofiber ESEM Images
SEM images of gold sputtercoated PMMA nanofibers to be used in etching.

Western blotting showed that MSC’s stably expressed GFP-Vinculin
A western blot was performed to examine the expression of GFP-vinculin in cells that were
determined to be stably expressing this recombinant protein. Compared to regular MSCs, Western
blotting showed that while regular MSCs had only one band when incubated with vinculin and secondary
antibodies, the anticipated GFP-Vinculin subclones had two bands; a lower, brighter band corresponding
to natural vinculin, and a higher band of lower intensity corresponding to the GFP-vinculin subclone (Fig.
13).

Figure 13: Vinculin Western Blot
Western blotting shows 2 vinculin bands in stably transfected cells and 1 in normal MSCs.
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Figure 14: Validation Images
The normal, background noise, and Gaussian noise images from the static data set.

Code validation provides understanding of the accuracy and reliability of FAITS
Validation images were generated to test FAITS. These images ensured that the program was
processing images correctly and serves as a tool to analyze the effect of noise on the reliability of the
software. Four different image sets were created: a static image set (n = 1); a motion image set (n = 5),
where patches migrate to test tracking; an area image set (n = 7), where patch area changes; an intensity
image set (n = 15), where patch intensity changes, and an assembly validation set (n = 9), where the
logarithmic trend in intensities is known. Anticipated values of these manually created test images were
recorded and stored in Excel for future comparison. The complete image sets can be viewed in Appendix
A; numerical values are available upon request.
In addition to the normal conditions, two different noise conditions were simulated to further
validate the software. A background noise condition, where a uniform background of 51 bits (for the 8-bit
.tiff images created, this is out of a maximum of 255) was added to non-patches to simulate indiscriminate
noise in imaging systems due to autofluorescence or non-specific fluorescence from antibodies or GFPvinculin. A Gaussian noise condition involved the addition of random noise with a standard deviation of
51 bits to the image sets; this intended to simulate any random noise introduced by the imaging system;
this standard deviation could be changed to simulate a desired noise level or swept as a parameter to
examine the effect of random noise on FAITS analysis. This study would show the maximal amount of
noise allowed by FAITS to still reliably characterize focal adhesion dynamics. Due to the distortion
caused by edge effects on small images by the Matlab filter2 algorithm, the high pass box filter used on
cellular images will not be applied to test images. The normal, background noise, and Gaussian noise
conditions are shown in figure 14.
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Figure 15: FAITS Validation Output Images
Validation images (A,C,E) and FAITS output masks (B,D,F) are shown The patches of interest above and below threshold area
values were appropriately identified in the static test image (A,B). As intensity (C,D) or patch area (E,F) changed from the static
control image to values outside of the threshold values, different patches were identified.

The normal data sets showed that FAITS can appropriately identify and track focal adhesions
based on desired initial conditions. Looking at the mask of the identified focal adhesions, the program
appropriately ignored patches that were below or above the threshold area value (Fig. 15). A visual
comparison showed that the majority of values for the static, area, motion, and intensity data sets
generated by FAITS and examined in Microsoft Excel corresponded to the anticipated values. Minor
discrepancies observed for most of these test sets were due to the binning of pixel intensity due to storage
as a 256-bit image. This can be seen in Table 1 comparing the image design to the FAITS static validation
output. Another minor discrepancy occurred between the length and breadth calculations. The data set
patches were designed as rectangles, and the height and breadth of these rectangles were recorded.
However, FAITS fits an ellipse to the patches, being a more accurate shape to describe a focal adhesion,
leading to a discrepancy between the rectangular patches and the best-fit ellipse. Finally, a third minor
discrepancy between the patch design and FAITS output occurs in the background-corrected average
patch intensity (API- background, Table 1). One can see that there is a slight deviation between the
design and the FAITS output; this arises because the design values do not take into account background
contributions from the large and small patches that are neglected by FAITS, while the algorithm used to
perform background correction considers these excluded patches as background. These artifacts of the
validation process will not be an obstacle in focal adhesion analysis.
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Table 1: Static Validation Data Comparison
This table shows the values for descriptors such as patch area, morphology, and intensity, as well as signal processing
parameters such as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR). In comparing different sources of the data, one
can assess how FAITS processing affects the data, as well as how the software reacts to noisy data sets.

However, the assembly validation test showed a larger, more significant discrepancy. The rate of
assembly and disassembly was designed to be 0.223 per unit time; however, FAITS calculates an
assembly rate of 0.0831. Looking at the data in excel, it was determined that FAITS includes three
extraneous data points in its assembly calculation for this data set. This error is an artifact of the simple
conditionals used in the linear regression functions used to establish assembly rates. These conditionals
select an assembly rate based on the regression that includes the most points with a correlation (r-value)
above a set threshold value. Thus, if too much extraneous data is being selected, this r-value can be
increased to be more selective in the regression used to determine assemblies. For the analysis of nonvalidation data, which will not be designed to give a simple line, these conditionals should suffice to
include a reasonable assembly region without being overly sensitive to noisy data.
Table 2: FAITS Assembly Data
FAITS analysis included extraneous data in the analysis of focal adhesion assembly trends.

Validation Assembly Data
FAITS Assembly
Region

0.2
log(Intensity)

0.1

Raw Data

0
-0.1 0

5

10
Linear(FAITS
Assembly
Region)

-0.2
-0.3
-0.4
-0.5

Time Points

y = 0.0828x - 0.4015
R² = 0.68987

Time Point
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Intensity
0.640
0.800
1
1
1
1
1
0.800
0.640

ln(Intensity)
-0.446
-0.223
0
0
0
0
0
-0.223
-0.446
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Figure 16: Noise Validation
Validation images (A,C,E) and FAITS output masks (B,D,F) are shown for different noise conditions. Without noise
(A,B), patches are properly identified and characterized. When uniform background noise is added (C,D), patch area is consistent
and the appropriate patches are identified. However, when Gaussian noise is added (E,F), patch area is distorted, patches of
interest are lost, and false patches are identified.

The noise-test images showed important features to be aware of when using FAITS for noisy
images. The background test images appropriately identified the correct patches (Fig. 16); however, as
expected, the background-corrected intensity was distorted from the value of the test image (Table 1).
This data is a significant distortion (p = 0.001); however, while this contribution from background noise
is significant, it will not impact the quality of FAITS analysis. The intensity analysis of images in with
FAITS is inherently comparative in nature; intensity from image sets will be normalized before
comparison to other data. In this way, if all images have a similar level of background noise, this
consistent error will not detract from comparisons made between different conditions, as all focal
adhesion data will be reduced in a similar way. However, in scenarios where the absolute value of the
intensity signal is important, users of FAITS or similar software should be cautious of the effects of
background distortion.
In contrast to the background test images, the Gaussian noise test images were greatly distorted
from the original test images; it is not surprising that differences are observed in number of patches
identified, patch size, and patch intensity (Fig. 16). These masks that result from Gaussian noise fail to
identify all appropriate patches and falsely identify areas of noise as patches; a visual inspection leads to
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the conclusion that patches of less intensity are more affected by the Gaussian noise than patches of
higher intensity. Using a two-sided t-test, the discrepancies between background adjusted patch intensity
and normalized patch area were statistically significant (p = 0.046 and p < 0.001, respectively); by
inspection, it is clear that all values deviate from the actual values, and that this error is more serious than
the discrepancy observed for the background noise images. This distortion does not simply translate the
data, but alters the data in unpredictable ways. In changing both area and intensity data, this noise disturbs
patch identification and quantification. A consequence of this effect is that imaging systems must operate
with a maximal noise after filtering that has a standard deviation less than 20% of the maximum signal
value. As suggested above, comparing different levels of Gaussian noise would provide an indication of
where this maximal noise level lies.
There were also noticeable changes in image characteristics with the addition of the background
and Gaussian noise (Table 1). The contrast to noise ratio (CNR) was highest for the noise-free validation
set, but its signal to noise ratio (SNR) was the lowest. While this may seem counter-intuitive that noise
increased the signal to noise ratio, but FAITS calculates SNR based on the average and standard
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Figure 17: Area Validation Masks
The FAITS output mask for the normal validation (A,C,E) and the Gaussian noise conditions (B,D,F are shown from the area
validation test. These masks show the patches identified by FAITS; they represent the output for images 1 (A,B), 2 (C,D) and 4
(E,F) in the area data set. The Gaussian noise images show distortion from the normal image masks
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deviation from the whole image. Thus, as the intensity of the background increased with the addition of
background and Gaussian noise, the SNR increased as well. CNR, however, compares the whole image
to a background region. With no background noise, the CNR will be the same as the SNR; however, as
noise is added, the contrast decreases, as indicated by the CNR. Thus, for this analysis, CNR is more
indicative of the level of noise than is SNR.
In examining the area validation sets (Appendix A, Fig. 17), it is clear that there is no error in
area or morphology identification for the background noise condition. As expected, there is error in the
identification in patches in the Gaussian noise condition; characteristic properties are shown in figure 18.
The largest percent error is observed at time point four; in this condition, smaller patches are added to
check the lower bound of FAITS; these smaller patches will be more susceptible to noise variation.
Surprisingly, there was no error in the number of patches identified for the second random noise test
image; in this condition, large patches are added to check the upper bound of FAITS. However, upon
visual inspection, it is apparent that there was a difference in patch identification. It can be reasoned that
larger patches are better preserved than small patches with Gaussian noise, but this noise distorts both in
area and morphology analysis.
Turning to the intensity validation sets (Appendix A), both noise conditions distort the data. With
background noise, there is a large, consistent error in the background correction (Fig. 19). This results
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Figure 18: Area and Morphology Validation
These graphs show the errors between the patch axial ration and patch area determined in FAITS for each validation
condition.
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Figure 19: Intensity Validation
These graphs show the errors between the intensity parameters calculated in FAITS for each validation condition.

from the formulation of images; no additional noise was added to patches, but only to the background.
Results would be opposite if additional noise was added to the patches instead; would expect large,
consistent error for uncorrected intensities. In terms of the images with Gaussian noise, substantial
random error is seen throughout the image sequence. For low intensity patches, noise greatly distorts the
patch identification and property values. For high intensity patches, however, noise shows less of an
effect, and patch identification and properties are preserved. Looking at the curves in figure, it is clear that
the curves follow the same trends, albeit with different values. Bumps in patch intensity curves are due to
a loss of low intensity patches, which increase the average patch intensities. While the total patch
intensity appears similar in the graph below, the Gaussian noise values have an average error of 3%.
An inspection of the motion validation data showed that FAITS could reliably identify patches
that moved, either due to natural motion or focal drift. While background noise did not affect the
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identification process, the Gaussian noise caused some patches to appear or disappear randomly
throughout the time points, leading to discrepancies in tracking. Changes in patch area and morphology
due to the random noise also changed cell centroid location; however, even with these random variations
in centroid, FAITS was able to track the patches in sequential images.
The assembly data set is also affected by the addition of noise (Table 3). Background noise did
not deviate from the validation image. However, Gaussian noise identifies too many patches over the
course of the analysis, possibly due to distortions in area that prevent tracking. Interestingly, FAITS also
assigns area assembly and disassembly coefficients for the Gaussian noise condition, again due to random
changes in area due to noise distortion. As observed above, all assembly values deviate from the designed
assembly and disassembly rates.
This validation analysis shows that FAITS by itself can track and describe noisy data; however,
noise can significantly distort the operation of FAITS. This highlights the importance of the use of a
bandpass filter to try to eliminate both high frequency and low frequency noise to improve the patch
identification and description process.
Table 3: Validation Assembly and Disassembly Rates
These graphs show the errors between the average assembly and disassembly rates calculated in FAITS for the
validation images.
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Figure 20: FAITS and Immunofluorescence Data
The image on the left shows an immunostained cell; red indicates F-actin, blue indicates DNA, and green indicates
vinculin. The center image is a mask of all identified focal adhesions by FAITS; the image on the right uses a false color mask to
indicate discrete focal adhesions.

Immunofluorescence data can be analyzed using FAITS
Without different diameter nanofibers, any potential changes in cell morphology as a response to
the different curvatures cannot be examined using immunofluorescence. However, FAITS has the ability
to analyze static images to characterize adhesion morphology, area, and intensity, and was applied to a
preliminary image set investigating the role of substrate geometry on adhesion size. A set of
characteristic images are shown above (Fig. 20); only the focal adhesion data was input into FAITS for
analysis, however. Initial data indicated that MSCs on curly polycaprolactone nanofibers had larger focal
adhesions than on straight polycaprolactone nanofibers; both displayed larger focal adhesions than MSCs
on glass coverslips (Fig. 21). Firstly, this shows how FAITS can be used to quantify differences in
adhesion morphology for immunofluorescence. These techniques can be applied to immunofluorescence
of cells on different diameter nanofibers to provide an additional descriptor of how cell and adhesion
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Figure 21: Characterizing Focal Adhesions in Immunofluorescence
Preliminary data shows how FAITS can be used to characterize differences in adhesion morphology on different
substrates. Left is shown images from immunofluorescence on glass (top) and curly polycaprolactone (PCL) nanofiber substrate
(bottom). Green indicates vinculin, red indicates F-actin, and blue indicates DNA. The graph on the right shows differences in
average adhesion size on glass, curly PCL nanofibers, and straight PCL nanofibers.
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morphology is affected by changes in nanofiber curvature. Focal adhesion size and morphology can be
compared to establish how nanofiber diameter affects static focal adhesion characteristics. It is expected
that smaller nanofibers will cause an increase in focal adhesion size with elongated morphology.
Immunofluorescence could also be used to identify and qualitatively discuss the cell morphology and any
relationships between the focal adhesions, actin stress fibers, and nucleus, or other relevant proteins.

Figure 22: FAITS and Time Lapse Imaging
FAITS can be used to analyze focal adhesion dynamics. The image on the left is a contrast-enhanced picture of the focal
adhesions visible through fluorescent microscopy of GFP-vinculin expressing MSCs (top), and the mask generated in FAITS that
identifies the individual focal adhesions (bottom).

Time lapse analysis using FAITS to understand adhesion dynamics
As with immunofluorescence, the temporal adhesion dynamics and changes in cell migration
cannot be analyzed until different diameter nanofibers are generated. However, preliminary data has
shown that focal adhesions can be analyzed using FAITS to identify and characterize adhesion properties
such as area, intensity, morphology, duration, and rate of migration; a mask developed using FAITS is
shown above (Fig. 22) and a plot of average area over the course of a time lapse of a stably transfect GFPVinculin MSC subclone is shown below (Fig. 24). FAITS can also be used to analyze rates of adhesion
assembly or disassembly (Mathew E Berginski, Vitriol, Hahn, & Gomez, 2011). This data can show
focal adhesion properties and stability as a function of time (Figs. 23 & 24), and will serve as a useful tool
in comparing how changes in nanofiber diameter influence cell behavior.
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Figure 23: FA Area Data Sorting from FAITS
FAITS can be used to sort data to identify trends in adhesion behavior. The top graph shows all adhesions identified as
decreasing during the course of a different study experiment. These data was averaged and plotted on a linear (bottom left) and
logarithmic (base ten, bottom right).
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Figure 24: Analyzing Changes in Focal Adhesion Size
By analyzing each time point, an average focal adhesion size can be determined, and plotted with respect to
time (upper). Data from stable, assembling, and disassembling patches can be plotted as a function of time. The lower
left graph is shown on a linear scale; the lower right graph is shown on a natural logarithmic scale.
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Figure 25: Focal Adhesion Analysis
Shown are the three cells analyzed for a preliminary description of adhesion dynamics. The grayscale figures
represent contrast-enhanced image from fluorescent microscopy (A,C,E); the black and white images are the FAITS
output masks showing the focal adhesions identified in FAITS (B,D,F). The cells represent the three substrates
examined: glass (A,B), planar PMMA (C,D), and nanofiber PMMA (D,F).

Without different diameter nanofibers, the differences focal adhesion dynamics between
cells on PMMA nanofibers, PMMA thin films, and glass coverslips were examined (Fig. 25).
Transiently expressing GFP-vinculin MSCs were used to observe the adhesions, and three
representative time lapses are shown. Table 4 shows characteristic properties of the focal
adhesions; they are shown graphically in figure 26. It is observed that focal adhesion size, length,
breadth and axial ratio are greater on nanofibers than on planar substrates; glass has an increase in
these parameters compared to planar PMMA. Assembly rates varied between intensity and area
descriptors. The intensity disassembly was highest on planar PMMA at 0.0313 min-1, while the
assembly rate was highest on glass at 0.0391 min-1. The cell on nanofibers showed both low
intensity assembly and disassembly rates, and had the lowest area disassembly rate; it also had the
highest area assembly rate at 0.153 min-1.
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Table 4: Focal Adhesion Descriptors
This table shows the values of characteristic adhesion properties.
Nanofiber
Average Area
(µm2)

PMMA

Glass

5.25

2.67

4.05

2.74

1.87

2.2

4.6

2.87

3.63

1.75

1.59

1.71

0.00906

0.0313

0.00782

Average Intensity
Assembly (min-1)

0.0119

0.0266

0.0391

Average Area
Disassembly (min-1)

0.0922

0.123

0.124

Average Area
Assembly (min-1)

0.153

0.0859

0.119

Number of Patches

1039

1336

4301
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Figure 26: Focal Adhesion Characteristics
Cells on nanofibers show larger focal adhesions than other cells. Adhesion assembly rates varied with area and
intensity, and on different substrates.
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Cell migration shows varies on planar and nanofiber surfaces
Due to diffuse background fluorescence in the cytoplasm, the images from fluorescent
microscopy were able to be used in the manual tracking of GFP-vinculin mesenchymal stem cells
cells (MSCs) on planar and nanofiber substrates to evaluate cell migration. Preliminary data
showed that MSCs on glass coverslips showed a lower average migration velocity (2.1 nm/s) than
on both PMMA substrates (fibers – 3.5 nm/s, planar – 3.9 nm/s). (Fig. 27) Average migration for
cells on fibers and flat PMMA were similar; however, examining general morphologies as done
by Sheets et al. (2013), it was noted that cells demonstrated two general morphologies – aligned
between two parallel fibers, or spread out in a polygonal geometry on random fibers. When these
morphologies were included in analysis, migration on planar PMMA had a similar migration
velocity to cells with a parallel morphology (4.0 nm/s), while cells of a polygonal geometry
showed a lower migration velocity (3.1 nm/s).
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Figure 27: Substrate Migration Velocity on Nanofiber Scaffolds
Variations in GFP-Vinculin MSC migration was observed on planar and nanofiber scaffolds. The right image shows a
cell with a parallel morphology on PMMA nanofibers.
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Chapter 4
Discussion
An initial goal of this research was to assess how nanofiber diameter influences focal
adhesion dynamics. However, the progress of the research to this goal was impeded by setbacks;
difficulties with isotropic wet etching of PMMA, time lapse imaging, and the focal adhesion
identification and tracking software prevented the effects of sub-micron nanofiber from being
tested. This discussion will explore the reasons for these difficulties and future work that could be
done to overcome them. Despite these setbacks, FAITS proved to be a useful tool in the analysis
of focal adhesion dynamics, and implications of the data presented will be discussed, in addition
to potential future studies that could be done as a continuation of this project.
Isotropic etching
An unexpected setback in this research was establishing an effective protocol for wet
isotropic etching for PMMA nanofibers. This technique relies on manipulating the solubility
behavior of the polymer to allow a partial dissolution of the nanofiber using poor solvents or by
pairing solvents with non-solvents. Considering this approach, it is apparent environmental
conditions such as temperature and pressure, solvent volatility and vapor pressure, and variations
in nanofiber density and diameter (as a result of the variability of electrospinning) could lead to
changes in observed results. While it is likely that environmental conditions play a minor role in
the inconsistencies observed in etching, solvent and nanofiber variability are likely to be major
concerns. Solvent vapor pressure determines how likely the solvents are to evaporate. In the
etches attempted here, dichloromethane (DCM) has a much higher vapor pressure than propylene
glycol methyl ether acetate (PGMEA). This could contribute to the variations observed between
the PGMEA/limonene and DCM/limonene etches.
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A second possible contribution to the etch variability is differences in nanofibers.
Differences in the residual solvent in the fibers could lead to differences observed in etching,
changing the solubility profile of the etch solution. This is a potentially random source of error to
the etching process, but could be eliminated by placing nanofibers under a vacuum to withdraw
residual solvent. The density and diameter of nanofibers can also vary with electrospinning
conditions, both in environmental and experimental parameters. Different batches of nanofibers
produced on different days could have different densities, alignment, and diameters based on
changes in humidity and temperature. Density and diameter determine the amount of polymer
present in a given sample, and the rates of dissolution of these nanofibers in weak solvent
solutions will be dependent on the total amount of nanofiber. Too much polymer in a weak
solvent system will saturate the solution more quickly, decreasing etch effectiveness and possibly
contributing to the plateau in etch effectiveness seen in past studies and shown in figure 28
(Jaiswal & Brown, 2012; Miller-chou & Koenig, 2003).
These variations specific to nanofibers made it difficult to use traditional solubility
models to predict etch success. Development of theoretical and computational models for etching
for cylindrical coordinates using kinetics, Fickian diffusion, and mass transport combined with
solubility parameters could be useful in understanding how different solvents may help improve
the etching process by providing more concrete guidelines and expectations based on analytical
or computational solutions. These equations could then be used to understand the relative time
scale for etching to occur, or like the TEAS chart, predict good solvent pairs in etching (Almaden
Lithography Group, 2013; Burke, 1984; Miller-chou & Koenig, 2003). Experimental controls
could also be introduced to remove these sources of error, such as drying nanofibers under a
vacuum to remove residual solvent, or use microscopy techniques to measure nanofiber diameter
and density to ensure similarity in the nanofiber scaffolds to be etched.
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Figure 28: Nanofiber Diameter and Etch Time
Example of the trend anticipated in results of the PGMEA/orange oil etch of PMMA fibers. (adapted from
Jaiswal & Brown, 2012).

Time lapse imaging
A major issue in the development of imaging lapse imaging protocol was the nature of
the signal that was trying to be measured. In the stable GFP-vinculin cell line, the GFP-vinculin
localized to focal adhesion had a low signal intensity with high diffuse background noise in the
cytoplasm. Other studies examining focal adhesion dynamics had used TIRF microscopy to
study focal adhesion behavior, but the use of nanofibers prevents the use of this technique
(Mathew E Berginski et al., 2011; Chan et al., 2010; Grashoff et al., 2010b; Stephens & Allan,
2003; Zamir et al., 1999). Time and resource limitations prevented the use of confocal
microscopy or more complex microscope stages, such as heated objectives or media-exchange
flow chambers, for the current study (Manus J P Biggs et al., 2009; Frigault, Lacoste, Swift, &
Brown, 2009; Stephens & Allan, 2003).
Surprisingly, media selection was also a cause for delay. Fluoro Bright DMEM (Gibco)
worked very well to enhance image SNR compared with normal media. However, it was noticed
that the age of media can be very detrimental to cell function; older phenol-red free alpha-MEM
was a major factor contributing to cell death. It was also observed that the concentration of
antioxidants used contributed to cell death. This was very surprising, as many studies
recommended the use of antioxidants to help improve cell viability (M J P Biggs et al., 2008;
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Bogdanov, Kudryavtseva, & Lukyanov, 2012; Stephens & Allan, 2003; Sun, Wong, & Chan,
n.d.). It is possible that the concentration of antioxidants used in the current studies exceeded the
limit of toxicity for the cells; the low seeding density used in these studies could have increased
the effective amount of antioxidant per cell.
Issues with focal drift were unresolved over the course of this experimentation. Allowing
the stage and mineral oil to heat beforehand for at least four hours helped to lessen the immediate
focal drift, as did allowing the cells to sit on the stage with mineral oil for at least a half an hour
prior to imaging. Over long time-lapses, however, the focal adhesion would again drift out of
focus after several hours of imaging. Adopting alternative stage heaters or a flow system could
help to reduce this focal drift while maintaining (or improving) the conditions necessary for
normal cellular function (Manus J P Biggs et al., 2009; Frigault et al., 2009; Stephens & Allan,
2003).
The extended depth of field algorithm was useful to condense several planes to help
minimize focal drift and capture images of the focal adhesions on 3D nanofibers. However,
differences in diffraction and exposure sometimes led to improper determination of the “in focus”
focal adhesions in each image, especially during focal drift. Finding an alternative method of
generative a single image through 3D data such as using a preliminary deconvolution or more
rigorous application of extended depth of field algorithms will be necessary to more accurately
characterize focal adhesion dynamics on 3D scaffolds.
In reviewing the time lapse images acquired, the focal adhesions often appear and
disappear over the course of a few images. Increasing temporal resolution of the time lapse could
allow for a better monitoring of adhesion size and intensity. This would enable a more accurate
analysis in post-processing to understand rates of assembly and disassembly. The current interval
for time lapses was chosen to reduce the blue light exposure of the cells to avoid phototoxicity
(Godley et al., 2005); however, for cells that have a high expression of GFP-vinculin, a lower
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exposure time per image could allow a shorter time interval between images without increasing
blue light exposure.
Focal adhesion identification and tracking software
A limiting step in the analysis of data in this research is the FAITS suite that was
developed for this application. The program’s strength is how it allows the quantification of
morphology and intensity for images of focal adhesions; to the author’s knowledge, it is the first
package of its kind developed exclusively in Matlab. However, as an amateur-developed
package, it has its limitations, from superficial ones in the software design to larger issues in its
analysis of data trends and centroid motion. While the current version of FAITS has been shown
to be a valid tool for the analysis of certain focal adhesion properties, further work will be needed
to improve this method.
A likely limitation to the widespread use of this software is in its design. The author
designed the code with functionality in mind, without regards to accessibility; as a result, an
expert in Matlab may be able to navigate the software, but not an individual without experience
with Matlab. Improving this clunky design, with unintuitive variables and layout, will be critical
to allow all scientists, regardless of computer science knowledge, to use this software. Currently,
work is being done to develop a graphical-user interface in conjunction with the author to
improve the accessibility of the software to make it both more user-friendly and functional. This
will be critical to allow the distribution of the package to users with minimal computer science
experience. Further work may also be able to make the code more refined and compact,
improving the elegance and simplicity of the software. For example, one facet of this software
that could be improved is its data output. The software outputs comma separated value files;
however, the current format still requires post-processing. Incorporating these post-processing
steps into the data packaging could increase the utility of the software.
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Another issue with the current software design is its runtime. The time required to
process each image can range from 0.5-15 minutes; for 200+ image sets with, this could require
over 50 hours of cpu time. The author developed a parallel version of the code, using matlabpool
and parfor loops to decrease the runtime; however, this adds another layer of difficulty to using
the code, requiring access to parallel computing resources. Decreasing the run time within the
code itself , perhaps by using more of the functions provided by Matlab or consolidating lines of
code to improve efficiency. For large image sets, memory can also be an issue; this can be solved
by running the image sets in a piecewise fashion through FAITS, overlapping images between
runs to allow potential adhesion trends to be calculated.
Determining filtering methods proved to be a difficult step in the development of the
FAITS package. Images had a low SNR, and often had a diffuse GFP-expression within the cell.
A combination of thresholding and high pass filtration was used in the current research; however,
there was still a large amount of noise in the mask. Improving the signal intensity by using higher
expressing transfected cells or choosing a different method of fluorescence signaling to monitor
adhesions could help improve the SNR in the image; manipulating different properties of the
imaging system such as binning, light intensity, media, or exposure time. Manipulating other
filter parameters could also be done to improve the software functionality. An alternative method
to improve the image quality through pre-processing is to develop deconvolution methods based
on the 2D point spread function for the imaging system. This approach could help restore the
image to account for any blurring by the imaging system to help improve the quality of the signal
in the images that are processed.
One aspect of the code algorithms that could be improved is the adhesion tracking
mechanism. In the design of the algorithm, it was assumed that adhesion centroids would undergo
only minor translation between images; this led to the current centroid-matching algorithm used
to track focal adhesion between images. Typically when adhesion form and stabilize, they remain
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stationary with respect to the ECM. However, if cells exhibit focal adhesions with high motility,
this tracking algorithm will break down. Thus, a more robust method of particle tracking could
be implemented to help make this code more appropriate for applications with higher particle
velocity. Methods could be adapted from particle tracking algorithms used in fluid particle image
velocimetry (PIV), cell tracking, or from other computer vision tracking algorithms (Adrian,
2005; Bhaskar & Singh, 2007; Huth et al., 2010).
A novel feature of this code with respect to other open source software is its analysis of
the dynamics in focal adhesion area. A logarithmic scale was used to attempt to linearize the
changes in area with respect to time to develop a rate of area expansion or reduction. This scale
was based on the assumption that area is dependent on the size of stress fibers associated with the
focal adhesions, and it has been observed that the formation of stress fibers follows an inverted
exponential (Hotulainen & Lappalainen, 2006; Tojkander, Gateva, & Lappalainen, 2012).
Developing a further understanding of how adhesion size changes during assembly and
disassembly will be critical to validate if this is an appropriate statistical evaluation of area trends.
More data analysis will be required, examining the growth of adhesions identified with time to
identify an appropriate regression model. Developing a better understanding how the kinetics of
stress fiber formation influences focal adhesion growth could inform this model assessing the rate
of area change as well.
For trends in intensity data, Berginski et al. (2011) used logarithmic model based on
knowledge of adhesion dynamics and observations in the data. This model was incorporate into
the current software intensity trend determination. However, performing a kinetic analysis of the
incorporation of vinculin into focal adhesions could be used to validate this assumption or
provide a better model for adhesion behavior. Additionally, for both of these data trend analyses,
developing a more rigorous algorithm to determine the most appropriate trend line for the data
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series, as opposed to the simple conditionals used here, could help increase the accuracy of the
FAITS in establishing assembly or disassembly trends for data sets.
While the current software was validated using selected test images, there are a few other
methods that could be used for validation. By combining the two types of noise used here, one
could generate a “worst case scenario” for image analysis to simulate how the program would run
with both background and Gaussian noise. The code used to generate the noisy images can be
manipulated to adjust the level of background noise or standard distribution of Gaussian noise;
performing parametric sweeps of these values could give an indication of how the level of noise
impedes the program’s effectiveness. Other ways to validate this code would be to compare it to
the current image processing algorithms available in Matlab or against existing open source code,
such as those used by other researchers (Mathew E Berginski et al., 2011; Matthew E Berginski
& Gomez, 2013; Grashoff et al., 2010b).
Finally, it is critical to note that the transient GFP-vinculin expressing cells, and even the
stable MSC GFP-Vinculin cell lines, showed clear variation between sister cells in the expression
of GFP-vinculin at the focal adhesions. Thus, the data collected from these cells cannot be
compared absolutely to determine vinculin expression, but can be compared relatively or on a
normalized basis to establish relative changes in adhesion morphology and dynamics. It is
important to note that this method of observing adhesion dynamics does not guarantee that every
focal adhesion is identified. Those adhesions without a critical mass of GFP-vinculin might not
be visible under the microscope. In the future, performing a siRNA knockdown of the native
vinculin could ensure that GFP-vinculin is the only form of vinculin present in focal adhesions.
Nanofibers provide a differential regulation of focal adhesions and migration
It can be observed from the preliminary data presented that focal adhesions form
differently on nanofiber substrates. Considering the immunofluorescence data presented, it was
observed that, at least in some instances, curly and straight nanofibers have larger focal adhesions
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than flat substrates. This size difference could result from either increased adhesion assembly or
decreased disassembly, perhaps via the different regulatory pathways discussed prior. Similar
results are observed in the preliminary analysis of focal adhesions from time lapse studies.
Nanofibers showed marked increase in size and elongation, as measured by focal adhesion length
and the patch’s elliptical axial ratio. They also showed low disassembly rates over the course of
the time lapse. This preliminary data supports the hypothesis that focal adhesion dynamics will
stabilize on nanofibers and form large, mature adhesions. The increased axial ratio is
characteristic of mature fibrillar adhesions, and could also be an indicator of stability. These
differences in size and adhesion assembly could also lead to a differential in migration velocities
for cells on these different surfaces.
While this preliminary is promising, it is important to note the limitations of the data
presented. While, over the course of the time lapse, many adhesions are observed, they represent
the behavior of only one cell. A greater number of cells will be necessary before more definitive
conclusions can be made; simply acquiring a greater number of adhesions per cell will not be
sufficient. A second limitation is the noise present in the identified masks. As was observed with
the validation data, random artifacts are introduced in image masks that interfere with patch
identification (Figure 29). This noise creates an unpredictable error will increase the amount of
data needed to generate meaningful conclusions.
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Figure 29: Noise Variability in Adhesion Masks
This series of masks shows the variability of noise present in a sequential image series. As in the validation images,
noise can change patch size and create artifacts that impede focal adhesion analysis. For example, in image D, a large
patch is lost that is present in the other images. The central area of the masks also shows diffuse background noise was
identified; these patches are observed to vary between images.

The preliminary data presented here regarding cell migration also suggests a different
regulation of cell migration on nanofiber substrates. These initial results are similar to those
present by others indicating a morphology – specific mode of migration regulated by nanofiber
arrangement (Sheets et al., 2013). Examining these trends and those presented by Sheets et al., it
is surprising that cell migration is similar on planar substrates and cells with parallel morphology
on nanofibers. Considering the role of topology guidance in cell migration, it would be expected
that cells on nanofiber substrates would move with higher velocity in a parallel morphology than
on planar substrates. Cells with polygonal morphology, lacking clear guidance, would be
expected to be at a similar velocity to cells on planar substrates. However, the observed trend was
lower than expected, with cells on planar substrates traveling faster than polygonal cells and at a
similar speed to parallel cells. This suggests a difference in the regulation of cells in similar
states of contact guidance on nanofibers versus planar substrates. However, before conclusions
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are made, more data should be collected and analyzed to give statistical significance to these
trends.
In future work, cell migration could also be analyzed using light microscopy to study the
effect of nanofiber diameter on cell movement. While different diameter nanofibers will be
required before preliminary data can be collected, it is anticipated that decreasing nanofiber
diameter will decrease cell migration. It has also been observed that focal adhesion size uniquely
predicts cell migration on flat substrates (Kim & Wirtz, 2013); it is thought that MSCs on
nanofibers will exhibit the same functional relationship between adhesion size and cell migration
(data from Kim & Wirtz shown above in figure 4). On the graph shown in the figure below, it
would be predicted that the increase in focal adhesion size would correlate with a decrease in
migration, following the right side of the biphasic relationship observed between adhesion size
and migration rates. Any differences could indicate an independent regulatory mechanism on
nanofibers that would lead to differences in adhesion dynamics and cell migration.

Future work
As this work continues in the future and further time lapse data is collected, it will be
critical to establish how adhesion dynamics are affected. If they are significantly changed by
variations in the substrate such as density or diameter, a critical next step will be to determine
what molecular agents are causing these changes and which proteins are influenced by them.
Further western blots and in-cell westerns could provide information as to how protein expression
in MSCs changes with nanofiber diameter, indicating what is being up- or down- regulated.
Proteins involved in differentiation such as jnk, ERK, or p38 could be examined to assess how
osteogenic differentiation is being regulated; other focal adhesion signaling proteins, such as src,
FAK, or fyn could be examined to see if they are up or down regulated in curvature sensing.
Changes in focal adhesion composition could be measured, analyzing proteins like integrins (i.e.,
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αV, α5, β1, or β3 receptors) paxillin, talin, tensin, zyxin, or actin. It is currently unknown by what
mechanism cells sense the curvature of nanofiber substrates, and so tools like western blots, incell westerns, and immunofluorescence that provide information on protein expression will be
useful to establish possible mechanisms and the phenotypic changes associated with curvature
sensing.
Other assays could include an alkaline phosphatase (ALP) assay to examine osteogenic
differentiation. It was observed previously, and shown in figure 30 that 800 nm fibers to
promoted osteogenesis, as indicated through the upregulation of p38, and inhibited proliferation,
exhibited by the down regulation of extracellular-regulated kinase (ERK) (Jaiswal & Brown,
2012). An ALP assay could provide further information as to how different diameter nanofibers
regulate osteogenic differentiation, and it would be expected that 800 nm fibers preferentially
promote osteogenic differentiation as observed by ALP. Differentiation assays will show how
nanofibers could regulate cell activity without expensive growth factors, providing an alternate
route for applications regenerative medicine.

Figure 30: Nanofiber Diameter-Dependent Protein Regulation
800 nm fibers, created by a 25 minute wet isotropic etch, upregulate phosphorylated p38 to promote
osteogenesis and downregulate phosphorylated ERK to inhibit proliferation (adapted from Jaiswal & Brown, 2012).

`

Additional studies could be performed to describe the surfaces used in this research.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) could be used to characterize the roughness of films, to gain a
better understanding of any nanoscale features present on the planar surfaces. Additionally, AFM
could be used to compare the stiffness of nanofiber substrates to planar ones, or to compare cell
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stiffness as nanofiber properties are changed (Ozdemir et al., 2013). For nanofibers, developing
nanofiber identification techniques using computer software like Matlab could allow the
automatic characterization of nanofiber properties such as density, alignment, and diameter.
While not of concern to the current study, being able to assess these properties would be crucial
work that would seek to study the effects of these variables on cell migration, focal adhesion
dynamics, and behavior.
These nanofiber identification methods would also be useful in developing methods for
cell tracking on nanofibers. Current automated cell tracking techniques do not use algorithms that
are compatible with nanofibers substrates (Huth et al., 2010, 2011; Machacek & Danuser, 2006);
developing automated tracking on nanofibers could help increase the efficiency of cell migration
analysis. Current cell migration algorithms could also be adapted for the data generated using
GFP-vinculin subclones; the diffuse background signal in the cytoplasm could be used to define
the cell body, and monitored with respect to time to quantify cell migration and morphology.
Another way to advance this research would be to use multi-channel capture to track DIC
cell migration and fluorescent focal adhesion dynamics. This could provide reliable images to be
used in cell tracking studies, to directly compare cell morphology and migration rate with
adhesion dynamics such as shape, size, and turnover (Kim & Wirtz, 2013). As noted above, it
was observed that the bright, transiently-expression GFP-vinculin clones could be tracked
fluorescently. These cells also exhibited nuclear exclusion of the GFP-vinculin variant; this
interesting phenomenon could be used to better understand nuclear morphology and motility
during migration. Software could be generated to evaluate nuclear shape and movement, in
algorithms similar to those used in FAITS based on the lower intensity of the nuclear space in
relationship to the cell body.
Following this research and the example of others (Ozdemir et al., 2013; Sheets et al.,
2013), various cytoskeletal inhibitors (i.e bebbistatin or nocadazole) could also be applied to see
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how these drugs in combination with different substrates affect the nucleus and focal adhesion.
Using a techniques such as siRNA knockdown, the proteins involved in focal adhesion dynamics
can be isolated, and their relative contribution to focal adhesion assembly and disassembly, as
well as to cell migration could be established (Webb et al., 2004). Observing these changes in
behavior using time lapses could provide an alternative method to understanding protein
dynamics associated with focal adhesions apart from assay-based techniques, and allows the
utilization of FAITS to describe focal adhesion behavior.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
This research has shown with preliminary data that cell migration and focal adhesion
dynamics are changed on nanofiber substrates relative to planar controls. Through the
compilation of the focal adhesion identification and tracking software (FAITS), fluorescent data
from GFP-vinculin cells can be analyzed to understand how adhesion morphology and intensity
varies with time. Information about adhesion size, morphology, intensity, motion, and assembly
can be extracted from images of focal adhesions using FAITS; this data can be used to compare
cell behavior in different conditions or on different substrates. The validation of this software
package shows that it can provide a relative description of adhesion properties and dynamics; as
noise increases, however, this analysis software becomes less reliable.
Future work will be required to update this software to improve its methods and data
output; nevertheless, it can still provide a useful assessment of relative adhesion dynamics and
morphology for focal adhesion analysis. Preliminary data showed that nanofibers could promote
larger, more elongated focal adhesions than do planar surfaces. Nanofibers also showed a
decrease in focal adhesion disassembly. In addition, a preliminary analysis of migration suggested
that nanofibers regulate cell movement in a way related to morphology; however, further data
will be required in order to reach meaningful conclusions about these trends. Ultimately, FAITS
could be used to assess if migration and adhesion dynamics are differentially regulated on
different diameter nanofibers.
To assess these changes in adhesion cell behavior in the future, protocols were developed
to allow for time lapses to be performed on transfected cells expressing GFP-vinculin subclones.
For future research on the effects of diameter dependent nanofiber activity, methods in wet
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isotropic etching were developed. PGMEA/limonene and DCM/limonene etching showed
potential to create PMMA scaffolds of varying diameter, but proved to be too inconsistent to
develop scaffolds for the current work.
While the current work is not able to elucidate how nanofiber scaffolds change migration
and focal adhesion dynamics, it does establish methods that can be used to further examine
adhesion dynamics using wet isotropic etching and time lapse imaging. These methods, used in
conjunction with assays, knockdowns, or cytoskeletal inhibition, could be used to show how
nanofiber substrates regulate cell activity differently than planar surfaces. These pathways could
be manipulated to enhance or suppress cell migration and adhesion dynamics for applications
ranging from cancer metastasis, wound healing, and regenerative medicine. Ultimately,
developing a further understanding of the role of the substrate in regulating cell behavior could
allow for a more intelligent design of scaffolds for regenerative medicine to promote specific
differentiation pathways. This design would allow for the removal of expensive growth factors
for the development of tissues, increasing the feasibility of regenerative medicine approaches for
use in the clinic. With these applications in mind, FAITS, time lapses, and isotropic etching can
provide an understanding of the basic science concepts that will be necessary for the next
generation of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine therapeutic applications.
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Appendix A
FAITS Validation
% Image set parameters - assumes image set is stored in the form
% t_XXXX.tif - see loop in image input cell for an example.
tic % To time processing
No = 1;
Nf= 15;
N = Nf - No + 1; % Number of Images
fileType = '.tiff'; % '.tif' for images from Leica; '.tiff' for validation images
%imScript = 't_0001.tif';
%imScript = 'Glass0.tif';
%fileRoot = 'TargetImages/120809t1images/';
fileName = 'intensityTestwithbcknoise'; % other endings include withbcknoise and withnoise
fileRoot = 'validationTestFiles/';
imScript = [fileName '1' fileType];
control = 'validation'; % alternates between regular and validation mode;'validation' or 'adhesions'
% Area in image of interest
bounds = 'off'; % change to off to use specific bounds
rowLow = 275; % Lower row bound for segment
rowUp = 725; % Upper row bound for segment
colLow = 125; % Lower column bound for segment
colUp = 1350; % Upper column bound for segment
% Area of image considered background (for noise determination)
backrowLow = 101; % Top row bound
backrowUp = 120; % Bottom row bound
backcolLow = 381; % Left column bound
backcolUp = 400; % Right column bound
% Parameters for Filter, Water algorithm, and Tracking
box = 20; % Box filter distance from the center. Total box size is 2*b+1x2*b+1 pixels
K = 1.1; % coefficient to regulate PMin.
AMerge = 300; % Tamir et al use 300
AMin = 40; % Tamir et al use 30, I tried 40, 50, 60, 80, 90, 100.
AMax = 625; % New addition; removes large patches of noise due to diffuse fluorescence
a = 10; % allowable distance between centroid of each image for tracking.
% Data Storage Parameters
timestep = 1; % Timestep between images in seconds; if unknown or unneeded, kept as 1
pixelLength = 1; % length of a pixel in a unit of measurement. Can be thought of as unit per
pixel; when not known or needed, keep as one.
dataRoot = ['/DataValidation/waterandtracking/' fileName ]; % for Validation
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%dataRoot = '/DataDate'; % for general call '/DataDate' '/Data130830'
runNumber = 1;
phaseLength = 3; % should be less than half of target
rMinI = 0.8; % Desired significance of intensity regression. If it is too high, you may not find any
assembly rate trends; if it is too low, it will include stable regions.
rMinA = 0.7; % Desired significance of area regression.
if N <= 10
target = N; % Number of data points to be considered significantly continuous.
else
target = 10;
% For many image sets, those patches with 20 or more data points could
% be continuous
end
Static Validation Images and Masks
Static Validation Image. This image has patches of varying size and intensity to test how if
FAITS can appropriately identify patches based on area.

Static Validation FAITS Output Mask. This image shows that FAITS can exclude patches that
are below a minimum area threshold or above a maximum threshold.

Static Validation Image with background noise. This image has patches of varying size and
intensity to test how if FAITS can appropriately identify patches based on area with uniform
background noise of 51 bits.
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Static Validation FAITS Output Mask with background noise. This image shows that FAITS can
exclude patches that are below a minimum area threshold or above a maximum threshold in the
presence of uniform background noise. Further analysis shows that the background noise distorts
the background-intensity correction, as anticipated.

Static Validation Image with Gaussian noise (S.D. = 51 bits). This image has patches of varying
size and intensity to test how if FAITS can appropriately identify patches based on area with
random Gaussian noise with a standard deviation 51 bits.

Static Validation FAITS Output Mask with Gaussian noise. This image shows that FAITS can
exclude patches that are below a minimum area threshold or above a maximum threshold in the
presence of random Gaussian noise; however, this identification is less accurate than for other
conditions. Visual inspection shows that the noise distorts the patches to cause changes in area of
patches that lead to the loss of some patches and the inclusion of others. Further analysis shows
that the noise also distorts the patch intensities.

Area Validation Images
Area Validation Images
In this image sequence, patch area was decreased (2), increased (4), or merged (6). Images 1, 3,
5, and 7 are identical to the static validation image. This sequence tests how FAITS responds to
changes in patch area between image sets.
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Area Validation Image 1

Area Validation Image 2

Area Validation Image 3

Area Validation Image 4

Area Validation Image 5
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Area Validation Image 6

Area Validation Image 7

Area Validation Masks
This image sequence of output masks shows that FAITS can track patches in sequential images.
After a patch is lost, however, its reappearance is counted as a new patch. As indicated above,
area was decreased (2), increased (4), or merged (6). Images 1, 3, 5, and 7 are identical to the
static validation image. FAITS appropriately neglects patches above or below the established
patch area thresholds.
Area Validation Output Mask 1

Area Validation Output Mask 2
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Area Validation Output Mask 3

Area Validation Output Mask 4

Area Validation Output Mask 5

Area Validation Output Mask 6

Area Validation Output Mask 7
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Area Validation Image with Background Noise
For this image series, uniform background noise was added to the area validation data. As in the
validation images, patch area was decreased (2), increased (4), or merged (6). Images 1, 3, 5, and
7 are identical to the static validation image. This sequence tests how FAITS responds to changes
in patch area between image sets in response to uniform background noise of 51 bits.
Background Noise Area Validation Image 1

Background Noise Area Validation Image 2

Background Noise Area Validation Image 3

Background Noise Area Validation Image 4
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Background Noise Area Validation Image 5

Background Noise Area Validation Image 6

Background Noise Area Validation Image 7

Area Validation Masks with Background Noise
This image sequence of output masks shows that FAITS can track patches in sequential images
affected by background noise. There is no discrepancy in area tracking between this sequence and
the noise-free validation set. As indicated above, area was decreased (2), increased (4), or
merged (6). Images 1, 3, 5, and 7 are identical to the static validation image. FAITS
appropriately neglects patches above or below the established patch area thresholds.
Background Noise Area Validation Output Mask 1
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Background Noise Area Validation Output Mask 2

Background Noise Area Validation Output Mask 3

Background Noise Area Validation Output Mask 4

Background Noise Area Validation Output Mask 5

Background Noise Area Validation Output Mask 6
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Background Noise Area Validation Output Mask 7

Area Validation Images with Gaussian Noise
In this image sequence, Gaussian noise was added to the area validation images. As described
above, patch area was decreased (2), increased (4), or merged (6). Images 1, 3, 5, and 7 are
identical to the static validation image. This sequence tests how FAITS responds to changes in
patch area between image sets with Gaussian noise (S.D. = 51 bits).
Gaussian Noise Area Validation Image 1

Gaussian Noise Area Validation Image 2

Gaussian Noise Area Validation Image 3
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Gaussian Noise Area Validation Image 4

Gaussian Noise Area Validation Image 5

Gaussian Noise Area Validation Image 6

Gaussian Noise Area Validation Image 7

Area Validation Masks with Gaussian Noise
This image sequence of output masks shows that FAITS can track patches in sequential images
with random noise. As described above, area was decreased (2), increased (4), or merged (6).
Images 1, 3, 5, and 7 are identical to the static validation image. With random noise, variation in
area and intensity lead to some patches being lost, while other patches are added. Low intensity
patches are more distorted than high intensity patches. These variations make it more difficult to
appropriately identify and track patches with varying area.
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Gaussian Noise Area Validation Output Mask 1

Gaussian Noise Area Validation Output Mask 2

Gaussian Noise Area Validation Output Mask 3

Gaussian Noise Area Validation Output Mask 4

Gaussian Noise Area Validation Output Mask 5
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Gaussian Noise Area Validation Output Mask 6

Gaussian Noise Area Validation Output Mask 7

Assembly Validation Images and Masks
Assembly Validation Images
This image series was designed to test the trend analysis aspect of FAITS. Patch area was kept
consistent, as intensity of the patches was uniformly changed. In this way, the assembly of a focal
adhesion could be modeled, with a phase of assembly (images 1 -3), a phase of stability (images
3-7), and a phase of disassembly (images 7-9). The rate of change of the natural logarithm of the
intensities was 0.223.
Assembly Validation Image 1

Assembly Validation Image 2
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Assembly Validation Image 3

Assembly Validation Image 4

Assembly Validation Image 5

Assembly Validation Image 6

Assembly Validation Image 7
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Assembly Validation Image 8

Assembly Validation Image 9

Assembly Validation Masks
This image sequence of output masks shows that FAITS can identify the appropriate patches and
determine a rate of assembly. As discussed above, FAITS includes the stable region in its
analysis of the linear trend, calculating the rate to be 0.08, rather than 0.223. By increasing the
minimum regression coefficient, the accuracy of this trend analysis can be improved. In this
series of output masks, as above, images 1-3 represent a phase of assembly, images 3-7 mimic a
phase of stability, and images 7-9 represent a phase of disassembly. As area is the same for these
images, their output masks appear identical.
Assembly Validation Output Mask 1

Assembly Validation Output Mask 2
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Assembly Validation Output Mask 3

Assembly Validation Output Mask 4

Assembly Validation Output Mask 5

Assembly Validation Output Mask 6

Assembly Validation Output Mask 7
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Assembly Validation Output Mask 8

Assembly Validation Output Mask 9

Assembly Validation Images with Background Noise
This image set was designed to test the trend analysis aspect of FAITS in the presence of
background noise. 51 bits of noise were added to the background (normally 0 bits) of the noisefree assembly data set. In this way, the assembly of a focal adhesion could be modeled in the
presence of diffuse background noise, with a phase of assembly (images 1 -3), a phase of stability
(images 3-7), and a phase of disassembly (images 7-9). The rate of change of the natural
logarithm of the intensities was 0.223 before the addition of noise.
Background Noise Assembly Validation Image 1

Background Noise Assembly Validation Image 2
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Background Noise Assembly Validation Image 3

Background Noise Assembly Validation Image 4

Background Noise Assembly Validation Image 5

Background Noise Assembly Validation Image 6

Background Noise Assembly Validation Image 7

Background Noise Assembly Validation Image 8
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Background Noise Assembly Validation Image 9

Assembly Validation Masks with Background Noise
This sequence of output masks shows that FAITS can identify the appropriate patches and
determine a rate of assembly in the presence of uniform background noise. As discussed above,
FAITS includes the stable region in its analysis of the linear trend, calculating the rate to be 0.08,
rather than 0.223. The presence of background noise did not effect this calculation; however, if
background-corrected intensities were used, this could have distorted the analysis. By increasing
the minimum regression coefficient, the accuracy of this trend analysis can be improved. In this
series of output masks, as above, images 1-3 represent a phase of assembly, images 3-7 mimic a
phase of stability, and images 7-9 represent a phase of disassembly. As area is the same for these
images, their output masks appear identical.
Background Noise Assembly Validation Output Mask 1

Background Noise Assembly Validation Output Mask 2
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Background Noise Assembly Validation Output Mask 3

Background Noise Assembly Validation Output Mask 4

Background Noise Assembly Validation Output Mask 5

Background Noise Assembly Validation Output Mask 6

Background Noise Assembly Validation Output Mask 7
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Background Noise Assembly Validation Output Mask 8

Background Noise Assembly Validation Output Mask 9

Assembly Validation Images with Gaussian Noise
This image set was designed to test the trend analysis aspect of FAITS in the presence of random
noise. Noise with a standard deviation of 51 bits was added to the noise-free assembly data set. In
this way, the assembly of a focal adhesion could be modeled in the presence of random noise,
with a phase of assembly (images 1 -3), a phase of stability (images 3-7), and a phase of
disassembly (images 7-9). The designed rate of change of the natural logarithm of the intensities
was 0.223 before the addition of noise.
Gaussian Noise Assembly Validation Image 1

Gaussian Noise Assembly Validation Image 2
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Gaussian Noise Assembly Validation Image 3

Gaussian Noise Assembly Validation Image 4

Gaussian Noise Assembly Validation Image 5

Gaussian Noise Assembly Validation Image 6

Gaussian Noise Assembly Validation Image 7
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Gaussian Noise Assembly Validation Image 8

Gaussian Noise Assembly Validation Image 9

Assembly Validation Masks with Gaussian Noise
This sequence of output masks shows that FAITS can identify the appropriate patches and
determine a rate of assembly in the presence of random Gaussian noise. As discussed above,
FAITS includes the stable region in its analysis of the linear trend, calculating the rate to be 0.08,
rather than 0.223. The presence of random noise did effect this calculation. While increasing the
minimum regression coefficient could improve the accuracy of this trend analysis, it will not
prevent the distortion by Gaussian noise. In this series of output masks, as above, images 1-3
represent a phase of assembly, images 3-7 mimic a phase of stability, and images 7-9 represent a
phase of disassembly. As area is the same for these images, their output masks appear similar,
with variations due to Gaussian noise. Interestingly, comparing these output masks to the outputs
from the other assembly test conditions, it is apparent that higher intensity patches (images 3-7)
are better preserved with the addition of noise than lower intensity images (images 1 and 9).
Gaussian Noise Assembly Validation Output Mask 1
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Gaussian Noise Assembly Validation Image 2

Gaussian Noise Assembly Validation Image 3

Gaussian Noise Assembly Validation Image 4

Gaussian Noise Assembly Validation Image 5

Gaussian Noise Assembly Validation Image 6
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Gaussian Noise Assembly Validation Image 7

Gaussian Noise Assembly Validation Image 8

Gaussian Noise Assembly Validation Image 9

Intensity Validation Images and Masks
Intensity Validation Images
This image series was designed to test how FAITS measures and tracks intensity between images.
Patch area was kept consistent, as intensity of the patches was uniformly changed. In images 1-5,
patch intensity was decreased; in images 6-10, patch intensity was increased; in images 11-15,
patches on the left half of the image were increased, while patches on the right side of the image
were decreased. Images 1, 6, and 11 are identical to the static validation image.
Intensity Validation Image 1
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Intensity Validation Image 2

Intensity Validation Image 3

Intensity Validation Image 4

Intensity Validation Image 5

Intensity Validation Image 6
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Intensity Validation Image 7

Intensity Validation Image 8

Intensity Validation Image 9

Intensity Validation Image 10

Intensity Validation Image 11
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Intensity Validation Image 12

Intensity Validation Image 13

Intensity Validation Image 14

Intensity Validation Image 15

Intensity Validation Masks
This set of output masks shows that FAITS can identify the appropriate patches in response to
changes in patch intensity. When a given patch intensity is below the intensity threshold, that
patch is ignored by the software. When a patch is lost, its reappearance is counted as a new patch.
As described above, in images 1-5, patch intensity was decreased; in images 6-10, patch intensity
was increased; in images 11-15, patches on the left half of the image were increased, while
patches on the right side of the image were decreased. As area is the same for these images, the
key difference in the masks is which patches are identified based on the intensity threshold.
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Intensity Validation Output Mask 1

Intensity Validation Output Mask 2

Intensity Validation Output Mask 3

Intensity Validation Output Mask 4

Intensity Validation Output Mask 5
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Intensity Validation Output Mask 6

Intensity Validation Output Mask 7

Intensity Validation Output Mask 8

Intensity Validation Output Mask 9

Intensity Validation Output Mask 10
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Intensity Validation Output Mask 11

Intensity Validation Output Mask 12

Intensity Validation Output Mask 13

Intensity Validation Output Mask 14

Intensity Validation Output Mask 15
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Intensity Validation Images with Background Noise
This image set was designed to test how FAITS measures and tracks intensity between images in
the presence of uniform background noise. Uniform noise of 51 bits was added to the background
of the intensity validation data set. This creates an artifact that can be observed in the decreasing
patches, as their intensity drops below the background threshold and appears as darker patches in
the background. In images 1-5, patch intensity was decreased; in images 6-10, patch intensity was
increased; in images 11-15, patches on the left half of the image were increased, while patches on
the right side of the image were decreased. Images 1, 6, and 11 are identical to the static
validation image.
Background Noise Intensity Validation Image 1

Background Noise Intensity Validation Image 2

Background Noise Intensity Validation Image 3

Background Noise Intensity Validation Image 4
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Background Noise Intensity Validation Image 5

Background Noise Intensity Validation Image 6

Background Noise Intensity Validation Image 7

Background Noise Intensity Validation Image 8

Background Noise Intensity Validation Image 9
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Background Noise Intensity Validation Image 10

Background Noise Intensity Validation Image 11

Background Noise Intensity Validation Image 12

Background Noise Intensity Validation Image 13

Background Noise Intensity Validation Image 14
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Background Noise Intensity Validation Image 15

Intensity Validation Masks with Background Noise
This series of output masks shows that FAITS can identify the appropriate patches in response to
changes in patch intensity in the presence of background noise. When a given patch intensity is
below the intensity threshold, that patch is ignored by the software. When a patch is lost, its
reappearance is counted as a new patch. Further inspection shows that the background-corrected
intensities are the only characteristics that changed with the addition of background noise. As
described above, in images 1-5, patch intensity was decreased; in images 6-10, patch intensity
was increased; in images 11-15, patches on the left half of the image were increased, while
patches on the right side of the image were decreased. As area is the same for these images, the
key difference in the masks is which patches are identified based on the intensity threshold.
Background Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 1

Background Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 2

Background Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 3
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Background Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 4

Background Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 5

Background Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 6

Background Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 7

Background Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 8
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Background Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 9

Background Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 10

Background Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 11

Background Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 12

Background Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 13
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Background Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 14

Background Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 15

Intensity Validation Images with Gaussian Noise
This image sequence was designed to test how FAITS measures and tracks intensity between
images in the presence of random Gaussian noise. Noise with a standard deviation of 51 bits was
added to validation data set. As described above, in images 1-5 the patch intensity was
decreased; in images 6-10, patch intensity was increased; in images 11-15, patches on the left half
of the image were increased, while patches on the right side of the image were decreased. Images
1, 6, and 11 are identical to the static validation image.
Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Image 1

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Image 2
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Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Image 3

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Image 4

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Image 5

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Image 6

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Image 7
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Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Image 8

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Image 9

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Image 10

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Image 11

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Image 12
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Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Image 13

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Image 14

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Image 15

Intensity Validation Masks with Gaussian Noise
This image set of output masks shows that FAITS can identify the appropriate patches in
response to changes in patch intensity in the presence of random noise. When a given patch
intensity is below the intensity threshold, that patch is ignored by the software. When a patch is
lost, its reappearance is counted as a new patch. With random noise, distortions in the patches
resulted in a loss of smaller patches and identification of larger ones. Further inspection shows
size and patch intensities are distorted by random noise. As described above, in images 1-5, patch
intensity was decreased; in images 6-10, patch intensity was increased; in images 11-15, patches
on the left half of the image were increased, while patches on the right side of the image were
decreased. Interestingly, comparing these output masks to the outputs from the other intensity test
conditions, it is apparent that higher intensity patches (images 7-10) are better preserved with the
addition of noise than lower intensity images (images 2-5). This corresponds to what was
described in the assembly validation outputs.
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Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 1

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 2

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 3

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 4

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 5
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Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 6

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 7

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 8

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 9

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 10
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Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 11

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 12

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 13

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 14

Gaussian Noise Intensity Validation Output Mask 15
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Motion Validation Images and Masks
Motion Validation Images
This image sequence was designed to test how FAITS measures and tracks position changes
between images. Patch area and intensity was kept consistent, as the centroid of the patches was
changed. In each of the five images, the patch was translated to a new location, mimicking the
treadmilling of adhesions or drift in the imaging system. Image 1 is identical to the static
validation image.
Motion Validation Image 1

Motion Validation Image 2

Motion Validation Image 3

Motion Validation Image 4
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Motion Validation Image 5

Motion Validation Masks
This set of output masks shows that FAITS can identify the appropriate patches and track them
during motion. Inspection of the data shows that the patches are consistently identified with
movement. The five images correspond to five different patch locations. As area is the same for
the patches in these images, the masks appear similar, with minute variations in location between
the patches.
Motion Validation Output Mask 1

Motion Validation Output Mask 2

Motion Validation Output Mask 3
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Motion Validation Output Mask 4

Motion Validation Output Mask 5

Motion Validation Images with Background Noise
This image sequence was designed to test how FAITS measures and tracks position changes
between images in the presence of background noise. Uniform background noise of 51 bits was
added to the background of each validation image. In each of the five images, the patch was
translated to a new location, mimicking the treadmilling of adhesions or drift in the imaging
system. Image 1 is identical to the static validation image.
Background Noise Motion Validation Image 1

Background Noise Motion Validation Image 2
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Background Noise Motion Validation Image 3

Background Noise Motion Validation Image 4

Background Noise Motion Validation Image 5

Motion Validation Masks with Background Noise
This set of output masks shows that FAITS can identify the appropriate patches and track them
during motion in the presence of uniform background noise. Inspection of the data shows that the
patches are consistently identified with movement, and that the background-corrected intensity is
distorted. The five images correspond to five different patch locations. As area is the same for the
patches in these images, the masks appear similar, with minute variations in location between the
patches.
Background Noise Motion Validation Output Mask 1
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Background Noise Motion Validation Output Mask 2

Background Noise Motion Validation Output Mask 3

Background Noise Motion Validation Output Mask 4

Background Noise Motion Validation Output Mask 5

Motion Validation Images with Gaussian Noise
This image set was designed to test how FAITS measures and tracks position changes between
images in the presence of random noise. Random Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 51
bits was added to each validation image. In each of the five images, the patch was translated to a
new location, mimicking the treadmilling of adhesions or drift in the imaging system. Image 1 is
identical to the static validation image.
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Gaussian Noise Motion Validation Image 1

Gaussian Noise Motion Validation Image 2

Gaussian Noise Motion Validation Image 3

Gaussian Noise Motion Validation Image 4

Gaussian Noise Motion Validation Image 5
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Motion Validation Masks with Gaussian Noise
This set of output masks shows that FAITS can identify some of the appropriate patches and track
them during motion in the presence of random Gaussian noise. However, distortion due to noise
causes some patches to be ignored and others to be included for analysis. These patches are not
consistent between images and create artifacts in the data. Inspection of the data shows that the
patches are consistently identified with movement. The presence of noise distorts the centroid
location of each patch, causing it to be distorted from the validation image. The five images
correspond to five different patch locations.
Gaussian Noise Motion Validation Output Mask 1

Gaussian Noise Motion Validation Output Mask 2

Gaussian Noise Motion Validation Output Mask 3

Gaussian Noise Motion Validation Output Mask 4
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Gaussian Noise Motion Validation Output Mask 5
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Appendix B
FAITS Code
Validation Matlab Files
areaValidationImages.m
% Area Validation
A = 120;
B = 400;
N = 7;
I = zeros(A,B,N);
I(:,:,1) = staticValidation();
I(:,:,3) = I(:,:,1);
I(:,:,5) = I(:,:,1);
I(:,:,7) = I(:,:,1);
%% Assign I(:,:,2) % This one will be where all of the boxes shrink
n = 2;
for i = 11:20
for j = 11:20
I(i,j, n) = 1;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 1;
end
end
for i = 11:20
for j = 31:40
I(i,j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.75;
end
end
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for i = 11:20
for j = 51:60
I(i,j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.5;
end
end
for i = 11:20
for j = 71:80
I(i,j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.25;
end
end
% Two rows of rectangles, with area 105
for i = 31:33
for j = 11:20
I(i,j,n) = 1;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 1;
end
end
for i = 31:33
for j = 31:40
I(i,j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.75;
end
end
for i = 31:33
for j = 51:60
I(i,j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.5;
end
end
for i = 31:33
for j = 71:80
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I(i,j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.25;
end
end
for i = 41:50
for j = 11:13
I(i,j,n) = 1;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 1;
end
end
for i = 41:50
for j = 31:33
I(i,j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.75;
end
end
for i = 41:50
for j = 51:53
I(i,j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.5;
end
end
for i = 41:50
for j = 71:73
I(i,j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.25;
end
end
% A row of squares that are too small, area = 25
for i = 61:65
for j = 11:15
I(i,j,n) = 1;
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I(i, 100 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 1;
end
end
for i = 61:65
for j = 31:35
I(i,j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.75;
end
end
for i = 61:65
for j = 51:55
I(i,j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.5;
end
end
for i = 61:65
for j = 71:75
I(i,j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.25;
end
end
% The row of squares that wass too big. Area now = 576
for i = 71:94
for j = 11:34
I(i,j,n) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 1;
end
end
for i = 71:94
for j = 51:74
I(i,j,n) = 0.75;
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I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.75;
end
end
for i = 71:94
for j = 91:114
I(i,j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.5;
end
end
for i = 71:94
for j = 131:154
I(i,j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.25;
end
end
%% I(:,:,4) % This will be one where all of the boxes expand
n = 4;
for i = 6:25
for j = 6:25
I(i,j, n) = 1;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 1;
end
end
for i = 6:25
for j = 28:47
I(i,j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.75;
end
end
for i = 6:25
for j = 49:68
I(i,j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.5;
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end
end
for i = 6:25
for j = 71:90
I(i,j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.25;
end
end
% Two rows of rectangles, with area 105
for i = 28:37
for j = 11:25
I(i,j,n) = 1;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 1;
end
end
for i = 28:37
for j = 31:45
I(i,j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.75;
end
end
for i = 28:37
for j = 51:65
I(i,j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.5;
end
end
for i = 28:37
for j = 71:85
I(i,j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.25;
end
end
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for i = 41:55
for j = 11:20
I(i,j,n) = 1;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 1;
end
end
for i = 41:55
for j = 31:40
I(i,j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.75;
end
end
for i = 41:55
for j = 51:60
I(i,j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.5;
end
end
for i = 41:55
for j = 71:80
I(i,j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.25;
end
end
% A row of squares that were too small, new area = 49
for i = 61:67
for j = 11:17
I(i,j,n) = 1;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 1;
end
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end
for i = 61:67
for j = 31:37
I(i,j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.75;
end
end
for i = 61:67
for j = 51:57
I(i,j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.5;
end
end
for i = 61:67
for j = 71:77
I(i,j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.25;
end
end
% A row of squares that is too big. Area = 900
for i = 71:100
for j = 11:40
I(i,j,n) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 1;
end
end
for i = 71:100
for j = 51:80
I(i,j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.75;
end
end
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for i = 71:100
for j = 91:120
I(i,j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.5;
end
end
for i = 71:100
for j = 131:160
I(i,j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.25;
end
end
%% I(:,:,6) % In this, some patches will merge, and then will split in the following (normal) test
image.
n = 6;
for i = 11:25
for j = 11:25
I(i,j, n) = 1;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 1;
end
end
for i = 11:25
for j = 26:40
I(i,j,n) = 1;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 1;
end
end
for i = 11:25
for j = 51:65
I(i,j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.5;
end
end
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for i = 11:25
for j = 66:80
I(i,j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.5;
end
end
% Two rows of rectangles, with area 105
for i = 31:37
for j = 11:25
I(i,j,n) = 1;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 1;
end
end
for i = 31:37
for j = 26:40
I(i,j,n) = 1;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 1;
end
end
for i = 31:37
for j = 51:65
I(i,j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.5;
end
end
for i = 31:37
for j = 66:80
I(i,j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.5;
end
end
for i = 41:55
for j = 11:17
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I(i,j,n) = 1;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 1;
end
end
for i = 41:55
for j = 31:37
I(i,j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.75;
end
end
for i = 41:55
for j = 51:57
I(i,j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.5;
end
end
for i = 41:55
for j = 71:77
I(i,j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.25;
end
end
% A row of squares that are too small, area = 25
for i = 61:65
for j = 11:15
I(i,j,n) = 1;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 1;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 1;
end
end
for i = 61:65
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for j = 31:35
I(i,j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.75;
end
end
for i = 61:65
for j = 51:55
I(i,j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.5;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.5;
end
end
for i = 61:65
for j = 71:75
I(i,j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 100 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 300 + j,n) = 0.25;
end
end
% A row of squares that is too big. Area = 900
for i = 71:100
for j = 11:40
I(i,j,n) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 1;
end
end
for i = 71:100
for j = 51:80
I(i,j,n) = 0.75;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.75;
end
end
for i = 71:100
for j = 91:120
I(i,j,n) = 0.5;
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I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.5;
end
end
for i = 71:100
for j = 131:160
I(i,j,n) = 0.25;
I(i, 200 + j,n) = 0.25;
end
end
bckNoise = 0.2;
[I2, avg, stDev, I3] = noiseAddition( I, bckNoise);
for k = 1:N
% imwrite(I(:,:,k),['validationTestFiles/areaTest' num2str(k) '.tiff'])
imwrite(I2(:,:,k),['validationTestFiles/areaTestwithnoise' num2str(k) '.tiff'])
imwrite(I3(:,:,k),['validationTestFiles/areaTestwithbcknoise' num2str(k) '.tiff'])
end
assemblyValidationImages.m
%assembly validation; should be regressed as y = 0.223*x-0.223*3, or
%-0.223*x+0.223*3
A = 120;
B = 400;
N = 9;
I = zeros(A,B,N);
I(:,:,1) = staticValidation();
for i = 1:A
for j = 1:B
if I(i,j,1) == 0
% Do nothing
else
I(i,j,3) = 1;
I(i,j,4) = 1;
I(i,j,5) = 1;
I(i,j,6) = 1;
I(i,j,7) = 1;
end
end
end
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for i = 1:A
for j = 1:B
if I(i,j,1) == 0
% Do nothing
else
I(i,j,1) = 0.640183772;
I(i,j,2) = 0.8;
I(i,j,8) = 0.8;
I(i,j,9) = 0.640183772;
end
end
end
for n=1:N
figure, imshow(I(:,:,n));
end
%%
bckNoise = 0.2;
[I2, avg, stDev, I3] = noiseAddition(I, bckNoise);
for k = 1:N
imwrite(I(:,:,k),['validationTestFiles/assemblyTest' num2str(k) '.tiff'])
imwrite(I2(:,:,k),['validationTestFiles/assemblyTestwithnoise' num2str(k) '.tiff'])
imwrite(I3(:,:,k),['validationTestFiles/assemblyTestwithbcknoise' num2str(k) '.tiff'])
end
intensityValidationImages.m
%intensity validation
A = 120;
B = 400;
N = 15;
I = zeros(A,B,N);
I(:,:,1) = staticValidation();
I(:,:,N/3+1) = I(:,:,1);
I(:,:,2*N/3+1) = I(:,:,1);
for i = 1:A
for j = 1:B
if I(i,j,1) == 0
% Do nothing
else
for n = 2:N/3
if I(i,j,n - 1) < 0.1
I(i,j,n) = I(i,j,n-1);
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else
I(i,j,n) = I(i,j,n-1) - 0.1;
end
end
for n = N/3 + 2 : 2*N/3
if I(i,j,n - 1) > 0.9
I(i,j,n) = I(i,j,n-1);
else
I(i,j,n) = I(i,j,n-1) + 0.1;
end
end
for n = 2*N/3 + 2 : N
if j <= B/2 && I(i,j,n - 1) <= 0.9
I(i,j,n) = I(i,j,n-1) + 0.1;
elseif j >= B/2 && I(i,j,n - 1) >= 0.1
I(i,j,n) = I(i,j,n-1) - 0.1;
else
I(i,j,n) = I(i,j,n-1);
end
end
end
end
end
bckNoise = 0.2;
[I2, avg, stDev, I3] = noiseAddition(I, bckNoise);
for k = 1:N
% imwrite(I(:,:,k),['validationTestFiles/intensityTest' num2str(k) '.tiff'])
imwrite(I2(:,:,k),['validationTestFiles/intensityTestwithnoise' num2str(k) '.tiff'])
imwrite(I3(:,:,k),['validationTestFiles/intensityTestwithbcknoise' num2str(k) '.tiff'])
end

motionValidationImages.m
% Motion Validations
A = 120;
B = 400;
N = 5;
I = zeros(A,B,N);
I(:,:,1) = staticValidation();
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step = 1;
for i = 1:A
for j = 1:B
if i == A
%do nothing
else
I(i+step,j,2) = I(i,j,1);
end
end
end
step = 1;
for i = 1:A
for j = 1:B
if j == B
%do nothing
else
I(i,j + step,3) = I(i,j,2);
end
end
end
step = -2;
for i = 1:A
for j = 1:B
if i == 1 || i == 2
%do nothing
else
I(i+step,j,4) = I(i,j,3);
end
end
end
step = -3;
for i = 1:A
for j = 1:B
if j == 1 || j == 2 || j == 3
%do nothing
else
I(i-step,j + step,5) = I(i,j,4);
end
end
end
bckNoise = 0.2;
[I2, avg, stDev, I3] = noiseAddition(I, bckNoise);
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for k = 1:N
% imwrite(I(:,:,k),['validationTestFiles/motionTest' num2str(k) '.tiff'])
imwrite(I2(:,:,k),['validationTestFiles/motionTestwithnoise' num2str(k) '.tiff'])
imwrite(I3(:,:,k),['validationTestFiles/motionTestwithbcknoise' num2str(k) '.tiff'])
end

noiseAddition.m
function [ I2, avg, stDev, I3 ] = noiseAddition( I, bckNoise )
%noiseAddition adds gaussian and uniform noise to an image, I.
[A,B,N] = size(I);
I3 = zeros(A,B,N);
noise = randn(A,B,N);
avg = mean(mean(mean(noise)));
stDev = std2(noise(:,:,1));
I2 = 0.2*noise + I;
for n = 1:N
for i =1:A
for j = 1:B
if I(i,j,n) == 0
I3(i,j,n) = bckNoise;
else
I3(i,j,n) = I(i,j,n);
end
end
end
end
end

staticValidation.m
function [ I ] = staticValidation()
%staticValidation creates a grayscale image for validation of FAITS
%Static Validation Image
I = zeros(120,400);
% Row of squares, with area 225
% Intensity of 255*225
for i = 11:25
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for j = 11:25
I(i,j) = 1;
I(i, 100 + j) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j) = 1;
I(i, 300 + j) = 1;
end
end
for i = 11:25
for j = 31:45
I(i,j) = 0.75;
I(i, 100 + j) = 0.75;
I(i, 200 + j) = 0.75;
I(i, 300 + j) = 0.75;
end
end
for i = 11:25
for j = 51:65
I(i,j) = 0.5;
I(i, 100 + j) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j) = 0.5;
I(i, 300 + j) = 0.5;
end
end
for i = 11:25
for j = 71:85
I(i,j) = 0.25;
I(i, 100 + j) = 0.25;
I(i, 200 + j) = 0.25;
I(i, 300 + j) = 0.25;
end
end
% Two rows of rectangles, with area 105
for i = 31:37
for j = 11:25
I(i,j) = 1;
I(i, 100 + j) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j) = 1;
I(i, 300 + j) = 1;
end
end
for i = 31:37
for j = 31:45
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I(i,j) = 0.75;
I(i, 100 + j) = 0.75;
I(i, 200 + j) = 0.75;
I(i, 300 + j) = 0.75;
end
end
for i = 31:37
for j = 51:65
I(i,j) = 0.5;
I(i, 100 + j) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j) = 0.5;
I(i, 300 + j) = 0.5;
end
end
for i = 31:37
for j = 71:85
I(i,j) = 0.25;
I(i, 100 + j) = 0.25;
I(i, 200 + j) = 0.25;
I(i, 300 + j) = 0.25;
end
end
for i = 41:55
for j = 11:17
I(i,j) = 1;
I(i, 100 + j) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j) = 1;
I(i, 300 + j) = 1;
end
end
for i = 41:55
for j = 31:37
I(i,j) = 0.75;
I(i, 100 + j) = 0.75;
I(i, 200 + j) = 0.75;
I(i, 300 + j) = 0.75;
end
end
for i = 41:55
for j = 51:57
I(i,j) = 0.5;
I(i, 100 + j) = 0.5;
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I(i, 200 + j) = 0.5;
I(i, 300 + j) = 0.5;
end
end
for i = 41:55
for j = 71:77
I(i,j) = 0.25;
I(i, 100 + j) = 0.25;
I(i, 200 + j) = 0.25;
I(i, 300 + j) = 0.25;
end
end
% A row of squares that are too small, area = 25
for i = 61:65
for j = 11:15
I(i,j) = 1;
I(i, 100 + j) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j) = 1;
I(i, 300 + j) = 1;
end
end
for i = 61:65
for j = 31:35
I(i,j) = 0.75;
I(i, 100 + j) = 0.75;
I(i, 200 + j) = 0.75;
I(i, 300 + j) = 0.75;
end
end
for i = 61:65
for j = 51:55
I(i,j) = 0.5;
I(i, 100 + j) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j) = 0.5;
I(i, 300 + j) = 0.5;
end
end
for i = 61:65
for j = 71:75
I(i,j) = 0.25;
I(i, 100 + j) = 0.25;
I(i, 200 + j) = 0.25;
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I(i, 300 + j) = 0.25;
end
end
% A row of squares that is too big. Area = 900
for i = 71:100
for j = 11:40
I(i,j) = 1;
I(i, 200 + j) = 1;
end
end
for i = 71:100
for j = 51:80
I(i,j) = 0.75;
I(i, 200 + j) = 0.75;
end
end
for i = 71:100
for j = 91:120
I(i,j) = 0.5;
I(i, 200 + j) = 0.5;
end
end
for i = 71:100
for j = 131:160
I(i,j) = 0.25;
I(i, 200 + j) = 0.25;
end
end
end
staticValidationImages.m
%Static Validation Image
c = 1;
I = staticValidation();
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figure(c),imshow(I)
c=c+1;
bckNoise = 0.2;
[I2,avg,stdev,I3] = noiseAddition( I, bckNoise );
figure(c),imshow(I2)
c=c+1;
figure(c),imshow(I3)
c=c+1;
% imwrite(I,'validationTestFiles/staticTest1.tiff')
imwrite(I2,['validationTestFiles/staticTestwithrandomnoise.tiff'])
imwrite(I3,['validationTestFiles/staticTestwithbcknoise.tiff'])
Matlab Scripts
checkSelect.m
%% Determine appropriate bounds to crop the image
n = 57; % last image to check bounds; if checking only one image, leave as one
c = 1; % figure counter
fileRoot = 'TargetImages/140221transientMSCglass_2/'; %'130802images_curly/';
transientMSCfiber_1_EDF
%script1 = [fileRoot 't_0001.tif']; % filename of image
%script1 = 'validationTestFiles/staticTest1.tiff'; % validation image
%script1 = [fileRoot 'Glass0.tif']; % filename of image
script1 = ['img_00000000' num2str(1) '_Default_000.tif'];
%t_0001
%script1 = [fileRoot 'Output001.tif'];
%script1 = 'AVG_MSCfibers_0000_D.tif';
root = 'img_0'; % also could be 't_0', 'img_0', 'AVG'
If1 = imread([fileRoot script1]); % read image
rowLow = 251; % Top row bound
rowUp = 900; % Bottom row bound
colLow = 201; % Left column bound
colUp = 1050; % Right column bound
switch root
case 'AVG'
fileName = 'AVG_MSCfibers_0';
fileEnd = '_D.tif';
end
% maxx = max(max(If1));
figure(c), imshow(If1);
title('First Image')
c = c+1;
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Is1 = selectPortion(If1,rowLow,rowUp,colLow,colUp);
m = max(max(Is1));
figure(c), imshow(Is1./m);
title('First Image, Smaller')
c = c+1;
if n > 1
switch root
case 't_0'
if n < 10
script2 = [fileRoot 't_000' num2str(n) '.tif'];
elseif n < 100
script2 = [fileRoot 't_00' num2str(n) '.tif'];
elseif n < 1000
script2 = [fileRoot 't_0' num2str(n) '.tif'];
else
script2 = [fileRoot 't_' num2str(n) '.tif'];
end
case 'img_0'
if n <= 10
script2 = [fileRoot 'img_00000000' num2str(n-1) '_Default_000.tif'];
elseif n <= 100
script2 = [fileRoot 'img_0000000' num2str(n-1) '_Default_000.tif'];
elseif n <= 1000
script2 = [fileRoot 'img_000000' num2str(n-1) '_Default_000.tif'];
else
script2 = [fileRoot 'img_00000' num2str(n-1) '_Default_000.tif'];
end
case 'Output0'
if n < 10
script2 = ['Output00' num2str(n) '.tif'];
elseif n < 100
script2 = ['Output0' num2str(n) '.tif'];
else
script2 = ['Output' num2str(n) '.tif'];
end
case 'AVG'
% For files in the form t_0001.tif
if n <= 10
script2 = [fileRoot fileName '00' num2str(n-1) fileEnd];
elseif n <= 100
script2 = [fileRoot fileName '0' num2str(n-1) fileEnd];
else
script2 = [fileRoot fileName num2str(n-1) fileEnd];
end
end
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If2 = imread(script2);
figure, imshow(If2);
title('Last Image')
c = c+1;
Is2 = selectPortion(If2,rowLow,rowUp,colLow,colUp);
figure, imshow(Is2./m);
title('Last Image, Smaller')
c = c+1;
end
ImageCreator.m
% Creates an AxB checkerboard image and saves it as modern_art1.tif
A = 400;
B = 400;
I = zeros(A,B);
for i = 1:floor(A/3)
for j = 1:floor(B/3)
I(i,j) = 1;
end
for j = floor(B/3):floor(2*B/3)
I(i,j) = 1/2;
end
for j = floor(2*B/3):B
I(i,j) = 1/4;
end
end
for i = floor(A/3):floor(2*A/3)
for j = 1:floor(B/3)
I(i,j) = 1/2;
end
for j = floor(B/3):floor(2*B/3)
I(i,j) = 0;
end
for j = floor(2*B/3):B
I(i,j) = 1/2;
end
end
for i = floor(2*A/3):A
for j = 1:floor(B/3)
I(i,j) = 1/4;
end
for j = floor(B/3):floor(2*B/3)
I(i,j) = 1/2;
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end
for j = floor(2*B/3):B
I(i,j) = 1;
end
end
figure, imshow(I)
imwrite(I, ['modern_art' num2str(1) '.tif']);
masterCallFile.m
%% Set Parameters
% Image set parameters - assumes image set is stored in the form
% t_XXXX.tif - see loop in image input cell for an example.
tic % To time processing
No = 0;
Nf= 56;
N = Nf - No + 1; % Number of Images
% These variables are to assign the image name and different control
% structures to control image input.
fileType = '.tif'; % '.tif' for images from Leica; '.tiff' for validation images
%imScript = 'AVG_MSCfibers_0000_D.tif';
%imScript = 'Output001.tif';
imScript = ['img_00000000' num2str(0) '_Default_000.tif'];
root = 'img_0' ; % alternatively, could be't_0', 'img_0', 'Output0' 'AVG'
%imScript = 't_0001.tif';
%imScript = 'Glass0.tif';
switch root
case 'AVG'
fileName = 'AVG_MSCfibers_0';
fileEnd = '_D.tif';
end
fileRoot = 'TargetImages/140221transientMSCglass_2/'; %'120809t1images/';
%fileName = 'motionTestwithbcknoise'; % other endings include withbcknoise and withnoise
%fileRoot = 'validationTestFiles/';
%imScript = [fileName '1' fileType];
control = 'adhesions'; % alternates between regular and validation mode;'validation' or 'adhesions'
% Area in image of interest
bounds = 'on'; % change to off to use specific bounds
rowLow = 251; % Top row bound
rowUp = 900; % Bottom row bound
colLow = 201; % Left column bound
colUp = 1050; % Right column bound
% Area of image considered background (for noise determination)
backrowLow = 1; % Top row bound
backrowUp = 100; % Bottom row bound
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backcolLow = 1; % Left column bound
backcolUp = 100; % Right column bound
% Parameters for Filter, Water algorithm, and Tracking
box = 20; % Box filter distance from the center. Total box size is 2*b+1x2*b+1 pixels
K = 1.25; % coefficient to regulate PMin.
AMerge = 300; % Tamir et al use 300
AMin = 30; % Tamir et al use 30, I tried 40, 50, 60, 80, 90, 100.
AMax = 1000; % New addition; removes large patches of noise due to diffuse fluorescence
a = 10; % allowable distance between centroid of each image for tracking.
% Data Storage Parameters
timestep = 1; % Timestep between images in seconds; if unknown or uneeded, kept as 1
pixelLength = 1; % length of a pixel in a unit of measurement. Can be thought of as unit per
pixel; when not known or needed, keep as one.
%dataRoot = ['/DataValidation/waterandtracking/' fileName ]; % for Validation
dataRoot = '/Data140221glass_2'; % for general call '/DataDate' '/Data130830'
runNumber = 1;
phaseLength = 3; % should be less than half of target
rMinI = 0.8; % Desired significance of intensity regression. If it is too high, you may not find any
assembly rate trends; if it is too low, it will include stable regions.
rMinA = 0.7; % Desired significance of area regression.
if N <= 10
target = N; % Number of data points to be considered siginificantly conitinuous.
else
target = 10;
% For many image sets, those patches with 20 or more data points could
% be continuous
end
%% Image Input
c = 1; % Figure counter, to allow easier editing and figure call
In = imread([fileRoot imScript]); % Read image
figure(c), imshow(In)
c = c+1;
title('Initial Input Image');
[A,B] = size(In); % Size of image, in pixels
Is = zeros(A,B,N); % Initialize image input array
If = zeros(A,B,N); % Initialize image filter array
signalAvg = zeros(1,N);
signalDev = zeros(1,N);
% Image input loops
switch control
case 'validation'
% Validation Image loop
for n=No:Nf
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script = [fileRoot fileName num2str(n) fileType];
Is(:,:,n) = imread(script); % read initial input image
signalAvg(n) = mean(mean(Is(:,:,n)));
signalDev(n) = std2(Is(:,:,n));
end
case 'adhesions'
% Image loop for files of the form 't_XXXX.tif'; for single images, make
% sure N = 1 and this loop will be skipped.
if N > 1
switch root
case 't_0'
for n = No:Nf
% For files in the form t_0001.tif
if n < 10
script = [fileRoot 't_000' num2str(n) fileType];
elseif n < 100
script = [fileRoot 't_00' num2str(n) fileType];
elseif n < 1000
script = [fileRoot 't_0' num2str(n) fileType];
else
script = [fileRoot 't_' num2str(n) fileType];
end
Is(:,:,n-No+1) = imread(script); % read initial input image
signalAvg(n-No+1) = mean(mean(Is(:,:,n-No+1)));
signalDev(n-No+1) = std2(Is(:,:,n-No+1)); % standard deviation of image intensity, to
calculate SNR
end
case 'img_0'
for n = No:Nf
% For files in the form img_000000000_Default_000.tif
if n < 10
script = [fileRoot 'img_00000000' num2str(n) '_Default_000.tif'];
elseif n < 100
script = [fileRoot 'img_0000000' num2str(n) '_Default_000.tif'];
elseif n < 1000
script = [fileRoot 'img_000000' num2str(n) '_Default_000.tif'];
else
script = [fileRoot 'img_00000' num2str(n) '_Default_000.tif'];
end
Is(:,:,n-No+1) = imread(script); % read initial input image
signalAvg(n-No+1) = mean(mean(Is(:,:,n-No+1)));
signalDev(n-No+1) = std2(Is(:,:,n-No+1)); % standard deviation of image intensity, to
calculate SNR
end
case 'Output0'
for n = No:Nf
% For files in the form Output001.tif
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if n < 10
script = [fileRoot 'Output00' num2str(n) '.tif'];
elseif n < 100
script = [fileRoot 'Output0' num2str(n) '.tif'];
else
script = [fileRoot 'Output' num2str(n) '.tif'];
end
Is(:,:,n-No+1) = imread(script); % read initial input image
signalAvg(n-No+1) = mean(mean(Is(:,:,n-No+1)));
signalDev(n-No+1) = std2(Is(:,:,n-No+1)); % standard deviation of image intensity, to
calculate SNR
end
case 'AVG'
for n = No:Nf
% For files in the form AVG_MSCfibers_0000_D.tif, or related
% varieants
if n < 10
script = [fileRoot fileName '00' num2str(n) fileEnd];
elseif n < 100
script = [fileRoot fileName '0' num2str(n) fileEnd];
else
script = [fileRoot fileName num2str(n) fileEnd];
end
Is(:,:,n-No+1) = imread(script); % read initial input image
signalAvg(n-No+1) = mean(mean(Is(:,:,n-No+1)));
signalDev(n-No+1) = std2(Is(:,:,n-No+1)); % standard deviation of image intensity, to
calculate SNR
end
end
else
Is(:,:) = In;
signalAvg = mean(mean(Is(:,:)));
signalDev = std2(Is(:,:));
end
otherwise
X = 'Invalid script for control. Please use either "adhesions" or "validation"in this script
assignment. Thank you.';
error(X)
end
figure(c), imshow(Is(:,:,1)./255)
c = c+1;
title('First Image');
figure(c), imshow(Is(:,:,N)./255)
c = c+1;
title('Last Image');
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%% Background noise determination
Ab = backrowUp - backrowLow + 1; % Number of rows in segment
Bb = backcolUp - backcolLow + 1; % Number of columns in segment
back = zeros(Ab,Bb,N); % Intialized image array
avgBack = zeros(1,N);
stdDevBack = zeros(1,N);
%If3 = zeros(A,B,N);
parfor i = 1:N
[back(:,:,i)] = selectPortion(Is,backrowLow,backrowUp,backcolLow,backcolUp);
avgBack(i) = mean(mean(back(:,:,i)));
stdDevBack(i) = std2(back(:,:,i));
end
SNR = signalAvg./signalDev; % Signal to noise ratio
CNR = (signalAvg - avgBack)./sqrt(stdDevBack.^2 + signalDev.^2); % Contrast to noise ratio
toc
%% High pass box filter prep and call
length = 2*box + 1; % length of kernel
kernel = ones(length,length); % kernel declaration
kernel = kernel.*(-1/(length^2)); % assign other kernel values
kernel(box + 1,box + 1) = (2*(length^2)-1)/(length^2); % assign central kernel value
parfor i = 1:N
If(:,:,i) = filter2(kernel,Is(:,:,i));
end
% Display filtered image:
figure(c), imshow(If(:,:,1)./255);
title('First Filtered Image')
c = c + 1;
toc
%% Segment Selector - select relevant portion of image
g = strcmp(control,'adhesions');
h = strcmp(bounds,'on');
if g == 1 && h == 1
% % Comment the following 2 lines out to analyze the whole image.
A = rowUp - rowLow + 1; % Number of rows in segment
B = colUp - colLow + 1; % Number of columns in segment
% For debugger, uncomment these two lines, the debugger call in the loop, and comment out
select portion
% loop.
%A = 401;
%B = 401;
end
I = zeros(A,B,N); % Intialized image array
Is2 = zeros(A,B,N);
maxI = zeros(1,N);
% Loop to assign segment of image to be analyzed. Appropriate bounds can
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% be chosen using checkSelect.m script.
parfor i = 1:N
switch control
case 'adhesions'
if h == 1
I(:,:,i) = selectPortion(If(:,:,i),rowLow,rowUp,colLow,colUp); % for image analysis
Is2(:,:,i) = selectPortion(Is(:,:,i),rowLow,rowUp,colLow,colUp); % for image analysis
% I(:,:,i) = debugger(If2(:,:,i)); % for troubleshooting
else
I(:,:,i) = If(:,:,i); % for when whole image is to be
Is2(:,:,i) = Is(:,:,i);
% used
end
case 'validation'
I(:,:,i) = Is(:,:,i); % for validation
Is2(:,:,i) = Is(:,:,i); % for validation
end
maxI(i) = max(max(I(:,:,i)));
end
figure(c), imshow(Is2(:,:,1)./255);
c = c+1;
title('Part of original image to be processed');
figure(c), imshow(I(:,:,1)./255);
c = c+1;
title('Part of filtered image to be processed');
M1 = zeros(A,B,N); % Intialized screened mask array
newM = zeros(A,B,N); % Intialized final mask array
prefilterM = zeros(A,B,N); % Intialized original mask array
maskCounter = zeros(1,N);
realMask = zeros(1,N);
%% Prep and Call for Water Algorithm
% create stroage vector
storage3 = zeros(1,A*B);
storage4 = zeros(1,A*B);
% Reassing each value in the first image to a systematic location in the 1D
% array
for i = 1:A
for j = 1:B
storage3(j + B*(i-1)) = I(i,j,1);
storage4(j + B*(i-1)) = Is2(i,j,1);
end
end
avgI3 = mean(mean(storage3)); % Average pixel intensity of the image
stDev3 = std2(storage3);
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% Control loop to determine which PMin to use for the wter algorithm
switch control
case 'adhesions'
PMin = avgI3 + K*stDev3;
case 'validation'
PMin = 52;
end
% Call Water Algorithm
[prefilterM(:,:,1), maskCounter(1), M1(:,:,1), P, index,areaPatch] = water(storage3,A,B,PMin,
AMerge, AMin, AMax, M1(:,:,1));
figure(c), imshow(M1(:,:,1));
c = c+1;
title('Patches');
figure(c), imshow(prefilterM(:,:,1))
c = c+1;
title('Unfiltered Patches');
toc
%% Find Patch Info
patchInfo = zeros(10,maskCounter(1)*9,N); % Initialized data for patches in the matrix.
originalPatchInfo = patchInfo; % Initialized patch info; will contain gaps for screened patches
% Generate patch data
[ patchInfo(:,:,1), originalPatchInfo(:,:,1), realMask(1) ] = patchProps(M1(:,:,1), maskCounter(1),
storage4, A, B,patchInfo(:,:,1),areaPatch);
% Assign realPatchInfo
realPatchInfo = zeros(13,realMask(1)*9,N); % Initialized data for patches in the matrix,
renumbered by centroid
[ realPatchInfo(:,:,1)] = assignReal(realMask(1), realPatchInfo(:,:,1), patchInfo(:,:,1) );
% Number the patches in patch info by centroid
[ realPatchInfo(:,:,1) ] = centroidAssign(A, B, realMask(1), realPatchInfo(:,:,1));
% Renumber Patches in mask by centroid
[newM(:,:,1)] = patchRenumber(M1(:,:,1), realPatchInfo(:,:,1), A, B, newM(:,:,1));
figure(c), imshow(newM(:,:,1))
c = c+1;
title('Renumbered Patches');
% Show patches in color
rgb = label2rgb(newM(:,:,1));
figure(c); imshow(rgb);
title('False Color Patches');
c = c+1;
patchChanges = zeros(5,N); % 1st row is the time, 2nd row is patches lost, 3rd is for new patches,
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4th is merge, 5th is split
patchChanges(1,1) = 1;
toc
%% The loop to perform the water algorithm on each successive picture
if N > 1
for n = 2:N
%% Prep and call for Water Algorithm
tic
% Create Storage
storage3 = zeros(1,A*B);
% Loop to transpose each value in the intensity matrix into a corresponding
% 1D array. Cycles through each element in the intensity matrix.
for i = 1:A
for j = 1:B
storage3(j + B*(i-1)) = I(i,j,n);
storage4(j + B*(i-1)) = Is2(i,j,n);
end
end
avgI4 = mean(mean(storage3)); % Average pixel intensity of the image
stDev4 = std2(storage3);
switch control
case 'adhesions'
PMin = avgI4 + K*stDev4;
case 'validation'
PMin = 52;
end
% Call water algorithm
[prefilterM(:,:,n), maskCounter(n), M1(:,:,n), P, index,areaPatch] =
water(storage3,A,B,PMin, AMerge, AMin, AMax, M1(:,:,n));
%% Find Patch Info
% Generate patch data
[ patchInfo(:,:,n), originalPatchInfo(:,:,n), realMask(n) ] = patchProps(M1(:,:,n),
maskCounter(n), storage4, A, B, patchInfo(:,:,n), areaPatch);
% Assign realPatchInfo
[ realPatchInfo(:,:,n)] = assignReal(realMask(1,n), realPatchInfo(:,:,n), patchInfo(:,:,n));
toc
end
tic
maxPatch = max(realPatchInfo(3,:,1));
for n=2:N
% Number the patches in patch info by centroid of the previous image.
patchChanges(1,n) = n;
[ realPatchInfo(:,:,n), patchChanges(2,n),patchChanges(3,n),patchChanges(4,n),
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patchChanges(5,n),maxPatch] = centroidMatcher(realPatchInfo(:,:,n-1),
realPatchInfo(:,:,n),realMask(n-1), maxPatch,a);
[newM(:,:,n)] = patchRenumber(M1(:,:,n), realPatchInfo(:,:,n), A, B, newM(:,:,n));
end
% Display masks for final image in series
if n == N
figure(c), imshow(M1(:,:,N));
title('Patches, Last Image');
c = c+1;
figure(c), imshow(prefilterM(:,:,N))
title('Unfiltered Patches, Last Image');
c = c+1;
figure(c), imshow(newM(:,:,N))
title('Renumbered Patches, Last Image');
c = c+1;
rgb = label2rgb(newM(:,:,N));
figure(c); imshow(rgb);
title('False Color Patches, Last Image');
c = c+1;
end
toc
end
%% Export data to a form than can be imported into excel
patch = 1:max(max(realPatchInfo(3,:,:))); % Patches of interest; can be array or single input; the
highest number patch can be found using max(max(realPatchInfo(3,:,:)))
newerM = getData(N,patch,timestep,pixelLength,dataRoot,runNumber,maxI,...
realPatchInfo, newM,patchChanges,SNR,CNR,A,B,target,phaseLength, rMinI,rMinA);
if N > 1
figure(c), imshow(newerM(:,:,1))
title('Consistent Patches, First Image');
c = c+1;
figure(c), imshow(newerM(:,:,N))
title('Consistent Patches, Last Image');
c = c+1;
end
toc

parameterCheck.m
% Code to help identify the ideal parameter value for the first (or first and last) images in a set.
% IMPORTANT - within the loop, for your target parameter, you need need to
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% assign it a value of var(loop). In instances of confusion, please
% compare this file to masterCallFile or consult to code manual.
%% Image input
tic
% Parameter Selection
var = [1.25,1.5,1.75]; % array of parameter values to test a desired parameter
nParams = length(var); % number of parameters that will be examined
b = 1; % or 2 for multiple images
No = 0;
Nf = 0; %56
N = Nf-No + 1; % Number of Images
%script = 'AVG_MSCfibers_0000_D.tif';
%script = 'Output001.tif';
script = ['img_00000000' num2str(No) '_Default_000.tif'];%'t_0001.tif'; % Preliminary script
check, 0
root = 'img_0';%'img_0', 't_0', 'Output0' 'AVG';
%script = 'Glass1.tif';
fileRoot = 'TargetImages/140221transientMSCglass_2/'; %120809t1images/';
transientMSCfiber_1
%fileRoot ='validationTestFiles/';
%testType = 'staticTestwithbcknoise';
%script = [testType '1.tiff'];
In = imread([fileRoot script]); % Read image
c = 1; % Figure counter
switch root
case 'AVG'
fileName = 'AVG_MSCfibers_0';
fileEnd = '_D.tif';
end
figure(c), imshow(In)
c = c+1;
title('Initial Input Image');
[A,B] = size(In); % Size of image, in pixels
Is = zeros(A,B,N); % Initialize image input array
If = zeros(A,B,N); % Initialize image input array
If2 = zeros(A,B,b*nParams); % initialized filter storage
signalAvg = zeros(1,N);
signalDev = zeros(1,N);
% Image input looop
% Validation Image loop
%for n=1:N
% script = ['validationTestFiles/' testType num2str(n) '.tiff'];
% Is(:,:,n) = imread(script); % read initial input image
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%end
maxInt = zeros(1,N);
% Image loop for files of the form 't_####.tif'
if N>1
switch root
case 't_0'
for n = No:Nf
if n < 10
script = [fileRoot 't_000' num2str(n) '.tif'];
elseif n < 100
script = [fileRoot 't_00' num2str(n) '.tif'];
elseif n < 1000
script = [fileRoot 't_0' num2str(n) '.tif'];
else
script = [fileRoot 't_' num2str(n) '.tif'];
end
Is(:,:,n-No+1) = imread(script); % read initial input image
signalAvg(n-No+1) = mean(mean(Is(:,:,n-No+1)));
signalDev(n-No+1) = std2(Is(:,:,n-No+1)); % standard deviation of image intensity, to
calculate SNR
end
case 'img_0'
for n = No:Nf
% For files in the form t_0001.tif
if n < 10
script = [fileRoot 'img_00000000' num2str(n) '_Default_000.tif'];
elseif n < 100
script = [fileRoot 'img_0000000' num2str(n) '_Default_000.tif'];
elseif n < 1000
script = [fileRoot 'img_000000' num2str(n) '_Default_000.tif'];
else
script = [fileRoot 'img_00000' num2str(n) '_Default_000.tif'];
end
Is(:,:,n-No+1) = imread(script); % read initial input image
signalAvg(n-No+1) = mean(mean(Is(:,:,n-No+1)));
signalDev(n-No+1) = std2(Is(:,:,n-No+1)); % standard deviation of image intensity, to
calculate SNR
end
case 'Output0'
for n = No:Nf
% For files in the form t_0001.tif
if n < 10
script = ['Output00' num2str(n) '.tif'];
elseif n < 100
script = ['Output0' num2str(n) '.tif'];
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else
script = ['Output' num2str(n) '.tif'];
end
Is(:,:,n-No+1) = imread(script); % read initial input image
signalAvg(n-No+1) = mean(mean(Is(:,:,n-No+1)));
signalDev(n-No+1) = std2(Is(:,:,n-No+1)); % standard deviation of image intensity, to
calculate SNR
end
case 'AVG'
for n = No:Nf
% For files in the form t_0001.tif
if n < 10
script = [fileRoot fileName '00' num2str(n) fileEnd];
elseif n < 100
script = [fileRoot fileName '0' num2str(n) fileEnd];
else
script = [fileRoot fileName num2str(n) fileEnd];
end
Is(:,:,n-No+1) = imread(script); % read initial input image
signalAvg(n-No+1) = mean(mean(Is(:,:,n-No+1)));
signalDev(n-No+1) = std2(Is(:,:,n-No+1)); % standard deviation of image intensity, to
calculate SNR
end
end
else
Is = In;
signalAvg = mean(mean(Is(:,:)));
signalDev = std2(Is(:,:)); % standard deviation of image intensity, to calculate SNR
end
m = 255;
figure(c), imshow(Is(:,:,1))
c = c+1;
title('First Image');
if N > 1
figure(c), imshow(Is(:,:,N))
c = c+1;
title('Last Image');
end
%% Background determination and possible intensity filter - alternate filter
backrowLow = 1; % Top row bound
backrowUp = 100; % Bottom row bound
backcolLow = 1; % Left column bound
backcolUp = 100; % Right column bound
Ab = backrowUp - backrowLow + 1; % Number of rows in segment
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Bb = backcolUp - backcolLow + 1; % Number of columns in segment
back = zeros(Ab,Bb,N); % Intialized image array
avgBack = zeros(1,N);
stdDevBack = zeros(1,N);
%If3 = zeros(A,B,N);
parfor i = 1:N
[back(:,:,i)] = selectPortion(Is,backrowLow,backrowUp,backcolLow,backcolUp);
avgBack(i) = mean(mean(back(:,:,i)));
stdDevBack(i) = std2(back(:,:,i));
end
SNR = signalAvg./signalDev;
CNR = (signalAvg - avgBack)./sqrt(stdDevBack.^2 + signalDev.^2); % Signal to noise ratio
%% Variable declarations
rowLow = 251; % Top row bound
rowUp = 900; % Bottom row bound
colLow = 201; % Left column bound
colUp = 1050; % Right column bound
A = rowUp - rowLow + 1; % Number of rows in segment
B = colUp - colLow + 1; % Number of columns in segment
I = zeros(A,B,b*nParams); % Intialized image array
Is2 = zeros(A,B,b*nParams);
maxI = zeros(1,b*nParams);
M1 = zeros(A,B,b*nParams); % Intialized screened mask array
newM = zeros(A,B,b*nParams); % Intialized final mask array
prefilterM = zeros(A,B,b*nParams); % Intialized original mask array
maskCounter = zeros(1,b*nParams);
realMask = zeros(1,b*nParams);
patchInfo = zeros(10,200000,b*nParams); % Initialized data for patches in the matrix.
originalPatchInfo = patchInfo; % Initialized patch info; will contain gaps for screened patches
realPatchInfo = zeros(13,10000,b*nParams); % Initialized data for patches in the matrix,
renumbered by centroid
patchChanges = zeros(5,b*nParams); % 1st row is the time, 2nd row is patches lost, 3rd is for
new patches, 4th is merge, 5th is split
toc
%% Code copied from masterCallFile and pasted into loop that iterates
% throughout the variable parameter array.
for loop = 1:nParams;
%% Box filter prep and call
box = 20; % Box filter distance from the center. Total box size is 2*box+1x2*box+1 pixels
length = 2*box + 1; % length of kernel
kernel = ones(length,length); % kernel declaration
kernel = kernel.*(-1/(length^2)); % assign other kernel values
kernel(box + 1,box + 1) = (2*(length^2)-1)/(length^2); % assign central kernel value
parfor i = 1:N
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If(:,:,i) = filter2(kernel,Is(:,:,i));
end
toc
% Display filtered image:
figure(c), imshow(If(:,:,1)./m);
title('First Filtered Image')
c = c + 1;
if N >1
figure(c), imshow(If(:,:,N)./m);
title('Last Filtered Image')
c = c + 1;
end
%% Segment Selector - select relevant portion of image
A = rowUp - rowLow + 1; % Number of rows in segment
B = colUp - colLow + 1; % Number of columns in segment
% For debugger, uncomment these two lines, the debugger call in the loop, and comment out
select portion
% loop.
%A = 401;
%B = 401;
% Loop to assign segment of image to be analyzed. Appropriate bounds can
% be chosen using checkSelect.m script. Previous calls are commented out.
If2(:,:,1+b*(loop-1)) = If(:,:,1);
I(:,:,1+b*(loop-1)) = selectPortion(If(:,:,1),rowLow,rowUp,colLow,colUp);
Is2(:,:,1+b*(loop-1)) = selectPortion(Is(:,:,1),rowLow,rowUp,colLow,colUp);
% I(:,:,1+b*(loop-1)) = If2(:,:,1);
%
%
%
%
%
%

I(:,:,i) = selectPortion(If(:,:,i),rowLow,rowUp,colLow,colUp);
I(:,:,i) = debugger(If2(:,:,i)); % for troubleshooting
I(:,:,i) = Is(:,:,i); % for validation
I(:,:,i) = If(:,:,i);
I(:,:,i) = If2(:,:,i); % For both filter validations or threshold filter validation
I(:,:,i) = If3(:,:,i);
maxI(1+b*(loop-1)) = max(max(I(:,:,1+b*(loop-1))));
figure(c), imshow(I(:,:,1+b*(loop-1))./m);
c = c+1;
title('Part of image to be processed');
if b == 2
If2(:,:,2+b*(loop-1)) = If(:,:,N);
I(:,:,2+b*(loop-1)) = selectPortion(If(:,:,N),rowLow,rowUp,colLow,colUp);
Is2(:,:,2+b*(loop-1)) = selectPortion(Is(:,:,N),rowLow,rowUp,colLow,colUp);
%I(:,:,2+2*(loop-1)) = selectPortion(If2(:,:,2),rowLow,rowUp,colLow,colUp); % for
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tracking testing
%I(:,:,2+2*(loop-1)) = If2(:,:,N);
maxI(2+b*(loop-1)) = max(max(I(:,:,2+b*(loop-1))));
figure(c), imshow(I(:,:,2+b*(loop-1))./m);
c = c+1;
title('Part of last image to be processed');
end
%% Prep and Call for Water Algorithm
% create stroage vector
storage3 = zeros(1,A*B);
storage5 = zeros(1,A*B);
% Reassing each value in the first image to a systematic location in the 1D
% array
for i = 1:A
for j = 1:B
storage3(j + B*(i-1)) = I(i,j,1+b*(loop-1));
storage5(j + B*(i-1)) = Is2(i,j,1+b*(loop-1));
end
end
avgI3 = mean(mean(storage3)); % Average pixel intensity of the image,
% useful in determining Pmin
stDev3 = std2(storage3);
K = var(loop);
PMin = avgI3 + stDev3*K; % Minimum pixel intensity to be considered. if necessary, can be
decided arbitrarily from image. largest min value in a row
AMerge = 300;
% Tamir et al use 300 for large adhesions
AMin = 30;
% Zamir et al use 30, I tried 40, 50, 60, 80, 90, 100.
AMax = 1000;
% New addition; removes large patches of noise caused by diffuse
fluorescence; only necessary to clean poor images
% Call Water Algorithm
[prefilterM(:,:,1+b*(loop-1)), maskCounter(1+b*(loop-1)), M1(:,:,1+b*(loop-1)), P,
index,areaPatch] = water(storage3,A,B,PMin, AMerge, AMin, AMax, M1(:,:,1+b*(loop-1)));
toc
figure(c), imshow(M1(:,:,1+b*(loop-1)));
c = c+1;
title('Patches');
figure(c), imshow(prefilterM(:,:,1+b*(loop-1)))
c = c+1;
title('Unfiltered Patches');
%% Find Patch Info
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% Generate patch data
[ patchInfo(:,:,1+b*loop-b), originalPatchInfo(:,:,1+b*loop-b), realMask(1,1+b*loop-b) ] =
patchProps(M1(:,:,1+b*loop-b), maskCounter(1,1+b*loop-b), storage5, A,
B,patchInfo(:,:,1+b*loop-b), areaPatch);
% Assign realPatchInfo
[ realPatchInfo(:,:,1+b*(loop-1))] = assignReal( realMask(1+b*(loop-1)),
realPatchInfo(:,:,1+b*(loop-1)), patchInfo(:,:,1+b*(loop-1)) );
% Number the patches in patch info by centroid
[ realPatchInfo(:,:,1+b*(loop-1)) ] = centroidAssign(A, B, realMask(1+b*(loop-1)),
realPatchInfo(:,:,1+b*(loop-1)));
% Renumber Patches in mask by centroid
[newM(:,:,1+b*(loop-1))] = patchRenumber(M1(:,:,1+b*(loop-1)), realPatchInfo(:,:,1+b*(loop1)), A, B, newM(:,:,1+b*(loop-1)));
figure(c), imshow(newM(:,:,1+b*(loop-1)))
c = c+1;
title('Renumbered Patches');
% Show patches in color
rgb = label2rgb(newM(:,:,1+ b*(loop-1)));
figure(c); imshow(rgb);
title('False Color Patches');
c = c+1;
patchChanges(1,1+ b*(loop-1)) = 1;
toc
%% The loop to perform the water algorithm on each successive picture
if N > 1 && b == 2
n = 2;
% Create Storage
storage4 = zeros(1,A*B);
storage6 = storage4;
% Loop to transpose each value in the intensity matrix into a corresponding
% 1D array. Cycles through each element in the intensity matrix.
for i = 1:A
for j = 1:B
storage4(j + B*(i-1)) = I(i,j,n+ b*(loop-1));
storage6(j + B*(i-1)) = Is2(i,j,n+ b*(loop-1));
end
end
avgI4 = mean(storage4);
stDev4 = std2(storage4);
PMin = avgI4 + stDev4*K;
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% Call water algorithm
[prefilterM(:,:,n+ 2*(loop-1)), maskCounter(n+ 2*(loop-1)), M1(:,:,n+ 2*(loop-1)), P,
index,areaPatch] = water(storage4,A,B,PMin, AMerge, AMin, AMax, M1(:,:,n+ 2*(loop-1)));
toc
% Generate patch data
[patchInfo(:,:,n+ 2*(loop-1)), originalPatchInfo(:,:,n+ 2*(loop-1)), realMask(n+ 2*(loop-1))
] = patchProps(M1(:,:,n+ 2*(loop-1)), maskCounter(n+ 2*(loop-1)), storage6, A, B,
patchInfo(:,:,n+ 2*(loop-1)),areaPatch);
% Assign realPatchInfo
[realPatchInfo(:,:,n+ 2*(loop-1))] = assignReal( realMask(n+ 2*(loop-1)),
realPatchInfo(:,:,n+ 2*(loop-1)), patchInfo(:,:,n+ 2*(loop-1)) );
maxPatch = max(realPatchInfo(3,:,1));
a = 20; % allowable distance between centroid of each image.
% Number the patches in patch info by centroid of the previous image.
patchChanges(1,n+ 2*(loop-1)) = n;
[ realPatchInfo(:,:,n+ 2*(loop-1)), patchChanges(2,n+ 2*(loop-1)),patchChanges(3,n+
2*(loop-1)),patchChanges(4,n+ 2*(loop-1)), patchChanges(5,n+ 2*(loop-1)),maxPatch] =
centroidMatcher(realPatchInfo(:,:,n-1+ 2*(loop-1)), realPatchInfo(:,:,n+ 2*(loop-1)),realMask(n1+ 2*(loop-1)), maxPatch,a);
[newM(:,:,n+ 2*(loop-1))] = patchRenumber(M1(:,:,n+ 2*(loop-1)), realPatchInfo(:,:,n+
2*(loop-1)), A, B, newM(:,:,n+ 2*(loop-1)));
% Display masks for final image in series
figure(c), imshow(M1(:,:,2+ 2*(loop-1)));
title('Patches, Last Image');
c = c+1;
figure(c), imshow(prefilterM(:,:,2+ 2*(loop-1)))
title('Unfiltered Patches, Last Image');
c = c+1;
figure(c), imshow(newM(:,:,2+ 2*(loop-1)))
title('Renumbered Patches, Last Image');
c = c+1;
rgb = label2rgb(newM(:,:,2+ 2*(loop-1)));
figure(c); imshow(rgb);
title('False Color Patches, Last Image');
c = c+1;
toc
end
end
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Matlab Functions
arrayTranspose. m
function [ i, j ] = arrayTranspose(B, index)
% arrayTranspose converts the location of a value in an array into
% its original value in a matrix
% Imagine that you have a matrix. You want to turn that matrix into an
% array, for your own nefarious purposes. You convert rows consecutively,
% turning some m by n matrix into a one dimensional array with length m*n.
% The formula for the array index is index = j + B*(i - 1)
% Let's say you examine the array and decide that you don't like a
% certain value, and want to remove it from the original matrix. This
% allows you to find the original matrix index of based on the index of
% your array.
%
Inputs:
%
B - number of columns in matrix
%
k - array index
%
Outputs:
%
i - row index in matrix
%
j - column index in matrix
k = index; % assigns index to variable to preserve input.
i = 1; % row index, initialized to one
% Since j can be at most B, when k is greater than B it means
% that some number of B's need to be subtracted to determine j. The
% number of B's that are subtracted is i - 1.
while k > B
k = k - B; % Decrease array index.
i = i + 1; % Increase row index.
end
j = k; % The remainded of this operation is the column index.
end
assignReal.m
function [ realPatchInfo] = assignReal( realMask, realPatchInfo, patchInfo )
%assignReal - assign properties from storage matrix into array for
%processing
% Assign the values of the patches that exist into a new patch info array.
for i = 1:realMask
% values at 3 and 9 are assigned later
realPatchInfo(1,i) = i;
realPatchInfo(2,i) = patchInfo(1,i); % Number in original matrix
realPatchInfo(4,i) = patchInfo(2,i); % centroid row index
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realPatchInfo(5,i) = patchInfo(3,i); % centroid column index
realPatchInfo(6,i) = patchInfo(4,i); % total patch intensity
realPatchInfo(7,i) = patchInfo(5,i); % Patch area
realPatchInfo(8,i) = patchInfo(6,i); % Patch intensity per unit area
realPatchInfo(10,i) = patchInfo(7,i); % Patch intensity per unit area - background
realPatchInfo(11,i) = patchInfo(8,i); % Long axis of fit ellipse
realPatchInfo(12,i) = patchInfo(9,i); % Short axis of fit ellipse
realPatchInfo(13,i) = patchInfo(10,i); % Axial ratio
end
end
centroidAssign.m
function [ realPatchInfo ] = centroidAssign(A, B, realMask, realPatchInfo)
%centroidAssign - determine patch number based on location of the centroid in the first
%image
% Number each patch by location of centroid in the matrix
looper = 1;
% Determine the order of centroids in the image, scanning from left to
% right and top to bottom, with priority given horizontally rather than
% vertically.
for i = 1:A
for j = 1:B
for k = 1:realMask
if realPatchInfo(4,k) == i && realPatchInfo(5,k) == j
% When the given element is the centroid of a patch
realPatchInfo(3,k) = looper; % Assign it the appropriate value
looper = looper + 1; % update counter to check next patch
break
end
end
end
end
end
centroidMatcher.m
function [ patchInfo2, lost, found,x,y,m] = centroidMatcher(patchInfo1, patchInfo2, realPatch1,
maxPatch,n)
%centroidMatcher makes sure that focal adhesions are numbered consistently
% in images in sequence.
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% n = 10; % Buffer for centroid. Between images, the patch centroid should change less than
this amount
% This is a work in progress.
[~, b] = size(patchInfo1);
[~, c] = size(patchInfo2);
a = 0; % Loop checker to determine if a new patch is create
l = 0; % Determines number of patches assigned.
x = 0; % Merge counter
y = 0; % Split counter
m = maxPatch;
for i = 1:c
if patchInfo2(4,i) == 0;
break
end
row2 = patchInfo2(4,i);
col2 = patchInfo2(5,i);
for j = 1:b
if patchInfo1(4,j) == 0;
break
end
row1 = patchInfo1(4,j);
col1 = patchInfo1(5,j);
if row2 <= row1 + n && row2 >= row1 - n && col2 <= col1 + n && col2 >= col1 - n
z2 = sqrt((row2 - row1)^2 + (col2 - col1)^2); % distance between patches
if patchInfo2(3,i) ~= 0
x = x + 1; % a patch merged
z1 = patchInfo2(9,i);
% if z1 is less than or equal z2, then the patch assignment
% stays the same, since the patch that was originally
% assigned was closer to the that patches centroid in the previous image.
if z1 > z2
patchInfo2(3,i) = patchInfo1(3,j);
patchInfo2(9,i) = z2;
end
else
patchInfo2(3,i) = patchInfo1(3,j);
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patchInfo2(9,i) = z2; % displacement of patch
l = l + 1;
end
a = 1;
break
end
end
% If the current patch is new to the matrix
if a == 0
m = m + 1;
patchInfo2(3,i) = m;
end
a = 0;
end
% Check for any patch splits
for i = 1:c-1
if patchInfo2(3,i) == 0;
break
end
for j = i+1:c
if patchInfo2(3,j) == 0
break
elseif patchInfo2(3,i) == patchInfo2(3,j);
% a patch was assigned the same value as another patch. This indicates a split
% occurred.
y = y + 1; % update split counter
m = m + 1; % update patch addition
patchInfo2(3,j) = m; % assign patch new value
end
end
end
lost = realPatch1 - l; % number of patches lost, includes merges
found = m - maxPatch; % number of new patches, includes splits
end
dataSort.m
function [ intenData, areaData, spatialData,goodPatches ] = dataSort( realPatchInfo,N, patch,
timestep, pixelLength, maxI,target)
%dataSort takes the data stored in realPatchInfo, organized with respect to
%time, and determines additional parameters.
l = length(patch);
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b = 0;
[~,D,~] = size(realPatchInfo);
% Initialize data sets
areaData = zeros(l+3,5*N+4); % Row 1, time, Row 2, patch intensity, row 2, patch area
intenData = zeros(l+3,7*N+4);
spatialData = zeros(l+4,4*N+3);
n = timestep; % time step between images;
for k = 1:l
a = 0;
consecutive = 0;
loop = 0;
entry = 0;
trendA = 0;
trendI = 0;
for i = 1:N
maxA = max(realPatchInfo(7,:,i));
maxPatchI = max(realPatchInfo(8,:,i));
if k == 1 % first row for each data set contains the relative time step for the image
areaData(1,i+1) = n*i;
areaData(1,i+N+1) = n*i;
areaData(1,i+2*N+1) = n*i;
areaData(1,i+3*N+1) = n*i;
areaData(1,i+4*N+1) = n*i;
intenData(1,i+1) = n*i;
intenData(1,i+N+1) = n*i;
intenData(1,i+2*N+1) = n*i;
intenData(1,i+3*N+1) = n*i;
intenData(1,i+4*N+1) = n*i;
intenData(1,i+5*N+1) = n*i;
intenData(1,i+6*N+1) = n*i;
spatialData(1,i+1) = n*i;
spatialData(1,i+N+1) = n*i;
spatialData(1,i+2*N+1) = n*i;
spatialData(1,i+3*N+1) = n*i;
end
for j = 1:D
if realPatchInfo(3,j,i) == patch(k)
intenData(k+1,i+1) = realPatchInfo(6,j,i); % Total intensity
intenData(k+1,i+N+1) = realPatchInfo(8,j,i); % Average patch intensity
intenData(k+1,i+2*N+1) = realPatchInfo(8,j,i)/maxPatchI; % Normalized (to max
patch intensity) average patch intensity
intenData(k+1,i+3*N+1) = realPatchInfo(8,j,i)/maxI(i); % Normalized (to max image
intensity) average patch intensity
intenData(k+1,i+4*N+1) = realPatchInfo(10,j,i); % Average patch intensity background
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intenData(k+1,i+5*N+1) = realPatchInfo(10,j,i)/maxPatchI; % Normalized (to max
patch intensity) average patch intensity - background
intenData(k+1,i+6*N+1) = realPatchInfo(10,j,i)/maxI(i); % Normalized (to max image
intensity) average patch intensity - background
areaData(k+1,i+1) = realPatchInfo(7,j,i); % Patch area
areaData(k+1,i+N+1) = realPatchInfo(7,j,i)/maxA; % Normalized patch area
areaData(k+1,i+2*N+1) = realPatchInfo(13,j,i); %Axial ratio of ellipse
areaData(k+1,i+3*N+1) = realPatchInfo(11,j,i); % Patch length
areaData(k+1,i+4*N+1) = realPatchInfo(12,j,i); % Patch breadth
spatialData(k+2,i+1) = realPatchInfo(9,j,i)*pixelLength; % Centroid displacement
spatialData(k+2,i+N+1) = realPatchInfo(9,j,i)*pixelLength/timestep; % average
velocity
spatialData(k+2,i+2*N+1) = realPatchInfo(4,j,i); % Row coordinate of the centroid
spatialData(k+2,i+3*N+1) = realPatchInfo(5,j,i); % Column coordinate of the centroid
a = 1;
entry = entry + 1;
loop = loop + 1;
if i ~= 1
if areaData(k+1,i+1) > areaData(k+1,i)
trendA = trendA + 1;
elseif areaData(k+1,i+1) < areaData(k+1,i)
trendA = trendA - 1;
end
if intenData(k+1,i+1) > intenData(k+1,i)
trendI = trendI + 1;
elseif intenData(k+1,i+1) < intenData(k+1,i)
trendI = trendI - 1;
end
end
break
end
end
if a == 0
if loop > consecutive
consecutive = loop;
end
loop = 0;
end
end
if loop > consecutive
consecutive = loop;
end
areaData(k+1,1) = patch(k); % patch number
areaData(k+1,5*N + 2) = entry; % total number of nonzero data points
areaData(k + 1,5*N + 3) = consecutive; % greatest number of consecutive data points
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areaData(k + 1,5*N + 4) = trendA; % trend in area for a given patch, positive means increase,
neg means decrease, zero means no consistent change
intenData(k+1,1) = patch(k); % patch number
intenData(k+1,7*N + 2) = entry; % total number of nonzero data points
intenData(k+1,7*N + 3) = consecutive; % greatest number of consecutive data points
intenData(k+1,7*N + 4) = trendI; % trend in intensity for a given patch, positive means
increase, neg means decrease, zero means no consistent change
spatialData(k+2,1) = patch(k); % patch number
spatialData(k+2,4*N+2) = entry; % total number of nonzero data points
spatialData(k+2,4*N+3) = consecutive; % greatest number of consecutive data points
if entry >= target
b = b + 1;
goodPatches(b) = patch(k);
end
end
for m = 1:N
sumRowCent = 0;
sumColCent = 0;
sumA = 0;
for k = 1:l
sumRowCent = sumRowCent + areaData(k+1,m+1)*spatialData(k+1,m+2*N+1);
sumColCent = sumColCent + areaData(k+1,m+1)*spatialData(k+1,m+3*N+1);
sumA = sumA + areaData(k+1,m+1);
end
spatialData(2,m+2*N+1) = sumRowCent/sumA;
spatialData(2,m+3*N+1) = sumColCent/sumA;
if m > 1
z = sqrt((spatialData(2,m+2*N+1)-spatialData(2,m+2*N))^2 + (spatialData(2,m+3*N+1)spatialData(2,m+3*N))^2);
else
z = 0;
end
spatialData(2,m+1) = z*pixelLength;
spatialData(2,m+N+1) = z*pixelLength/timestep;
% FInd the average value of all nonzero data points
[intenData(l+2,m+1), intenData(l+3,m+1)] = meanIfNot(intenData(2:end-2,m+1),l,1,0); %
Average Total intensity
[intenData(l+2,m+1+N), intenData(l+3,m+1+N)] = meanIfNot(intenData(2:end2,m+1+N),l,1,0); % Average average patch intensity
[intenData(l+2,m+1+2*N), intenData(l+3,m+1+2*N)] = meanIfNot(intenData(2:end2,m+1+2*N),l,1,0); % Average normalized (to max patch intensity) average patch intensity
[intenData(l+2,m+1+3*N), intenData(l+3,m+1+3*N)] = meanIfNot(intenData(2:end2,m+1+3*N),l,1,0); % Normalized (to max image intensity) average patch intensity
[intenData(l+2,m+1+4*N), intenData(l+3,m+1+4*N)] = meanIfNot(intenData(2:end-
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2,m+1+4*N),l,1,0); % Average patch intensity - background
[intenData(l+2,m+1+5*N), intenData(l+3,m+1+5*N)] = meanIfNot(intenData(2:end2,m+1+5*N),l,1,0); % Normalized (to max patch intensity) average patch intensity - background
[intenData(l+2,m+1+6*N), intenData(l+3,m+1+6*N)] = meanIfNot(intenData(2:end2,m+1+6*N),l,1,0); % Normalized (to max image intensity) average patch intensity - background
[areaData(l+2,m+1), areaData(l+3,m+1)] = meanIfNot(areaData(2:end-2,m+1),l,1,0); % Patch
area
[areaData(l+2,m+1+N), areaData(l+3,m+1+N)] = meanIfNot(areaData(2:end-2,m+1+N),l,1,0);
% Normalized patch area
[areaData(l+2,m+1+2*N), areaData(l+3,m+1+2*N)] = meanIfNot(areaData(2:end2,m+1+2*N),l,1,0); %Axial ratio of ellipse
[areaData(l+2,m+1+3*N), areaData(l+3,m+1+3*N)] = meanIfNot(areaData(2:end2,m+1+3*N),l,1,0); % Patch length
[areaData(l+2,m+1+4*N), areaData(l+3,m+1+4*N)] = meanIfNot(areaData(2:end2,m+1+4*N),l,1,0); % Patch breadth
[spatialData(l+3,m+1), spatialData(l+4,m+1)] = meanIfNot(spatialData(3:end-2,m+1),l,1,0); %
Centroid displacement
[spatialData(l+3,m+1+N), spatialData(l+4,m+1+N)] = meanIfNot(spatialData(3:end2,m+1+N),l,1,0); % average velocity
end
end
debugger.m
function [ I2] = debugger( I )
%debugger - choose small portion (401x401 pixels) of image to check
%
% Input:
%
I - Intensity matrix of whole image
%
% Output
%
I2 - intensity matrix of portion of interest
rowLow = 400; % Highest row of pixels
rowUp = 800; % Lowest row of pixels
colLow = 50; % Left column of pixels
colUp = 450; % Right column of pixels
m = rowUp - rowLow; % number of rows
n = colUp - colLow; % number of columns
I2 = zeros(m,n); % intensity matrix of new image, initialized to zero
% Assign new intensity matrix based on corresponding pixels in original
% image.
for i = rowLow:rowUp
for j = colLow:colUp
I2(i - rowLow + 1, j - colLow + 1) = I(i,j);
end
end
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end
findTrends.m
function [ disRate, assembRate, net, range, avgAssemb, avgDis ] = findTrends( target,
phaseLength, dataSet, lifeSpan,patch,N, rMin )
%findTrends normalizes and fits a linear trend to log-linear data. It
%determines the best fit bases on the longest trend above a threshold r
%value, rMin
% initialize arrays based on patch array
range = patch.*0;
net = range;
disRate = range;
assembRate = range;
% Loops through the patch array to establish assembly and disassembly rates
for l = patch
% The patch needs to have existed longer than the target value in order
% to be included in analysis
if lifeSpan(l+1,1) >= target
% determine patch location in data set and store
data = 0;
no = 1;
nf = N;
for i =1:N
if dataSet(l,i) == 0 && data(1) == 0
no = no + 1;
elseif dataSet(l,i) == 0 && data(1) ~= 0
nf = i-1;
break
else
data(i-no+1) = dataSet(l,i);
end
end
t = no:1:nf;
% assign desired data set to patch of interest
% Describe the data sets.
maxVal = max(data);
minVal = min(data);
range(l) = maxVal-minVal;
net(l) = data(end)-data(1);
normData = data./maxVal;
logData = log(normData); % at least for intensity
% perform regression
% check algorithms from Berginski.
f = 0;
g = 0;
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% Determine linear trends; the longest significant trend will be stored.
for i = 1:length(t) - phaseLength + 1
[~, b, r ] = linearReg(logData(1:phaseLength+f),t(1:phaseLength+f));
f = f + 1;
if r >= rMin
assembRate(l) = b;
end
if disRate(l) == 0
[~, b, r ] = linearReg(logData(1+g:end),t(1+g:end));
g = g + 1;
if r <= -rMin
disRate(l) = b;
end
end
end
end
end
disSum = 0;
assembSum = 0;
m=0;
p = 0;
% determine average assembly and disassembly rates
for i = patch
if disRate(i)~= 0
disSum = disSum + disRate(i);
m = m +1;
end
if assembRate(i)~= 0
assembSum = assembSum + assembRate(i);
p=p +1;
end
end
avgAssemb = assembSum/p;
avgDis = disSum/m;
end

fitEllipse.m
function [longAxis, shortAxis, axialRatio ] = fitEllipse(i,rowCent,colCent,area,M,A,B)
%fitEllipse - using the second image moment (as implemented by Matlab's
%regionprops function), this function determiens the long and short axis of
%the ellipse that best fits a given patch.
%initialize arrays
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x = zeros(1,area);
y = zeros(1,area);
m = 1;
% assign centroids
for j = 1:A
for k = 1:B
if M(j,k) == i
y(m) = j - rowCent;
x(m) = k - colCent;
m = m + 1;
end
end
end
% Calculate normalized second central moments for the region. 1/12
% is
% the normalized second central moment of a pixel with unit length.
muxx = sum(x.^2)/area + 1/12;
muyy = sum(y.^2)/area + 1/12;
muxy = sum(x.*y)/area;
% Calculate major axis length and minor axis length. (Taken
% from ComputeElipseParams in regionprops function)
common = sqrt((muxx - muyy)^2 + 4*muxy^2);
longAxis = 2*sqrt(2)*sqrt(muxx + muyy + common);
shortAxis = 2*sqrt(2)*sqrt(muxx + muyy - common);
axialRatio = longAxis/shortAxis;
end
getData.m
function [newerM] = getData(N,patch,timestep,pixelLength,fileRoot,runNumber,maxI,
realPatchInfo, newM,patchChanges,SNR,CNR,A,B,target,n, rMinI, rMinA)
% getData sorts data from the realPatchInfo array into arrays pertaining to
% area, intensity, spatial motion, noise, and assembly. It saves these
% arrays as .csv files.
% Take information from realPatchInfo and store in relevant arrays
[ intenData, areaData, spatialData, patches ] = dataSort(realPatchInfo,N,patch,timestep,
pixelLength, maxI,target);
dataSet = intenData(2:end,N+2:2*N+1);
lifeSpan = intenData(:,end-2); % number of frames each patch exists
% determeine intensity rate information
[ disRateI, assembRateI, netI, rangeI, avgAssembI, avgDisI ] = findTrends( target, n, dataSet,
lifeSpan,patch, N, rMinI);
lifeSpan = areaData(:,end-2); % number of frames each patch exists
dataSet = areaData(2:end,2:N+1);
% determine aree rate information
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[ disRateA, assembRateA, netA, rangeA, avgAssembA, avgDisA ] = findTrends( target, n,
dataSet, lifeSpan,patch, N, rMinA);
newerM = zeros(A,B,N);
% Initialize
noiseData = zeros(3,N);
assembData = zeros(9,length(patch)+1);
% Assign noiseData array
noiseData(1,:) = 1:N;
noiseData(2,:) = SNR; % signal to noise ratio
noiseData(3,:) = CNR; % contrast to noise ratio
% Assign assembly data set array
assembData(1,1:end-1) = patch; % patch number
assembData(2,1:(end-1)) = disRateI; % patch intenisty disassembly rate
assembData(2,end) = avgDisI; % average intensity disassembly rate
assembData(3,1:end-1) = assembRateI; % patch intensity assembly rate
assembData(3,end) = avgAssembI; % average intensity assembly rate
assembData(4,1:end-1) = netI; % net change in intenisty
assembData(5,1:end-1) = rangeI; % range of patch intensity
assembData(6,1:end-1) = disRateA; % patch area disassembly rate
assembData(6,end) = avgDisA; % average patch area disassembly rate
assembData(7,1:end-1) = assembRateA; % patch area assembly rate
assembData(7,end) = avgAssembA; % average patch area assembly rate
assembData(8,1:end-1) = netA; % net change in area
assembData(9,1:end-1) = rangeA; % range of patch area
% Write data to .csv file for analysis in excel and save mask as image
parfor i = 1:N
[ newerM(:,:,i) ] = patchShow(patches, newM(:,:,i),newerM(:,:,i), A,B); % Identify consistent
patches in image masks
%csvwrite(['Data' fileRoot '/' num2str(runNumber) 'maskData' num2str(i) '.csv'], newM(:,:,i))
%csvwrite(['Data' fileRoot '/' num2str(runNumber) 'testPatchData' num2str(i) '.csv'],
realPatchInfo(:,:,i))
imwrite(newM(:,:,i), ['Data' fileRoot '/' num2str(runNumber) 'PatchesMask' num2str(i) '.tif'])
%imwrite(newerM(:,:,i), ['Data' fileRoot '/' num2str(runNumber) 'PatchesNewerMask'
num2str(i) '.tif'])
end
% Write arrays to .csv files
csvwrite(['Data' fileRoot '/' num2str(runNumber) 'intensitydata.csv'], intenData)
csvwrite(['Data' fileRoot '/' num2str(runNumber) 'areadata.csv'], areaData)
csvwrite(['Data' fileRoot '/' num2str(runNumber) 'spatialdata.csv'], spatialData)
csvwrite(['Data' fileRoot '/' num2str(runNumber) 'patchChangedata.csv'], patchChanges)
csvwrite(['Data' fileRoot '/' num2str(runNumber) 'noisedata.csv'], noiseData)
csvwrite(['Data' fileRoot '/' num2str(runNumber) 'assemblydata.csv'], assembData)
end
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linearReg.m
function [ a,b,r] = linearReg( y, x )
%linearReg perform linear regression of the given data set
% Determine averages
xbar = mean(x);
ybar = mean(y);
% determine terms for regression
alpha = (x - xbar).*(y - ybar);
beta = (x - xbar).^2;
gamma = (y - ybar).^2;
% determine coefficients
b = sum(alpha)/sum(beta); % slope
r = sum(alpha)/sqrt(sum(beta)*sum(gamma)); % significance
a = ybar - b*xbar; % y-intercept
end
meanIfNot.m
function [ mean,n ] = meanIfNot(array, rowSize, colSize, value )
%meanIfNot determines mean for an array, excluding a certain value
% For example, if you have an array that contains zeros that are
% meaningless, you can use this function to determine the the mean of the
% meaningful data.
% initialize sum and n
sum = 0;
n = 0;
% determine sum and number of points that are not the set value
for i = 1:rowSize
for j = 1:colSize
if array(i,j) ~= value
sum = sum + array(i,j);
n = n + 1;
end
end
end
% Determine the mean.
mean = sum/n;
end

patchArea.m
function [area] = patchArea(M, patch)
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% patchArea calculates the number of pixels that comprise a given patch
% Inputs
%
M - Mask matrix
%
patch - patch number of interest
% Outputs
%
area - area of patch of interest
% Formed using equation in Zamir et al.
[A,B] = size(M); % Determine size of input matrix
area = 0; % Area of patch, in pixels. Initialized to one.
% Loop to cycle through mask matrix, and when the element has the desired
% patch number, increase area by one
for i = 1:A
for j = 1:B
if M(i,j) == patch
area = area + 1; % Area increases by one pixel.
end
end
end
end
patchCentroid.m
function [ jbar kbar ] = patchCentroid( M, patch, storage )
%patchCentroid determines the centroid for the given patch number.
% Input
%
M - mask array
%
patch - patch number of interest
%
storage - 1D storage pixel array
%
% Output
%
jbar - row index of centroid
%
kbar - column index of centroid
[A,B] = size(M); % Size of intensity (and mask) matrix
totI = 0; % intializes total intensity of the patch to zero
jsum = 0; % Initialize sum of row index and pixel intensity to zero
ksum = 0; % Initialize sum of column index and pixel intensity to zero
% This loop compares each element of the mask to the patch number, and
% then they are the same, compus the sum for the location of the
% centroid of the patch and its total intensity.
for j = 1:A
for k = 1:B
% Check to find the right patch
if M(j,k) == patch
index = k + B*(j - 1); % Index of pixel in storage
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jsum = jsum + storage(index)*j; % Sum for centroid row index
ksum = ksum + storage(index)*k; % Sum for centroid column index
% Add intensity of the pixel to total intensity
totI = totI + storage(index);
end
end
end
jbar = floor(jsum/totI); % Row index of centroid of patch
kbar = floor(ksum/totI); % Column index of centroid of patch
end
patchProps.m
function [ patchInfo, originalPatchInfo, realMask ] = patchProps(M, maskCounter, storage, A, B,
patchInfo,areaPatch)
% patchProps determines some of the properties, like location, area, and
% total intensity, of each patch
%
% Inputs:
%
I - Intensity matrix of the picture being analyzed
%
M - matrix of patch numbers of picture being analyzed
%
maskCounter - number of patches in given picture
%
% Outputs:
%
patchInfo - array with information about each patch. Each column
%
represents a patch. Row 1 contains patch number, row 2 contains
%
row index of the centroid of the patch, row 3
%
contains the column index of the centroid, row 4 contains the
%
total intensity of the pixel, and row 5 contains the area of the
%
pixel
lost = 0; % number of patches lost
% This loop assigns the appropriate value to each element of the patchInfo
% matrix
for i = 1:maskCounter
patchInfo(1,i) = i; % assigns first row a patch number
totI = 0; % intializes total intensity of the patch to zero
jsum = 0; % Initialize sum of row index and pixel intensity to zero
ksum = 0; % Initialize sum of column index and pixel intensity to zero
area = areaPatch(i); % Total area of patch
% Check if patch is real or was deleted during processing
if area == 0
lost = lost + 1;
else
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% This loop compares each element of the mask to the patch number, and
% then they are the same, compus the sum for the location of the
% centroid of the patch and its total intensity.
for j = 1:A
for k = 1:B
% Check to find the right patch
if M(j,k) == i
index = k + B*(j - 1); % Index of pixel in storage
jsum = jsum + storage(index)*j; % Sum for centroid row index
ksum = ksum + storage(index)*k; % Sum for centroid column index
% Add intensity of the pixel to total intensity
totI = totI + storage(index);
end
end
end
jbar = floor(jsum/totI); % Row index of centroid of patch
kbar = floor(ksum/totI); % Column index of centroid of patch
patchInfo(2,i) = jbar; % Row index of centroid of patch
patchInfo(3,i) = kbar; % Column index of centroid of patch
patchInfo(4,i) = totI; % Total itensity of patch
patchInfo(5,i) = area; % Total area of patch
patchInfo(6,i) = totI/area; % Intensity of the patch per unit area.
[patchInfo(8,i),patchInfo(9,i),patchInfo(10,i)] = fitEllipse(i,jbar,kbar,area,M,A,B); % assign
long axis, short axis, and axial ratio of best fit ellipse.
patchInfo(7,i) = removeBackground(A,B,jbar,kbar,patchInfo(8,i),M,area,totI,storage ); %
Intensity of the patch per unit area - background
end
end
realMask = maskCounter - lost; % actual number of patches in M
originalPatchInfo = patchInfo; % save original data
i = 1; % Loop condition counter, representing column index of patch info
j = 1; % Second loop condition counter
% This loop runs while i is less than or equal to the mask counter, and
% while j is at least the difference between the mask counter and i
while i <= maskCounter && j <= (maskCounter - i)
% Check if patch at column i exists
if patchInfo(5,i) == 0
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% The area is zero, so the patch was lost during water. Assign the
% neighboring patch value to current patch, and assign that patch
% to zero.
patchInfo(:,i) = patchInfo(:,i + j);
patchInfo(:, i + j) = 0;
j = j + 1; % Update loop counter.
else
% This patch is real. Check the next patch
i = i + 1; % Update loop counter
j = 1; % Reset to one
end
end
end
patchShow.m
function [ newM ] = patchShow(patches, M,newM, A,B )
%patchShow Display patch or patches of interest
D = length(patches);
for i = 1:A
for j = 1:B
if M(i,j) ~= 0
for k = 1:D
if M(i,j) == patches(k)
newM(i,j) = patches(k);
break
end
end
end
end
end
end

removeBackground.m
function [ realI ] = removeBackground(A,B,rowCent,colCent,longAxis,M,area,totI,storage )
%removeBackground - creates a background-corrected patch intensity
% As a part of the patchProps function, this function determines the
% background corrected intensity for each individual patch. It determines
% a background area based on the elipse that was fit to the focal
% adhesion.
sumA = 0;
sumP = 0;
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for j = floor(rowCent - sqrt(1.2)*longAxis):ceil(rowCent + sqrt(1.2)*longAxis)
for k = floor(colCent - sqrt(1.2)*longAxis):ceil(colCent + sqrt(1.2)*longAxis)
if j >= 1 && j <= A && k >= 1 && k <= B
if M(j,k) == 0 && ((j - rowCent)^2 + (k - colCent)^2) < (1.2*longAxis^2)
index = k + B*(j - 1);
sumP = sumP + storage(index);
sumA = sumA + 1;
end
end
end
end
back = sumP/sumA; % average background intensity
patchI = totI/area; % average patch intensity
% Assign background corrected patch intensity
if back > patchI
realI = 0;
else
realI = patchI - back;
end
end

selectPortion.m
function [I2] = selectPortion(I,rowLow,rowUp,colLow,colUp)
%selectPortion - choose portion of image of interest to analysis
%
% Input:
%
I - Intensity matrix of whole image
%
% Output
%
I2 - intensity matrix of portion of interest
%
rowLow - Highest row of pixels
%
rowUp - Lowest row of pixels
%
colLow - Left column of pixels
%
colUp - Right column of pixels
m = rowUp - rowLow; % number of rows
n = colUp - colLow; % number of columns
I2 = zeros(m,n); % intensity matrix of new image, initialized to zero
% Assign new intensity matrix based on corresponding pixels in original
% image.
for i = rowLow:rowUp
for j = colLow:colUp
I2(i - rowLow + 1, j - colLow + 1) = I(i,j);
end
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end
end

water.m
function [prefilterM, maskCounter, M, P, index, areaPatch] = water(storage, A, B, PMin,
AMerge, AMin, AMax, M)
% Water Algorithm (Zamir et al. and Grashoff et al.)
% Detailed explanation goes here
% Inputs:
% storage - !D vector containing ppixel intensities of original image
% A - number of rows in original image
% B - numner of columns in original image
% PMin - minimum pixel value
% AMerge - threshold area for merging
% AMin - lower bound for threshold area for mask existence
% M - initialized mask array
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Outputs:
prefilterM - all pixels above PMin
prefilterMaskCounter - number of discrete patches identified
maskCounter - number of discrete patches that meet criteria
M - array of identified patches with indices corresponding to the
original image
P - sorted storage array from high to low intensity
index - original index of P in the storage matrix
areaPatch - array with patch area

maskCounter = 0; % Number of masks labeled in the experiment.
% Initialized to zero, and updated when a new patch is found.
[P, index] = sort(storage, 'descend'); % sort pixels in storage matrix
[C] = histc(P,[PMin inf]); % determine maximum number of pixels that are greater than the
threshold
areaPatch = zeros(1,C(1)); % initialize an area tracking array
z = 1; % Loop counter
% The loop to end all loops. The following conditional runs while the individual pixels are above
% the minimum intensity specified in the function call. First, it
% identifies the location of the neighboring pixels. In this version, all
% either 4 or 8 neighboring pixels are included in the critieria.
while z <= A*B && P(z) >= PMin
% Index of pixels to be checked for patch similarity in storage
% array.
L = index(z) - 1; % Storage index of left pixe
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R = index(z) + 1; % Storage index of right pixel
U = index(z) - B; % Storage index of upper pixel
D = index(z) + B; % Storage index of lower pixel
% Comment these out for connectivity four:
%UL = U - 1;
% Storage index of upper left pixel
%UR = U + 1;
% Storage index of upper right pixel
%DL = D - 1;
% Storage index of lower left pixel
%DR = D + 1;
% Storage index of lower right pixel
[x,y] = arrayTranspose(B, index(z)); % location of target pixel in image
%indArr = [UL U UR L R DL D DR]; % Array of neighboring pixel indices
% from storage array. For connectivity 8.
indArr = [U L R D]; % For connectivity 4
m = zeros(2, length(indArr), 'uint16'); % 2 row matrix with indices of neighboring pixel
% with row index in row 1, column index
% in row 2. Initialized to zero.
% These indices represent the actual
% location of the pixel in the image.
% Uses the array transpose function to translate the indices of the storage array
% to the indices of the matrix
for i = 1: length(indArr)
[m(1,i), m(2,i)] = arrayTranspose(B, indArr(i));
end
loop = 0; % A loop condition counter. If a neighboring pixel has no mask number,
% it is increased by one. Initialized to zero.
% This loop checks two of the cases central to the water algorithm.
% It cycles through each of the neighnoring pixels, determines if
% they are a part of a patch, and if it is, assigns the target pixel
% a patch number. If it does not, it increases the loop condition
% counter by one.
for j = 1:length(indArr)
% Check if neighboring pixel exists.
%Connectivity 8: (y == 1 && j == 1) || j == 4 || j == 6)) ||(y == B && (j == 3 || j == 5 || j ==
8))
%Connectivity 4: (y == 1 && j == 2)|| (y == B && j == 3 )
if m(1,j) <= 0 || m(2,j) <= 0 || m(1,j) > A || m(2,j) > B || (y == 1 && j == 2) || (y == B && j
== 3)
% This pixel does not exist. Update loop condition counter.
loop = loop + 1;
else % Neighboring pixel exists.
% This layer of conditions determines whether the
% neighboring pixel already belongs to a patch.
if M(m(1,j), m(2,j)) ~= 0 % The neighbor is a part of a patch.
neighbor = M(m(1,j), m(2,j));
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% This set of conditions checks to find out if our target pixel was already
% assigned in a previous loop cycle.
if M(x,y) == 0 % The pixel is not assigned to a patch.
M(x,y) = neighbor; % Assigns pixel to same patch number as its neighbor
areaPatch(neighbor) = areaPatch(neighbor) + 1;
elseif M(x,y) == neighbor % The pixel was assigned to the same patch as its neighbor.
% Do nothing.
else
% The pixel is assigned to a different patch. Get ready to rumble!
% These sets of conditions checks the size of each
% neighboring patch to determine if either of them should
% merge, or if they are above the minimum size
% requirements.
targetArea = areaPatch(M(x,y));
neighborArea = areaPatch(neighbor);
o = 0; % Conditional indicator. Will be one when conditionals are met.
% First, if the neighboring patch is bigger than the
% current assigned patch, and the current patch is
% smaller than the threshold merge area, the current
% patch will be merged to the larger patch. Or, when
% areas are equal but less than the threshold area,
% the current patch number will be merged with the
% neighbor.
if (neighborArea > targetArea && targetArea < AMerge) || (neighborArea ==
targetArea && targetArea < AMerge)
mergePatch = M(x,y); % patch number to be merged
newPatch = neighbor;
o = 1;
% Next, if the neighboring patch is smaller than the
% current assigned patch, and the neighboring patch is
% smaller than the threshold merge area, the
% neighboring patch will be merged to the larger patch.
elseif neighborArea < targetArea && neighborArea < AMerge
mergePatch = neighbor; % patch number to be merged
newPatch = M(x,y);
o = 1;
end
% Check conditional indicator
if o == 1;
areaPatch(newPatch) = neighborArea + targetArea;
areaPatch(mergePatch) = 0;
% Merge patches. Cycles through the relevant
% section of the mask matrix,
% and when an element has the patch number to be
% merged, it is assigned its new patch number
for k = m(1,j) - AMerge: m(1,j) + AMerge
for l = m(2,j) - AMerge : m(2,j) + AMerge
if k < 1 || k > A || l < 1 || l > B
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% Do nothing. This pixel does not
% exist
elseif M(k,l) == mergePatch
M(k,l) = newPatch;
end
end
end
end
end
else % The neighbor is not a part of a patch.
loop = loop + 1; % Increases the loop condition counter by one.
end
end
end
% After all of the neighbors have been checked, if none of the
% neighbors had a patch number, the loop condition counter will be
% equal to the number of neighbors. Then, the target pixel is
% assigned a new patch number.
if loop == length(indArr)
maskCounter = maskCounter + 1; % the patch number is updated
areaPatch(maskCounter) = 1;
M(x,y) = maskCounter; % pixel is assigned a patch number
end
z = z + 1;
end
% Removes Patches that are too small or too large
prefilterM = M; % Saves the original mask matrix and number of masks
% Removes patches below or above the mininimum and maximum thresholds.
for i = 1:A
for j = 1:B
if M(i,j) ~= 0
area = areaPatch(M(i,j));
if area ~=0 && (area < AMin || area > AMax)
badPatch = M(i,j);
areaPatch(M(i,j)) = 0; % zero patch in area array to indicate its loss, and prevent the
loop from repeating itself.
for k = 1:A
for l = 1:B
if M(k,l) == badPatch
M(k,l) = 0;
end
end
end
end
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end
end
end
end
ImageJ Macro
ZstackAverageProject.ijm
This macro can be used to turn a Z-stack into a single image.
// Make sure you change, N, file locations for opening, saving, and selecting [5], and the stop
point for the z stack
N = 119;
for (i = 0; i<N; i ++) {
if (i < 10) {
fileNumber = "000" + i + "_D";
}
else if (i < 100) {
fileNumber = "00" + i + "_D";
}
else if (i < 1000) {
fileNumber = "0" + i + "_D";
}
run("Image Sequence...", "open=[/Users/Tom/Documents/Brown Lab
Research/DataToAnalyze/140224transientMSCfiber/140224transientMSCfiber/MSCfibers_3]
number=189 starting=1 increment=1 scale=100 file="+fileNumber+" or=[] sort");
selectWindow("MSCfibers_3");
run("Enhance Contrast...", "saturated=0.1 normalize process_all");
run("Z Project...", "start=1 stop=6 projection=[Average Intensity]");
selectWindow("MSCfibers_3");
close();
selectWindow("AVG_MSCfibers_3");
fileName = "AVG_MSCfibers_" + fileNumber + ".tif";
saveAs("Tiff", "/Users/Tom/Documents/Brown Lab
Research/DataToAnalyze/140224transientMSCfiber/140224transientMSCfiber/MSCfibers_3/" +
fileName);
selectWindow(fileName);
close();
}
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Appendix C
FAITS Instruction Manual
Introduction
These instructions seek to provide guidelines for the use of the Focal Adhesion
Identification and Tracking Software (FAITS). This tool allows for the segmentation and
analysis of images of focal adhesions captured using fluorescent microscopy; the software
can process single images such as those obtained during immunostaining or image stacks
from time lapse studies. This software provides a quantitative analysis of focal adhesion
dynamics.
The guidelines provided here are intended to help researchers, both students and
professionals, to navigate the software. While it is assumed that those using the software
have experience with Matlab, those of you who know other programming language or are
without programming experience can quickly learn Matlab syntax through a variety of help
files and online support tools. The code is also heavily commented to clarify the use of
specific elements. It is also assumed you have experience with cell culture and microscopy,
and will be able to generate images of focal adhesions.
Apart from the requirements to obtain images of focal adhesions, running FAITS will
require a computer with Matlab, the FAITS code package installed, and a spreadsheet tool like
Excel. ImageJ, the free image processing software from the National Institutes of Health, is
useful to view and process images, but is not required. When working with cell culture and
related chemicals, it is always important to practice good laboratory safety, including
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utilizing appropriate engineering controls and wearing appropriate personal protective
equipment such as gloves and safety goggles. Also, if this software starts to stress you out,
take a break! It’s meant to make your data analysis easier, not to increase your blood
pressure.
To use FAITS, the major steps are to 1) acquire images, 2) select parameters for
analysis, 3) run the software, and 4) perform data analysis.
Required Steps
1. Acquire Images
Caution: Make sure you follow appropriate safety protocols for your imaging
method. Handling biological material requires personal protective equipment and
appropriate engineering controls. Follow the guidelines your lab has established for the
A benefit of using this software is that a variety of different techniques in fluorescent
safety of yourself and others.
microscopy can be used to capture images. In Dr. Justin Brown’s Musculoskeletal
Regenerative Engineering Laboratory, we used a Leica DM 5500 B to capture fluorescent
images from immunostaining and time lapse images; an example is shown in Figure 1 below.
Choosing an imaging technique with a good signal and contrast compared to noise and good
spatial resolution will improve the quality of the analysis. Make sure you note the pixel size
and time interval (for time lapses) for entry into FAITS.

Figure 1. These images show focal adhesions, imaged using immunofluorescence (left) and fluorescent
time lapse methods (right). While the immunofluorescence image has improved contrast, time lapse data allows
for the analysis of focal adhesions over a period of time.
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2. Select Parameters
Once you have an image or image set to analyze, you’ll need to check that the code will
appropriately analyze your images. This will entail a) choosing a region of interest using
checkSelect, b) a preliminary run of the software, and c) evaluating the output images, and d)
adapting parameters. You will need a computer with Matlab installed, your target images, and
FAITS. This step ensures that the program will effectively characterize the focal adhesions in
your images.
a. Choose region of interest
Select the portion of your image which is of interest for analysis. You can
use the checkSelect.m script to find determine appropriate bounds for the
selection (Fig. 2). If you are analyzing the whole image, you can skip this step.
Make sure you enter in your file name and location in script1, and your bounds
in the rowLow, rowUp, colLow, and colUp variables.

Figure 2. The checkSelect script allows the determination an appropriate region in your image for
analysis. The images on the right show an image (top), and the selected region of interest (bottom).

b. Preliminary run with defaults
Enter the bounds and file data for a preliminary run of FAITS. Open
masterCallFile.m (the master control script) and input your bounds. Also in
masterCallFile.m, set N = 1, imScript = ‘filename.tif’, and fileRoot =
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‘directoryName/’, and dataRoot = ‘dataDirectory/’of course substituting your
actual filename and directory pathway. Call masterCallFile.m in the command
window, and wait for the processing; depending on your image size, this could
take anywhere from ~ 10 s for a 100 x 100 segment up to an hour for larger,
noisy images. A series of images will also be displayed from the program,
starting with the initial image input. Figures include the result from filters,
various stages of the mask, and the final mask output, both black and white and
in a false color spectrum to distinguish different masks (see Fig. 3).

Figure 3. The masterCallFile.m script uses the desired parameters to identify and
track focal adhesions. The image (left), mask (center), and false-color mask (right) can be
compared to ensure accuracy.
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c. Evaluate output images
Compare the generated masks to the locations of focal adhesions
observed in the original image. The mask is the output matrix with each
focal adhesion identified; it can be viewed using the command
imshow(newM) from the command window. This mask, if desired, can be
saved as an image using imwrite(newM, ‘Filename.tif’). If the mask does
not accurately reflect the positions of the observed focal adhesions (and
this could be for a variety of reasons), default parameters should be
changed to meet your imaging needs. If they do, repeat the preliminary
run for the final image in your set by changing filename; this will ensure
the final test image is also faithfully represented.

d. Adapt parameters
The parameter selection process involves an iterative comparison
of a small list of three or less values to improve the mask. Please see the
suggestions below on the specific ways to change values to troubleshoot
during parameter selection below. Generally, this software has a script to
aid this process, called parameterCheck.m. By manipulating the variable
‘var’, one can set the range for comparison; the target parameter is then
set equal to var and changed using iterative loops (see Fig. 4). Output
masks should then be compared to determine the optimal parameter
value. This can be repeated for any parameter desired; eventually,
however a compromise has to be struck between eliminating the noise in
the images and losing data from the patches.
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Figure 4. The parameterCheck.m script allows for a qualitative optimization of focal adhesion
identification. The variable “var” can be set as an array and the parameter of interest can be set
equal to var(loop) within the code. Bottom left shows an image of the filtered focal adhesions; the
center shows a mask generated from parameter value for a low Pmin; and the right was processed
with a high Pmin.

3. Run Software
From here, use the parameters you’ve chosen from above and run the
software to extract data. Change the default parameters to those determined in
step 2, and set N as the number of images desired for analysis. The Leica
software generates image files in the form t_0001.tif, and so the code reflects
this naming scheme; it can easily adapted to other filenames. Make sure
directories, file names, file types, and image bounds are accurate. Run
masterCallFile; a conservative estimate for the processing time is the number of
images times the time required for the single image. The key elements
generated by masterCallFile are the mask array newM, the realPatchInfo array,
and a variety of processed data sets, generated by the getData and dataSort
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functions. The program saves the mask image and data sets (as comma separate
values, .csv) as a default; if other data or formats are desired, they can be
manipulated in the getData function. The default data sets are intensity, area,
spatial, and assembly information, with two additional files containing image
noise charactersitcs and patch change data.
4. Data Analysis
The comma separated value (.csv) data obtained from this final run can
be imported to excel. Here, it can be sorted, analyzed, and plotted. For
example, a logarithmic scale for intensity (i.e., log(I/Io)) versus time can be used
to look at a property over time. Alternatively, values can be averaged together
for the formation or degradation of patches to provide the average change in
intensity and area with time. Static values can also be viewed as a histogram,
box and whisker plot, or averaged to compare focal adhesions of different cells
or surfaces, to define a range or characteristic morphology, area, or intensity. A
sample view of this data in excel and a corresponding plot are shown in Figure
5.
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Figure 5. The data in FAITS can be exported to excel (left) and analyzed based on characteristics
of interest. A graph of average focal adhesion size with respect to time is shown on the right.
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Conclusion
The use of FAITS requires the acquisition of images of focal adhesions, a
parameter selection process, running the software package with desired
parameters, and data analysis. Images can be acquired in a variety of ways,
allowing for flexibility in analysis. Parameter selection can be a difficult
balancing act, requiring the selection of appropriate bounds, preliminary image
analysis, image evaluation, and parameter adaptation. The parameter
troubleshooting appendix below offers some suggestions to aid the selection of
parameters to make the most of analysis from FAITS.
In addition to the troubleshooting of parameter selection, there a few
common errors that can arise when using this software. Key errors can arise
when accessing image files and storing data; make sure directories are specified
on the Matlab path, and that you are operating Matlab from the correct folder.
Anther common issue with the program is the time required for analysis. You
can try decreasing your image size or the number of images you are processing
to decrease analysis time. If you have parallel computing resources available, the
code has files adapted for parallel computing, using parallel for loops (parfor).
Running the program overnight can help manage your time, entering images at
night and viewing data in the morning; reducing open windows and other
computer processes can also help to increase code speed. Matlab offers
excellent documentation, both in help files and online; if you get an error you
don’t understand, this documentation is a helpful resource.
Any suggestions, comments, or questions regarding FAITS can be sent to
the author. Good luck with your image processing!
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Parameter Troubleshooting
A variety of problems could arise when first analyzing an image with
FAITS so that the resulting mask doesn’t match the apparent focal adhesions in
the image. The handy way to select an appropriate value for characteristics such
as Amax, Amin, Athresh, Pmin, or box size (box) is to use the parameterCheck.m
code. This code takes a set of parameters and runs the processing steps in
FAITS.







The program does not identify focal adhesions as patches
- Look at the filtered image that is the input into the water
algorithm. If, where you would expect to see focal adhesions,
there are strips of white, the filter has smoothed the patches
rather than differentiating them.
 Increase the filter box size.
- If the patches missed are large:
 Check that the Amax variable is set high enough not to
remove focal adhesions that are patches.
- If the patches missed are small
 Check that the Amin variable is set low enough not to
remove focal adhesions that are patches. A note of caution,
though, that decreasing the Amin may increase the amount
of noise present in the image as well.
- If the patches missed are of low intensity
 Check that Pmin is set low enough to include all focal
adhesions of interest
The program identifies noise as patches.
- Do the opposite of what is described above. Decrease box size and
decrease Amax to reduce large patches of noise, or increase Amin
and Pmin to better remove small areas of noise. There is a fine
balance between identifying the desired patches and introducing
noise.
One patch is identified as two (best determined using false color mask).
- Increase Amerge.
Two patches are identified as one.
- Decrease Amerge.
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